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ABSTRACT 1,

The Simulation and Gaming Project for Inter-Institutional

Computer.Netifarking is a joint effort on thepart of EDUCOM and

eighteen participiting institutions to investigate the role

' ,that computing networks -might 'play in higher educatiow.and

research. Central to the project is the developmeni of a_

-computer stmulation model of_a possible) national jetwork,

composed 'of the participating institutions; in which services

can be exchanged through a market medium.

This is a -repbrt an the resuits,of-the/Tirst year of
,

the
A

-ihree year study.,, Included in this phase were the.develorfSeAt_
, .

of representational:concepts, the design and implementation of

the 'basic simulation model, the cot ection ofdata from'tI1e

participating institutions wand the conduct of some (preliminary,

,experiments using that model.

Later emphasis will be on Wing the Model for

investigation into the organizational ,implications

the conditions necessary for a successful network,

problem areas that must .he monitored.

A

_

*

a comprehensive

of a network,

and the likely-

e
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Introduction

. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY.

t

.

, . .

Among.the most difficultestiohs confronting decision

Makeis at collegef, universities and research institutions art
.,,

those concerning the btst manner of satisfying the expanding

and increasinglY,varied demands for computing servicesr,- The
, --**'vast increase in computer use now imposes serious 'Llanicial

burdens on many bducatl.onal institutions, necessitating that

_they seek more efficienvan'd effective ways- of providing needed

caisabilitits. 4

.1

One -of tft4-mose-promisIngMtens of accomplishing this goal,

is that of sharing computer resources throiiigh awnational computer

network. Sh#ring,is,not just a matter of economy, but it can

open up ne,k possibil4tits to the educational and research comiau-
.._

nity. It bat the poteniial to offer to all institutions through-

rout the country the best comput,ing resources available --'a

- variety and quabitp'bf resources which not even the largest.sing e

institution Gould 116pe to provide on its_own% 4

There is"very little dopbt that such sharing will take place

since .it already -exists in at least a relatively primitive form

However, the extent and form of the sharing will depend on many

complex organizational, economic, and behavicrial issues.. Even

if a network only f-oCuses on the needs of higher,education, a'

large number of alternative arrangements are possible. .For,

)eXample, the degree of centralization of the network; pricing

schemes,, and budgeting procedures at each'university all introduce

possible variations.. An institution's policies with respeZt to 4,

outside,purchases; and- its willingness to assume the'riskCard

gain.the bfnefits) of developing the.esources required to become

a network supplier, will also affect the network, behavior'.



Network arrangemdnfs 'and institutional policies interact k

in complex,ways. It is not possible, .therefore; to. Make reliable

a priori predictions about the, consequences of the many possible

dombin'ationsi of alternative decisions. 'This is true of macro'

decisions 044 affect the entire network,as ivell_as at the/micro.

--level of an.individual institution or an individual user.

.4N

It is extremely diftidult to experiment with a functioning

_network, except only minor incremental ways.' Analytical bodels,

while useful in providing insights into network phenomena, cannot
I.

begin to capture, the full richness of possible behavior that would

interest network designers and institutional policy' makers. Of

the tools available; then, only simulation techniques permit in-

.
vestigation of the full range oftalternatives,. that must be con-

sideied.

B. 'Development of the NetworISimUlation and Gaming Model
4 7 '

The cOrrent simulatiok project grew out of a.six-mopth
(1)

planning study funded by th'e National Science Foundation (NSF).

A.grqup of eight "cooperating investigators," representing

a wide variety of academic backgrounds, planned and recommended

support of a major effort to investieate the role that computing net,'

works might play in higher educati9n. The group felt that a

simulation model would be a 'necessary tool of such an imlestigation.

EDUCOM submitted'a proposal to perform the study, and in February,

1975 it was approved byNSF.,

-I

The, project extends over a-three-year period. This first

phase encompassed many areas including the developmentof repre-

sentational concepts, the design of the basic..

simulation model, and the conduct of init 1 experjAments. It

-J4k alsdr'included the collection of data from 16 edgcatidiotal and re-.

search institutions that are.paxticipating in thp network Txperi-

jments. The collected data describe =- albeit, in relatively

p
pre-

{

/qimary form each institution's present demand for, and supply

-of, computing services. Collectively the 16 institutions constitute.

-2-
8.
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. -

a possible network in which services .can be exchanged through

.a market mechanism.-

4.
,

The second:phase of the project, which, has already begun,

'will concentrate -omii-Zbtaining a deeper understanding di' each parti-

cipating institution's facilities, computing demands, and policies

affecting its network activities. The results of,theSe studies

will be reflected in refinements to thg model so that it can more

faithfully represent the specific behavior of each site on the

network. It will then be used to examine the effect of a variety

,of behavioral, decision, and policy patterns on networks and, in-

"stitiltional members.
-4

/

The filial phase callsefcr a modification of tne model' to per-
.

mit human decision maker's to input decisions interactively dm-sing

a simulation run. In the current Phase I version of the model,'

deciiions are lade automatically by. the model based on built-in

policy rues. In the "gaming" versioh, administrators at the parti-

cipating -institutions will be able to modify.decisioris at any point

in simulatidtime. In this way an,administrator can make ad hoc

decisions in any arbitrary way, rather than being forced to define '

a rule that remains in effeet'thrOugdout.the simulated run. Thus

the gaming phase will introduce a 'realitrlo the model. thai could

not be achieved solely with pre defined rules.

C. Characteristics of the Simulatiop Model

Although construction, of the.simulation model is only 'one part

of the overall projeCtl it is a vital part. The model proVides an

essential t441 for they studies that constitute the real justifica-
.

JP
.

.. i'tion for the. project.

The model was constructed in.a modular, top-down fashion. Thit,
, .

has permitted testing of its higher-level components as development'
, ,

work proceeded. This approach also offers the tremendous,advanta4e

of flexibility: lower -Level modules can -be added or modified Niihobe

affecting other modules or the overall structure of the. model4 This

*
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I.

. is ail absolutely necessary requirement c)/. a model that.will under- ,

. go continuil.eVoldtionary development over the nit of iht project. :

. %.°
'

..
.

Whezi the model is run, time moves forward in' fixed weekly

increments. ,During each weekly'calculation, demand for computing'

services is generated acc.ording to the bUilt-iyi rules to , during
,

the gaming, phase, to any ad hoc changes made by, a' human decision ,

maker). . The rules take.into account policy'decisionsand the status

of the network during the previous weekly time interval (e.g.:,

response time at each cothputeY center, test 01' each service, etc.).

The aggregate demand, placed on a given site depends on the demand

thFroughout the network, polfcir constraints on network purchases,

"physical constraints on communications capacity, and,the attractive-
,

ness of'the site relative to other sources of supply (intluding,.of

course, a user- 's own -local computer center).

Time moves forward week-by-week in this fashion. Dethand and

supply at each ins'fituticin and tht flow of services among centers.
. . .

shift dynamically aesimulated events unfold . Periodic reports and

'final summary reports are produced to deicribe shifting supply and

demand levels, the flolc,of work, andselected financial variables

at each institution.

The model is written in FORTRAN to make it as transportable as

possible. Special tare has also been given to carefbi documentation :

to increase the model transportability. Participating institu-

tions, as well .as the academic and retearchcommunity at large, will

bo.ensouragedto use the model im exploring alternative_network

decisions or organliatianal arrangements.

Pvoj ect" Management

The model is large enough, and involves of large enough group

of 'participants in its development, that careful attention' had to

be given 'to management of the project. From its incept ion, the

project called for the coordination of researchers drawn from .a

number of different institutions. This required cldSe attention to,

-4-
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...- _ .

.
. , -dpZUmentatiOn an4 dissemination of the current Studies

project.
.. ,

.

). ..
..

b.

e

q -

. The coDperatint ihvestigators have continued with the pmject
d.

.

thioughqp1 its life.: Perladic review- meetings, have. been heti to

critique the work dime 17y the EDUCOM staff and to obtain, .further
:

, .

'advice for future development work. 'N' - -

Representatives from ill of the participating institutions .

).
have attended one of three regional meetings that were presented.

f
The purpose of the meetings was to establish personal contact with

each institution, to explain the model, .to describetdata collection

requirements, and to obtain feedbaCk comments from participants: .

A-number of special studies have been commissioned as, an in-
.

tegral part of the p6ject: .One of these focused on. developing.a.-

petception of computing, services. that flow across the network.

Another deyeloped a.model for predicting theimpadon a computef

center of shifts in demand for its services. -Similar studies

focusing on program b6nchmarking,'network marketing and its effect

on` demand,, and strategiis have been cop-
..

missioned and will play an important Dart in enhancing the value

of theresearch. The intent of this apnroach is o-draw ugbn the

best resources available to Welp.in developing the model, while
.

still retaining overall proiict coordination in the hands o-c the

EDUCOM ctafc.

The' in Phase I.was onzhe research and backgrotind.

work necessary -to design and implement the basic model, and on

the use of this model to study factors influencing network behavior,.

As a result of the successful completion of. this work in Phase I, .

efforts .can _proceed with the application .of the modet to the pore

Interesting Behavioral, organizational and impact issues which

will.be examined in Phases Wand III..

t 4

-5- bi
re-

I
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'' -, ..,
., . ,

, The proj ect is basically adhering to the schedule and budge
. . ., ' ...

stablished in the original pioposal. Solue parts- of the. project
.

---:. are proceedimg somewhat fasier than expected, while"other pai-ts

are. proving more difficalCand time consuming than planned. For

_example, the modular construction of the model will reduce the-

expected.effort required, in Phases tr.and III to adapt it. to

.. individual institutions and to incorpor"ate interactive modifica

ition'of decision rules. Data collection, on the othei,hand2 i.
. 1 .

.t, .

somewhet behind schedule. The expettation is, hOwever, that the

overall project will.be completed within ihe'eproposed time and

budget. .

I

,
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'A. Background

)

iINTODUCTION - J-
;

ID, ,* \. tai

t

ti

,

---
1.

4 ...,, -I. ,,

I ..
.

A a
. .

Decision makers .at educational_ and YeSe.afrch.instituions are
,: . --

c
grappling with aifilcultquestiod about how

,
to best satisfy Ave -

, expanding and increasingly; varied Aemands:forcomputing'Spririces.
. .

It is cleiarthat, although usfr.alemand5 'wi'U cdntinue to grow, .. .

r

the 'cost spiral muitobe controlled: TechnologicaI advances :in 4
--, --

-.

.Jlaicro-. and mini-computers; and, in large sc e,hardfiarer flacrlities,

will not,.in themselires, be sufficient. =a /.1;), satisfy :-I
. r

therequirements fo'raccessibility to a etearieiy and sow u
Y

phistication of. service offerings:
,. .

&

F. `i 4

Netwd"rks offer one of the most attr' ossibilities car

imprcving thp-efficiency and-effectiVness,of cOm tini The

,
.

-

. . report of the deliberationiat a NSF-sponsor a 'serie of General
----,

...Working Seminars on compter networking( ) held in 1972 and:1973

.Andicated(that it is now technically feasible to create a nglkork '

JinfcingrreSearch_ and education ,.computers at colleges, univerSi-
, .

ties,-'and_research institutes. Although some technological ptcb,-,-:institutions,.lems remain, the.difficplties o, 'nkin& these- are .

.
.*

.

iprtharily nontechnical in nature. _particular, major economic,

*politi.N,, and.:Crganizations,i cansiderationt are 14e1Y to pace
,=.

. , .
. .

? . .
the development of a successful. Theseft4dtsues can'success-

. pr- .
. , ... . . ,

. ,

fully be dealt with onry on the basis of a clear Understandingl5f
; - 10

the, potentials, limitations, and implications of net orking..

,

a.

.

r

..
S , .

'41"N% . 1 a .'

11" 0,..
Existing networks p.r4ye a good indicatiiikp'O osts -and . .,

_

technicalicharacteristics of a national network.} it,ls still not.
(D . ,

q'clearhowever, how a dynamic nationa1 'net4;orking"environmeni
. \ .A-d,*

mould impact a given institution in-term,s_ of economic;
. .

- 4' 1, ."
tional, political, .

iand intellectual effecti. Nqr:is' f
it"known.how

,

4

. %..

- these effpcts would vary mith the particular coMputipg.philesiphy,
.

.

.
, . 1 , ._

policiest and practices in effect at an institution. For example,

what changes would a network bring ipinstructIon.researchtscience
,

, . .

- .11'
.... 1

....

t

-71341'
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A

.
,

inlorithation, and ddriiinistilatiVe compugng? Jffhat.wauld-be thel.m....
..-

. - .
. , . ,

pact of "t:alance of paymeniswvroblems? How, woptd users be. affected
1..../ d

by th availability Of
.

multi:life-types
".

of resources at _a
.

a variety ir
re,

prices., That changes: would take.place in the ,tykes of computing
.

resources4exeioped,or mainained by an institution? -What impact-
'would a network have on established institutional pviicies? '.',

:

, . ..

The,;charadteristics of a network- and the ways =it mitht'eVoive-
,in the face a collective institutional choicet also need. to be :

examined. What, types ofedecision's or.Rolicies refative to the.

network must be establisherby university resource mahageri,useis,

and .top-level decision makers? To what extent and what areas
. .

centralized management of the network requiredf.-1 What Contrac-

t al arrangements should be made among buyer's, suppliers, and
,

networkadministrators? How should prices be set? Sow should

. 'invoiices for 'seri/ices rendered be, handled And- accounts Paid?

These questions can be examined on*, an environment in

whith.the implications of such Policy questions can be observed

ndt be con-in.concrete terms. Moreover, that envirotmentaust

strained by-a priori sOlPtions. to these issues. In

questions of network management and tonirol must be

particOar,

left open.

No existing network has the necessary characteristics to

examine all of the important issues. The ARRA Network, for example;

' is devoted to Department of Defense activitles. Thus it is not
A'

suitiOple'as a basis for studying the implications of an economi-
,-

' call% viable general netwomk linking diverse educational institu-

tions
..-

and a wide spectrum of users.

The use of a real network.t6 examine these issues, while

advantageous.in some respects, poses a numbe'r of almost insuper-
.

able problems. It would be extremely stly, take several years

Lto implenitnt, severely restrict the numbe .and scope of:approaches

and alteraatives,that could be investigated, isrupt the normal

'operation bf tile network, and require L-iiiifiaUnt commitments of

-8-
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ntellectual and Other resources. Consequently, sucivan approg4th

would tiot,be,considered-withOut an overwhelming 'demonstration
.1

.

that the likely benefits liquid )us-tily the costs and risks of

. experimenting with,a real netork. With preientknowledge,.no

rQ such deionstration is poSsible.
.

.
.

It was in recognition Of thesewdifficulties that a simulation

apprOch was taken to the study of a.. national network.. TheObjec-.

Live was to develop a model of ea computer network to rep'reseni thq

conditions that might Prevailin a real networking environment..
. .

The simulation approach p imits an effective exploration of the
.

potential impact upon an institution Of participating in a network,

as well as an examination of the ways in. which that environment
,.

is affected by the decisions and policies of participating institu-
.

,tions. It provides flexibility in, the types of networking situation's'

that-can be,considered, and allows for the testing of ca variety of

.alternatives `at a reiltively low cost.
,

The crevelopment of a large simuaation model is a complex and
.. ,

difficult undertaking and must be carefully planned if it is'i-to

be effective, In order do such planning EDUCOM brought together

a group of etkght individuals knowledgeable in the areas

model building, gaming, economics,. resource adminis,tration7 arfa"

educational computing.- After an initial feasibility study; NSF

support was secured' fortan intensive planning study (NSF grant.

%GJ-41429). Over a six-month period, assisted by the-EDUCOMstaff',.

.
these individuals establighed the spetific goals and objectives

4

for -such a simulation and gaillAbgliroject, outlined the .datato be

collected, seledted*.the initial 16-participating institutions,

detepained the level of detail and framework of the basac-network

model, and prepared a detailed p1kn(1) for the actual ;Conduct of

the pxoject. ft

*EDUCOM is a consortium of more than fin colleges, universitie,
and non-profit organizations 'Oat serve higher education. It was

¶ounded to heat its members make the most effective use 'Of computer'

and, communica ons technolog5c.

I

6.
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Apro to
1

year perio was.subTitt

'fDC1175.--036 4) to supo

'w,ps-a4;arte b `NSF in
!

iesUltsoi

-Ii-oTeter toproVi e

Simulated net otik:Foui

tL

plement hattreseata plan bver a three

d tb the NSF in September, )974. A grant

the'tfLI-st year's efforts on this project

bruary.1975: This report documents the
. '

. to.

.1/(4

a' basis upon iihich the detaiA of they

e,G9ts-trdcted, a group of 16 institutions --

being augment tq 18 ha 'be,efn cooperating in the project. The

aparticipating. stitutiods e as follows;
'

.

Bryn ,Mawr oljege .

Carnegie-M lion Univetsi
'University of'Chicagd
Darttouth-College.:
-Univers4ty of `Georgia,
Harvard'UnAversity
University of Iowa,.
Lehigh'University.',

,

Massachusetts Institute q
Technol9Fy

National BdTeau of Economic
. Research
Ohio .State Wiliversity
-University:of Pennsylvania
Saint Olaf College* .
-Stanford Research Institute
Stanford University
Texas Tech University
Univeisity of Texas
Vgssar College*

4

*These two institutions expect to join the project bySeptember 1976:
. -

. Tie institutions were' selected on the basis Ofyillidgnetli-
7 to participate and their ability, to make a positive contributYOn.

. t

Collectiply they provide a wide range of institutional sizes,
.

missions, sources of'fuhding, unique computer_facilities and ser-
.: I

)
vices, ancriefworking experience.,

The participating= institutions are providing the basic data
._ .

. .4,. r,

needed to exercfe the network model. 'The model, in turn, is
, .

being,ued a a research tool to kurther the knowledge of the net-
.

working process. It will be -used in.a gaming environment during

/the last phise, af,the_prOjeCt to help decision makers at pal-tic-
.

ipatilig institutions explpre the potentials of networking for,their

institutiont, and the implicatidns that their own attitudes, computing
. ,,

'polfcies'and local policies might have on the network: ..
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S."Obje.ctives:Of the Project
.

a . ..
. .

.

4 -The project provides a simulated environment in which two .

.

principal objectives can be pursad. The first objective is to

explore the parameters that govern network behavior and to isolate
,2 ' 1 _ e .

and exitine,those elements critical to the success or faiIikEe of

a ne twork. 'The'second Objective is to help institutional decisio4

Makers develop Wilnderstanding of the impact of a na4ional network
.

'-on their internal resource a llocation process.

C

.

. The first objective requires investigation of .a`number of

issues critical to the behavior of a network. These can be clas-

sified-into.yolicy issues and structural issues'.' Policy

ificlude7pricingi funds flow,network standards, seryic guaran-,

tees1 user support, markefing,:And capacity adjostmen . These

issues are all xlosaLy tied to the various 'alternaIive structures
c

for network management, Accordingly,. several structurepipave beep

hypothesized, spanning,. the spectruk from a-loose set of4Adependently.

'initiated bilateral agreements between individual institutions, to

Na highly structured and centrally managed network. Each of the

policy alternatives will be ef amined in he light of the, various
,suggested .network structures.

*

The se50-nd objective.ofhe'Study is*to improve each institu-

tion's ability to make decisions and establish policies-pertaining

to networks. Decision makers need clear insights about the impli-
.

cations of-their polieies3 as well as the implications of network
,

actions on their, own institution. Gaining-such insights in the.

coiniex real 10rld taxi be very difficult and expensive.

,.? .

SRta,/ f the data already collected indicate that Institution
. . .

administrators often doo'hot have sufficie<contact with nevviprks-
, -

to have established clear policies, governing network situations ..

As a consequence, policies, where they exist, am often 'incompleie ./..

and 'inconsistent. and,may contain unanticipaUd implications for,

the institution pr for,the network. Feedback to administrators
.

-11-1;
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from, the model:basfid investigations shouloi'dlarify'the present

intuition -based conceptionitabout the impact of theit policies;

ie model atgo.be employed to stud(institiltional policy

4poptilas and to assess the likely advantages' and disadvantages

Ofarious modes of network participition. Working frith the.
, . .

irojeci is thus aidifig administrators in obtaining a
,

much clearer
, .

understanding of appropriate network policies, for their institn-
, . .

? .,..

.

t :

f

Several participants in the network simulation project have

also expressed interest in gaining_ information about the possible 1-

markets for, and the potential external support requirements of,

speCialired resources that they might offer on:a network. The-'.

derivation of this type of information from the study should

assist these iffstitutions in planning their computing activities.
.

*
Other institutions are presently engaged in bilateralresource r'

,... .

,,
exchange agreements and need more information about the likely

implications of wider resburce shari A third grbup wants to
,

/

explore the possible implicatidns of reddcing or eliminating
. .

selective in-house services in favor of outside suppliers. Fifia.144,.
,.. .5. .

and_perhaps most numerous, are the institutions that have a strong

&editor limited access to sophisticated facilities and services '
, . . .

ply cannot be justified intepally. Many Small colleges -

(and(and eve csome very large Universities) throughput the country would ,,

Irg

fill into this last category,

.
.

An important by-product of the study will be the derivative
, .

4' impact Upon the institutions that participate in the project.

Administrators;lusefs, and computing center directors ire colledting

dataeshotit tQir computing activities and examining them.in detail
--,:- ,

in apperatiOn with the project staff. This experience appears

likely to infiliea9e the attitudesof decision makers. about the
, ...4 ways'inqh.natiti-king can be applied effectiveiy in support ofways

.---
':!VsearCh4andeducation.

- i
-

A clearer, Understandint of network behavior will be useful
,c
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not only to policy makers at each institution, it will alsd.be

varuable to a wider group interested in networks. For example,

Federwl policy makers who are concerned with the effective utili-

zation of the nation's computing resources are likely to benef4;

from a close Scrutiny of network behavior. Computeriscientists

and other researchers having an intellectual interest in networks

can use the model ,to explore various' hypotheses about networks,

The prbgrams for the simulation model and gaming study will

be made pUblicly available. This Will allow institutions and

researchers outside of the project to conduct Seir own studies

and use the model for improving their decision making. Consiterable'

effott,is being, made to make the computer programs as modular as

possible in order to foster such use.
IP

Project Phases /

S

The overall project is broken down into three overlapping

phases. The first phase the subj -ect of this report --resulted

in development and use of a simulation model. The second phase will

focus on decision bal,..ing at the individual participating institutions.

It, calls for tailoring the model to each institution through refine-
.

'ment of"the data that describe capacities, 'demands for computing,

panagement policies with respect to computing, and the'lae. The

final gaming phase calls for administrators at each participating
1

institution/ to make decisions in a simulated network -- i.e., to set

policies as events unfdld to them in simulated time.

PhaSe I efforts hare been primarily concentrated on initial

data collection and the, design and prograiming of a computer simu-
.,

lotion model. Design of the model adheres closely to a op-down

structure. Thus, the model consists of a hierarchy of mules, with

each module relitively independent'bf the,others. A module is kept
.

fairly small4and is confined to a limited an bell- defined task.

This apploach permits modification and volutidn of theimodel; since

it allows extensive modificatiOn or re aceme of a module without

alleging other modeles and without changing he overall structure
P.

al
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, of the giOdel. z ,

The model has been used dui g.-the last part of Phase I for li---
\ .

, -

exploratory simulations
.

to investigate a variety of possible site
.

' and network praqticels- and situations. The objective has been,to

qolate,andexaMinv those parae'ters that are critical, to network.

..k..dexplopment and success. /-
4'

... 7

.-
A,

$

Phase II begabefore completion and.docuMentation of the

Phase- I simulation analyses(S). Focus during the second phase will
-

'be bn'the deterpination of the actual policies and practices of

the participating institutions and on the insertion-of these, results

into-the model. .The implications of ea ch institution's actual poli-'. s".,-

(
cies and practices, on both_the institution and thNletwork, will

., be,rtviewed,with the participants to determine the reasonableness

of the.decision rules used in the model and plauSibility of.th .- ,

,t .. . .
,

simulatleesults. le decision rules.will be tef-rnerl'as a/Spro-
, ,, . .._

priatefhrough an iterative lirocess.

, * .

. Phase-III'will be initiated in'iho second project year' in g,
,.. ,

parallel with Phase II) and-Fill continue untilthe end of.the

third"year. \he majororientation of Phase III will be toward.
-,

a-nitwork simulation analysis made_ip a group gaming environment.

Partic526fiii-'441 dynamically` make aecisiOn and alter policies

1based on the reflected implications of earl er decisions. Thus,

they will have to "live" with the;cons4uencei-of their decis'ions.

-D. Organization. and Conduct'of.the Project

The simulation and gaming project has been c -onducted as a

tooperative effort-frbm its very irmeptiOn. The original planning

. study grew out4of a number of eaily discussioni.organiZed by Henry

Chauncey, then President of EDUCOM, and several networking authorities.

In order to formalize widespread participatfon) a group Of eight

"cooperating investigat9rs" were drawn-from various edugationar

institutions to serve in a 6ontinuing'advisory capacityfthioughout

't e life of the project. The cooperating investigators havle.ltroven

-I4- 20
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to be extremely helpful in generating creative ideas, cautioning
,

aminst possible pitfalls, and providing feedback response to

work done by thegretearch'staff. -Membership-in the cooperitizig

investigators panel is as
. .

4'
Dc. Robeit L. AshenVurst
Director, Institute for
,Computer Research

'university of Chicago

Dr. Sanford-V. Berg__ ,

.Assistant Profees'or
Department of Economics--
University of Florida

Dr. Donald Kreider !.

Professor
Department of Mathematics
Dartiouth College

Dr. James R. Miller
-

1.

Graduate School ofBusiness
Stanford .University

Mr. K. Roger Moore
Texas Tech UniverSity -4;

Associate Dean

Dr. Charles H. Warlick -*

Director, Computation Center
University of Texas at Austin

Mr . ..Joe B. Wyatt
Vice President for
*Administration

jprvardiJniveisi'ty

Much of the detailed work during the earlier plannidg:studies

was conducted by'Dr. NOrman Nielsen of-the Slanford Research Insti-

luite. Dr: NielseiPs experience as a compUter center manager and

his research ?n networks and resource allocation uniquely...equipped

to provide` technical leadership for that project. Following
t.,

the completion of the planning study; he has continued as project

consultant and provides frequent advice and assistanet td the

EDUCOR Project staff.

Dr. James C. Emery, President of EDUCOM, serves as Principal

Investigator of the prOject and is responsible for its overall

direction. -Mr. Ronald Segal, .of the Graduate. School of Butiness

at New york
3

University, contributes much of tht technical leader-

ship, as well as day-to-day,administration of the project. Ms.

Beverly O'Neal serves the project on a full-time basis as systems

analyst. During Phase I, Dr. Norman White,of NYU and two out-
,

datding NYU students, Mr. Steven Bensinger and Mr. Joseph Puglisi,

have provided analysis and programming assistance. A full-tible

secretaryiadministiative assistant, Ms. Deborah-Brown, has prpvided

valuable support. The staff of another EDUCOM activity, the .Planning

J.

ryv
4



. .

Conicil(6).On COmputing in Education and Research, works close

With the Simulation and Gaming Project. (The Planning Council

':is a joint activity of tweEtY=TiTh schools with a mission to ex-
)

plora_and'implement the use of networks to shape computing resources.

Nine Pl4nning Council institutions also participate in the Simulation

andGami4 Project).

& ,

MuCfi'loctlie detailed data collecilbn f9r the project is pro-
.

.
, . A-.

vided by personnel from the participating ilistitutiolis. Each, t,

institution contributes the, time of a senior administrator, the' = _-

,

_

director, of computing activities, and a "liaison coordinator."

A research assistant is supported by project fuhdi to assist the

i

_o_ i

liaison coordinator ik,colfecting data for input into the model.

The individuals that served in these functions-durilig Phase I

are"_shown in Figure II-1.

The regional meeting's were.held with institutional representa-.

tives during the fail of 1975. The'fir)t was held in Palo Alto,

the next'in Cambridge, and the final one In Chicago. The purpose

was)to meet ,the institutional repiesentatives, to discuss the

current siatrof.the model, and. to outline the role that the,insti-
. .

tutiowlwere expected,to play. The meetings proved to be invaluable

in removing some of the ambiguities in the model design and data

collection questionnaires. They also provided a very usefiil forum
, . .

for general diScussion and gaining the benefitiof the vast and

_varied experience of the participants.

.c

-Jo the extent possible, the project has utilized existing

resources available from the academic and computer science comiunity,'

rather than attempting_to build its own staff to'duplicate existing
. .

capabilities. Consistent with this philosophy, several well- defined

tasks havebeen contracted for wi-ihicademiC institutions and oth77

technical organizations. Dr. Norman Nielsen and some of his col-
.

leagues at Stanford Research Institpte (i particular, Dr. Clifford

licA. Isberg and Dr. A: Robert Tobey) have w rked on severailof the

more challenging technical problems -- principally the definition
-,.
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of computing service types and their translation into computing
.

resource requirements. Dr. jeffzy P. Buzen'of BGS SyStemS-'inc. (whcl

is also affiliated with Haryard.11niversitY)'haS ,applied his wprk' -:

in networXqueuping models i.b.the modeling and prediction' of

.terformance'on a omputer system under A4yingworkloadS. Both

of the tasks are Litical to.the overall project; and both organi-

zations ,bring to 19r pn their essigned,prob):ems experience and .,
. :

skills-that would be 'very. difficult (if not impossible) to duOlicate.
. ). .

GiNen;the decentilalized nature of the project, 14 has been

essential to provide cehtralcoordination and guidance17) . This has /
.

beenachieved through a metimnlous specificatibn of systems design

and programming,standards, careful documentation combined with '

dissemination of informationto participating groups, and frequent

technical reviews of the project with EDUCOM staff `members and

principal consultants.

-E. Organization of the Report

This _report is designe d to be a self-contained document that
;

provides a comprehensive and detailed description. of the current

:status of the Simulation and Gap ing Project. It is organi.W.

hierarchically,vetting into increasing aetall as the discussion

.proceeds.

ti

*Following the overall summary' contained in thi' introductory

section, further elaboration is given to -the model n Sectign II . --;

Speci41 emphasis is plated on the design philosophy and*the motiv - .

tions for taking the approaches that were followed.

4

Much,of the detailed investigation connected with.the Ject

was broken down into a series of "background.stUdies" that could

be dokne in-house or.assigned to'decentralized groups. These studies'
g

,are o summarized in Section Iv

A major activity of the project was the collection of data
%

about computing activities in each of the participating institutions.
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These data have been collected primarily
)

through the means of
.

"'detailed questionnaires and benchmark progads. Sectiort V

discusses the issues involved in data collection, describes the
instruments'used, and points out some of the difficulties encoun-
tered .

.
.

-

The model is currently being,used-to conduct a series of
it

experiments to gain-some preliminary insights into network behavior

and to identify the more.critical components of the model. These

experiments ,are discused in Section VI. * .

` SectiCn VII iummatizes the current statUs. of the mbdel -and

.o'ther aspects of the prOect. In addition to this, it` outlines

the continued work during Phases II and III.

The appendices gv,e- much more' detailed information for those

who want to gain a deeper understanding of the ,mode-1 or plan; to'

,use or modify the model. Appendices I and,1 Contain material

.of fairly general interest'and,are included in Volume I, along

with the more general material contained in the main text (Sections
I through VIII).

"slim

Volume contains the appendices 'of interest primiiily to

those who intend to use the model, or who are interested in review-
ing the data colleeTion or benchmarking pi;Ocedures. ,It defines

run concepts and outputs, and describes the,actual operatioh of

themodel. Appendices III, IV and V represent the model 'user's c.

guide', model reference guide, and detailed,instructions for makinp
programming modifications. The remaining appendices contain repro-

('

ductions of-the two data ,questionnaires, as well as the instructions

and listings of the benchmarkprograms used. ,

.ca Volume III is available upon request and giies still'more
-

detailed information for those needing the actual program listings

'of the entire system in order to modify Or extend the model.

-1.8-
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tl SIMULATJOR MODEL

It Should IA bin clear that this is not a project td bald

a simulation model; rather, it is acomplex research- activity

seeking to ansWer'some very critical questions reaative,to the

future of national comp- uter networking for research and educational

sinstitulaons. The simulation model provides an.69;ential tool to

.accomplish these objectives. By, means of the model,. it will be
T ,

possible to examine the likely consequences of a.mide-rangeof

alternative network policies. Although most-of the effort during..

Phase I has been devoted to the design and Implementation df thig

model, future efforts 'on the project will fdcus on using the model

to accomplish the required objectives. This section describes the

design and characteristics of the initial model.

A. Design.Philosophy

The basic philosophy of the desi is to pidvide a-highly para-

Meterized and flexible model': In ieneral, it is "policy-driven" --

that is,.iis execution and tho outputs it ptoduceg Aepend on the

particular choice of pdlicies ure.rtin A given run of the model: The

objective is to permit the.examination of a irariety of institution

and network policy, rules in order to study the impact of various

network configurations, management structures, usage modes, and

'growth patterns.. Virtually every module starts with-the input of

_,appropriate polickes,'practices, and/or management decition.. Tech-
.

nical relatisnships are then used'only,to the extent requited to

reflect adequately- the implications of these,decisions.

The Model-has been designed And' idplemented using a modified

top-down, structured'programming approach. The results o this effort

tend to support the economies and efficiences 3n pro aMming, as well

as improVeMents in reliabilit y', usually cl imed by advocatbs of these

. techniques: Considering, the size and complexity. 'of the siitem,A.t

was implemented in a comparatively short time with a small staff.

Biren though most of the programming was done, by relatively.iinexperi.-
A
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'1 .

enced ttrients, theriwere no major debugging or validation problems-
Ili- addition, the'modularization and clean definition of functions

b. have permitted the segMentation of work so as to take fuli,advantige
of the variety of reseircheis and other personnel available to the,. -

P,8.% 8
'tproject.: .--/ -

.

,. ,

._-

13drhaps-tke primary benefit from the top-awn approach has
been the.ability,to implement a usefulworking model quickly, even

ouch -(:)me of the5detailed modules remained in relatively crude . .r. .
(,foitm :until the background studies and data collection were completed. _,

t

Hence, early experience and /insights were gained in such, areas as
.

work V.ow,-output repofting, parameter tuning, andzsmoothing of .

time-.-1.4rying estimates. "This'approach will be of continuing value ./ .

.

as experience permits an increasing sophistication-of representation
.

.

in some of the, more critical "lower level" modules.
.

1p Fina14.y, mention ihould.be made of, the open-ended way. in Which
representations of policies and practices are included. In general,
each policy module calls subroutines representing the various re --

policies. ,A user of the model can therefore describe his ,

site's ptattices and behavior-by using any combination from a stored
libiary of policies., In future project phases, users will be able
to Specify Any qesiredad hoc representation -4- either by adding

their own subroutines to the library or, in some cases, by entering
decisions on-line. Considerable flexibili.ty will thus be available
`in representing' a given institution, and it will be relatively .easy`

to modifiy or to expand the internal policy library on an on-going,
basis.

Model Overview

Fem purposes, of model design the "network" has been defined*
as. having' 20 initial sites. Eighteen of.these are set aside, for.

detailed representations of the la participating institutions on
the Pro-ject. (Sixteen were -Original participants and two have
recently joined the project.) The actual number of sites used in
any giV'en run'is An input variable, and most testing is 'being Carried...
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4"With smaller numbers of 'sites. One of .the remaining two facil

itieg his ben designated as a "background" site that .generates all
I

work originating_from outside the 18.meibArs and receives f.11 wank

specified for focationg-other than one arthe member sites. Thii

artificial site was introduced to represent the characteristics of
J*, ,.

afull mature network. The second extra site, refe.rred to.aS'a.

"network" site, permits the testing of network'Policyissues and

special service categories. For/example, requests to obtain a

particular widespread service at "loWest cost" or:"fastesi turn-
,

around" (i.e., withoutdesignation of a.specific supplier) can be- .

sent to this "site" for allocation to the appropriate supplier.

The.description-of each site in the network contains "varidus,

policy formulations and decision rules. These deal with such matters
N

as pricing, hardware changes, budget allocations, user support lev.:

els, and computer scheduling and priority setting. The 'model is

designed in such a way that individual policy subroutines can 14

written and inserted to accommodate those sites that cannot be
.

described by combipafions of standard policies. At presenti most

of -the.site behavior and policy descriptions have 19een selectej by

the =project staff. Although the choices were generally reasonable,

the primary piirpose'for this phase was to exercise the model and to

conduct some general sensitivity and-trend experiments. During Phase

II of the project, emphasis will be placed on formulating and speci-

fying those optiofti'that actually de,sci-ibe the unique behadiera1:4
1

reactions, practices, and constraints of each site.

*-

The design"bfthe. simulation model,has three baiic conceptual

elements:, supply-offerings and capacity,; user demar;d, and the bal-

ancing of desired demand with available supply Charket"). Each

site` on the neNork is viewed as a node having specified offerings -

and available capacity measured in terms of CPU speed, primary
,

memory size,.tard readiAg and line printing potential, inputjoutput

channel capability, Potts, and communications, bandwidth.

t

The demand for, and supply of, computing resources at"each site:-

is expressed in terms of categories of:computing called " servicd

-25-
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types. Each service type.is
.

presumed to include a reasonably homq-

4gendous type of-work. A verysimple model might haire only two,

bate.E'and interactive.. The forty eight present service types

'availdble should be sufficiOnt to represent adequately the
1/45%

network resources'fflgoretcould certainly be added, but memory rd-
.

quirements would grow proportionately and would rapidly exceed the

space available.
O

The model werates with a basic time increment of one week,

Although a week-long time i'fierement precludes use of the m 1 for

investigating' hour-by-hoUr variatiqfts in the processing-
,

. individual facilities, it does nOt.imply that services characteristics

having avtime aspect of Tess than a week are ignored (e.g., shift

"orcriorify time differentials) . It was concl d that time inter-

vals of less-Olen-011'e week-would tie computationa ly 'prohibitive
.

and that input data fpr smaller.time'incrempilts would be unreliable.

On the other hand, a weekly 'time increment is small enough to reflect

overa 1 network dynatiics, and to be-compatible with typical weekly,

montjily,, quarterly, and annual: decision cycles. .

.The main time-varying information in the modMlis'.held in main

littorage in a three-dimensional_matrii that contains the amount of

each service type'requested at-eich site on the network by every

other site on the network., This matrix has a size of NSITES*NSITES*

KTYPE where NSITES.is thenumber of sites on the network (inclun
r ,

dingihe-"ba.ckgetirundt.' an,.:-.1.er'ttr6rk" sites) and KTYPES is the number.

, of different (unique) services offered. The values of 'individual

elements in the matrixo.are 'updated each simulation period'(i.e.,
.

t

.

weekly).

_,-:
Mouul DesjIn A.

The model contents and operation-will be illustrated by de-
.

scribing the program flow using a few of the.top-level diagrams'as.
,,,

an example.' Implementation has been carried out by successively

expanding and detailing the f gures shot:/n in,this section, which

are actual working ,diagrams, amore detailed analysis can be found

-26-
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in'Appendix-fI; 'Which also includes 'a full set of flowcharts.

This docuattation can be used in hierarchical fashi allowing

the.reader to penetrate into, as much detail as deiire along any.

pth-.

Figure showS the five major system modules. The flow
41,

of program controlis from top to bottom; left to right. ThuS,

the entire system is executed by entering l'SIMRUN" at the console.

-This execu ve procbdure invokes module NETSIM, which sequentially

calls t modules'eINPUT, ZSETUP, etc., as required. -Looping is

illus ated by the crosshatching. in module 3.0. The symbol let in

that block should'be read "for every." so that the module PROCES

indicates a loop over all time periods (i.e., weekly).

Module 1.0, _INPUT, begin& with,a console dialog to determine

the basic conditions of

ideiatification of sites

structure, and the like

output, such as data us

iftluded. .Apprdpriate

read as required.

the simulation.ruri desired -- number -and.

, number of periods to be simulated, network

. Additional comment )o appear on the run

ed- or the purpose of the run, may also be

files are opene d, and the basic data are ,

Those calcUlations that must be accomplished before the period-

by-Peribd lboN.ng are completed in ZSETUP. This includes determina-

tion of smoothing constants, donveirsion of raw input data into forms

appropiiate for later dalculation, and output of a full set of -test

reports reflecting the system status at time, zero (in the same form

as the later test reports to he generated at weekly intervals) .

Most of'the actual processing takes place under control of thi

module PROCES.PROCES. This includes all calculations ncessary to repre-

sent the-functioning of the network on a weetly
*basis

and to prpvide

'.the desired weekly repoits.
4-

The final two inochges, COMPUt'aild GENREP, do the qummary compu-
. . .

tations and reporting necessary to '-represent site and network behav-

ior as a functidn of time. Included ,here are such areas,as commurki-
-

. -
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cations load, capacity grOwth, cash flows, and network utilization.

Module 34 in Figure III-1 is expanded in Figure 111-2 to

provide an overview of the yeekly processing Sequence. In each
,

time period, the model sequentially handles_all exogenous changes,
.0

supply determination, network demand estimation, affd the balancing

of supply against _demand (Market analysis). Period analyses are

then performed and all required period reports-are,genera;ed. Eich

of the indicated modules is entered stquentially as follows:

r

1. XOGEN Exogenous changes are defined as any variable '

change-s or policy descriptions that cannot be handled analytically

in other modules.. If such i change is-to be made, it is entered

hgre and put=into effect directly.' These changes override the \arl-
.

ables and quantities.that are otherwise deveioped_analytically in

later modules. PermiSsible changes include sites being added/dropped,

major hardware changes at a site, revised policies or piacticis at
,

a site; and changed network patanleters. Eventually, in the gaming

mode (Project Phise, III), this module will be enhanted to permit

on-line control over virtually every model parameter and'policy.

2. SUPLY - Current computation capacity and offerings are

determined in this module. .These include (Figure III-3) ,supply

policies apd practices, budget and financial constraints,.fiardware

and systems software,_service offerings, prices, and level of sup-
,

port seryices.

3. DMAND - Demand estimates at each site are generated-(Fig-

ure 111-4) in a multi-step process. After the overall policies

on demand are evaluated (3.31), estimates of demand for each user

category at the site are determined (3.32). (User categories

(Section rv.G.2) are defined to be relatively homogeneous-aggrega-
.'.

'tions of users at a site, such ag students br funded"researcers.)
t

The "base" level of demand fcfr a given user categbry is determined

as a functiori of its most re9ent demand and site growth. This

initial estimate is then modified by seasonality factors

summer, end of semestet, spri4 recess), budgetary restriction
.

4
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on the:Ajsers, and expected turnaround (response), price, end, sup-

port. The final module (3.33) in this section converts the overall

:demand; estimates into specific requests for,services (i.e., statis-

tical packages,-interactive editing, etc. -- see IV.C.3)--, and then

adlocates these requests among available suppliers:
4

4. MARKET- The market analysis routine matches the "suppliers"-----,
a d Pdemanders," taking into account sulpply constraint's, scheduling

e

IrioKities, communication.bindwidths.etC.. As a result, demand fore
......

each service type may be reduced because of various capacity con-

straints. These calculations result-in the' demand matrix alluded

,to in paragraph flI.B which describes ,the source and destination'of
. .A ..

all services supplied during the cuTrent time period.

> 5. ANAL? The analysis section provides.such auxiliary- compu-

tations as the determination of site turnaround and/or respone

_ times, support levels, communications load, and total workload at

each site. This module els() performs overall network computations

in such areas as network utilization., total communications load,

and tabulattons of aggregate dema by service type.

6.

each time

category

REPORT -

period.

and for

The report module is the last sect, luenter6d in

It produces reports by site, servideftype, user

the network as a whole.

t Implementation Conventions

AsjMentioned earlier, the

model was carried out in a top-

These techniques are well-known

H6ever, because of the size of

tralized management, particular

coliventions and proceolures such

and Procedures
e

design and impleithitation of tiie-d.
. --

down structured prog.1.44oung manner.
(8-19)

.and need not brexpanded.here.
- -

the pro) ect and its relatively dedelle

emphasis was placed on implementation'

as =the following:

1. Developrient Library' - The system was developed on en
.370/145 under the VM/CMS timesharing system." Each of the four

__people actively involved. in the programming had a private account

Jj
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number. Each Account number had read/write access to its own

private disk space as viell-as to the project development library.

Since CMS does not normally. support multiple write access,to the

sane limey by different, users, a special set of Executive-routines

was written,to provide appropriate_ access and to guarantee(that two

users were not updating the, library simultaneously: The library

contains only the current Working version of the simulation model.

s.

-""-\

Ail routines of the initial model design were originally coded

as "stubs in order to validate the flow of the' model. Once th

structure was validated; the stubs formed the initial system 1.......

brary. Using this base, all subsequent modules and modifications_

Were developed on the programmer's individual account number and

ttsted wiih thexurrent working library model. Consequently, most

library access is on b.,"reaa only': basis, with the write mode:ref

served for replacing existing modules with fully validated and

approved versions. As added protection, the write mode is usable

only with an independent set of passwords and automatic back-up.

and transaction logging: This 'guarantees that the library alwayi

contains the latest version of all validated components, and that

the full model is always operatibnal. In addition, several people

can simultaneously be developing and testing new modules. Due to

the simultaneous design and implementation of the model, this tech-

nique has proved.to be of Ilies..tilirable value in incorporating the

latest design decisions into the model with a mini!, of difficulty.

1(
, .1 .

2. Programming Conventions - The,model has been impleiented
t'

using standard FORTRAN TV,since this.Was the most transportable
(

of the suitable languages. It is highly desrable to enable as

_many' institutions as possible to use 'the .system on local computer

systems,
/4*

19- -_13_

Prygiam'codas accOmplished on-line using CRT terminals.

This can soietimes cause a problem since there is no permanent.

record of program changes an& no easy way to.audit programmer

efftctiveness or technique. In order to maintaip control of the'

programmers' daily interactiOns with the system, a feature of the



7/

'CMS syStem was used that allows all terminal input,arid output to

be logged to a "console" file for later listing on thigh-iPeed
printer. This was extremely useful in the early stages of. the

project when there were a large_number of source statements

entered every day, The programmers were able to work without

close 'Supervision, while the project leaders could still review
. .

technique, help locate errors, and closely control testing and
:Validation.

3e Common Aorage Conventions Program modples are limited

to apprcdimatelir 50 lines (one page) of code. All have a single
entry and and single exit poini-lhiaue to the large size of, the

4A0P
model, COMMON.storage -had tq be used. This can sometimes be a

problem in FORTRAN, since' one sUbprogramcan change a value in
COMMON that'may affect a seemingly unrelated subprogram. In order
to minimize this possibility, several conventions were established
for the'use of COMMOWin the model:

%

dnly "named COMMON" was used, thug ailowing'a partitioning
of COMMON so that routines only saw the information they
need. %

o Any routine that changed values in COMMON must have, had
the variable(s) passed explicitly in the call st.atement
and could 'not directly reference those parts of COMMON
being modified.

Copies of all COMMON block i were kept on a separate Pile
on the library disk. . If ty were changed, the newichang-
es could be made,in an automatic manner to all aff4ted
modules. This served the. three-fold purpose of minimizing
keypunching and data entry errors, minimizing recoding, and-
guaranteeing that all modules had consistent sets of COMMON
blocks.

I

4. Flowcharts, Naming Conventions and Model Dictionary- An
,-overall system flowchart showing the highest

early in the 'project. (.Each submodule in'the

that2one can'easily'see where it fits inthe

example, all routines unde'r DMAND start with

each submodule was assigned a number that is

-34,-

levels was developed

system was named so ,

overall model. For'

a D. In addition,

keyed to both the
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.system flowchart and the model dictionary, Figure'..1A-s. Thp model

dictionary is,,an on-line aid used to desdribe all system'modules.

EVery module is represented by module 'umber, name, and
as

one-line

description of purpose and-function. Additional datfMg7cribing

input Parameters'and variables, internal' processing, and output ,

.

are entered for many modqles. The dictionary .therefore serves as

-a textual eXplanaiion of the flowcharts did an. ibstradt of the model:

S. Coding - Conventions - Each module is fully annotatedTwithin

its own'todec as illustrated in Figure JII-6. This includes.a

description, of functiA'and operation, programmer name and imple-
,1

mentation. date, modification dates, tabulation of all calling and

..4called routines, and a full set of descriptionr s and/or definitions

Ol all variables used. The variables are further grouped by. type

i.e., local, common,pr passed froM another routine. -Indication is

.also given ai .tomhether or not the variable is modified- within 'the_

`routine, These descriptions, bes,ides being useful for d- ocumentation

purpoSei:, and:imposing an organizational dis2ipline on .the pro ram-

mers, were-extremely helpful in program impinentation and d4;Ugging.

6u, Review Meetings All-day project review meetings were held
4

approximately monthly with-the principal investigator, the project

.6nsultant,tand the full project Ire-iin (project..manager, faculty . /

--. consultant; systems analyst, and programmers). These meetingS- were

critical for maintaining continuity of,the project, since they ' :

ensured that all parties understOod-present status and problems, (

as,well is futuie plans ind schedules. All meetings idcludedia
Ais,

structured walkprough of the model conducted by the'prolectlianager

and
f.

aand. .programmers, with system flowcharts listinkS atailable as
.

required. 'these walkthroughs often identified unrecognized concep:

' tual.iroblems that Could, have lead to difficulty if not resoiked,%
,

early. T reviews were, particularly: useful in the expansion of.

higher - level modules into more detailed lower level modules and in

thp'specification of development tasks for outside researchers.

. ,
%

The.review-process ensured that every team member was fully

nveysant-with ali major aspects of the simulation model and related



Figure IU,15
Section of Model gictionary 4

r\
' **A ******?t********************* fic****;$ ******1*** **** li* It*** ************************

NETSIM EDUCOM SIMULATION AND GAMING MODEL, AS CIF V15/76
A.

**************************114****************************.*******i**Ws.*********44Stia

X1.0 INPUT READ INITIAL DATA

1.1 IRNCTLI RUN CbNTRO ,PARAMETERS
.

t

1.11 /RUC INTERACTIVE LATA -Ik , /1.11 1 INPUT NONE. * '-'''

'1.11 2 PROCESS ACCEPT DATA FROM TERMINALq(UMT 5) .."
1.11 ..-. 3 OUTPUT (;UMBER OF PEPIOOSIJNN). ' 4/AA -3 OUTPUT DATE OF:RUN trMoMBoHY/
1.11 3 OUTPUT RESTART IhDICATOR.(IRSTRT),
141 3 OUTPUT RUN TIME COMMENTS (FILE MODOUT)
L.ra IRLGIM RESTART OZNTRCL MODULE

_..:

1.2 INETWK .NETWORKDESCRIPTIVE DATA

.1.21
1.21
1.21
1:21
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.21
.2/
1.22
1.22
1.22
1.22
1.22

1.3

ISYSPR SYSTEM PAR 'S
1 INPUT NONE.
2 PROCESS READ FRCK F- 'MPARNS' (UNIT 3)
3 OUTPUT NUMBER OF SI (NSITES)
3 OUTPUT NUMBER CF SERVICE TYPES (HTYPES)
3 OUTPUT NUMBER4OF RESOURCES (NRES1
'3 'OUTPUT NUMBER OF OVERALL POLICY SEGMENTS INOPOLC)
3 OUTPUT, IN -HOUSE RATING IMPROVEMENT FACTOR (DEBUMP)
3 OUTPUT. SMOOTHING CChSTANT (ALPHA)
3 OUTPUT NETWORK CCP/YWCA/IONS CHARGE (COMCST)
Dein NETWORK PARAMETERS
1 INPUT NUMBER OF SERVICE TYPES INTYPES)
2 PROCESS READ FROM FILE 'MORDER' (UNIT 1)
3 OUTPUT COMMUNICATICNS MAP (COGO)
3 OUTPUT PRICE DISCOUNTS (DSCNT)
3 OUTPUT TURNAROUND''MCDULe TABLE (ITAB)

ISIDAT SITE DA TA AND PARAMETERS FOR EVERY SITE)

1.31 ISINFO GENERAL SITE INFORMATION.
1.31 1 INPUT SITE NUMBER (ISITE)
1.31 2 PROCESS READ FRCR FILE 'MSITE' (UNIT 4)
1. OUTPUT. OVERALL SITE POLICY '
1.31 OUTPUT REPORT-SELECTION INFORMATION (ISRP.IIRPOCRP).
1o32 SUPPL' . IHIT.tAL SUPPLY FACTORS FOR EACH SERVICE'
1.32 '1 INPUT SITE NUMBER (ISITE)
1.32 2 PROCESS READ FROM FILE IMSUPPLIP (UNIT II)
1.32 3 OUTPUT BUDGET INFORMATION (BUDGET)
1 32 3 QUTPUT RELIABILITY (RELY)
1.32 UTPUT HOURS PUP',JHRSUP)
1.32 3 OUTPUT SERVICES CEEEREO VECTOR (SRVAVL)
1.32 3 OUTR0T 'TOTAL CAPACITY FOR EACH RESOURCE (TOTCAPI
1.32 3 OUTPUT. RESOURCE lAps FOR EACH SERVICE (RIFMAP)
1.32 3 OUTPUT AVERAGE SERVICE RATE AND PRIORITIES (AVGRAT,SRVPRI)

. 1..42 4 OUTPUT PER UNIT PRICE FOR EACH RESOURCE PRIRES),
433 IDEMAN INITIAL, DEMAND FOR EACH USER CATEGORY
1.33 1 INPUT SITE NUMBER (ISITE)
1.33. 2 PROCESS READ FROM FILE INDEMANP (UNIT 2/

. -36- 42
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Figure J11-6
Sqmple-Program Listing

(Sekment)

SUBROUTINE PRICAL(ISITE,KTYPE.PRICEsPR1RES)
CtCCMCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C PRICAL ' C
C hEINCRY. SIMULATION NOCEL- PRICE ROUTINE C

CC
C IgIS,SUBOUTINE CALCULA7ES PRICES FOR THE C

sclectFiEp SITE' SERVICE TYPE,.

aCCCCCCCCCCC;CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC=CCCCCCC
C CREATED: 2/4/76
C COOGRAgmEC BY: STEVE BENSINGER
C LAST MODIFIED: 5/18/76 JO g PUGLISI C
cacccccccgccaccccccccccccccc-ccccgccccccccccccccc

-c -
C LOCAL VARIABLES:

4 C IRES SYSTEM RESOURCE NUMBER
C TEMP TEMPORARY VARIABLE
C
C CCHMCN VARIABLES;
C

*-

COMMON /SySPIUNSITES,NTYPES,NRES,NCATSINOPOLS.NCRPTS,
C
C$$ NSITES NUMBER OF SITES CA THE NET4ORK
C$$ KTYPES NUMBER OF SERVICES CN NMORK
CIS NRES NUMBER OF SYSTEM RESOuRCES
CII NCATS NUMBER OF INCOmE/ExnhSE CATEGORIES
CII NOPOLS NUMBER OF OvERAti_PCLICY SE0IgHTS
CS, HCRRTS NUMBER 3F CASH REPCRTS
ClI NSRPTS NUMBER OF SPECIAL REPCRTS
CII KKRPTS NUMBER OF SERVICE SPECIFIC REPORTS
C
C
C CARAMEYERS:
C
CAIN ISITE SITE humBER
CAIN KTYPE SERVICE TYPE (COOE1
C

OIrENSION PRICE(20;10/.PRIRES(20,13)
C
CS$Y PRICE PRfCE AT JSITE FOR KTYPE
CAIN PRIRES PRICE AT JSITE FOR RESOURCE IRES
C
GAY CALLS: ACNE
C
C CALLED BY: ZCOMP
C.C.
C
C

C

HRITE(6.1) .

FORMAT(1X.0ENTEREC PRICAL0)

CALCULATE PRICE

TEMPO.
00*100,IRES=1.9

CALL RIFmANISITE,KTYPEIIRES,X1
TEPP=TEMP4/xPRIRES( ISITE,IRES)1

100 CONTINUE
4
C -ADJUST PRICE FOR PRIORITY AND STCRE
C

CALL RIFKAPCISITEO(TYPE,10.X,
PRICE(ISITE,KTyPE)=TEmp*x

PRI00010
PRI 0302.0

PR/00030
PR106040
.PRI00050
PRI00060 .
PR/ 00070
PR/03080
PRI00090
PRIOOM
PRI00110
PRIO0I20,
PRI03130
PR103140
P8/001.50
PRI00160
PRI03170
PR103180
PRI 00190

OSRPTSINKRPTSPRI33203
OR100Z13
PRI00220
'PR100230
P0100240
PRI03250
.PRI00263
PRI00270'
PRI00280
PR103290
PPIame
PRI00310,
P100 320
PR100330
PRI03340
PR/04350
PR10036p-,--
PRI00370
PRID0380
PRI00390
PRI00400
P12100410
PRI00-420.
PRI00430
PR100440
13;1100450

PR100460
PRI00470
PRI0040
PRI00490
PRI00500-
pRI00510
PRI00520
PRI00530 -

PRI60540
PRI00550'
PRI30563
PR! 00573
PRI00580
PRI00590
PRI00600*
PRI00610

S.



research activities, as well as the needs and deiires of the even-
. ,..

Uzi:model. users. It also 'served to ensure compatibility betweelt

the output' of outside researchers and the model requirements.
w , A

A Hence, steady progress on system implementation took place in par-

allel with work'O'n unresolved design mid impleentation issues.
. .

In'additign. to the monthly review meetings, more traditional detailed
,

discussions were more frequent intervals. These did not

include_ the entire team and usually,focused on code Yathertthan

,design and logic issues.- .

.

E.' -.Simulatioil.Run R9tuirements

All of the _necessary hincommands have been automated in cgs,

Executive procedures`: Thus, the entire system is executed by simply

.. entering "SIMRUN" at 'the main console. This procedure must be ,
,

modified if the model is run iii
A

a different computer environment ,
1

-than the one in which it was developed. Many file definitions and I'

load.and start procedures must be specified. These are described

in greater detajd in Appendix II - Model User's, Guide.
141,-

The sfiala-ion model depends on a fairly large data base. To

use the mod4i the data must be collected, assembled; properly for-

matted,"andiAporporated into a set of on-line files. ThwaCtual

execution oiNthe simulation model is far simPlef than the proper

definition 'of the-data file& upon which it depends. ,

(%;

ythlt,s,i:te,A the model is about 15,000 lines of source code.

',,N,Curreifitly themodel requires 600,000 bytes of main mempry, opeT- -74

_sting in a virtual memo ry environment'. Each site currently requires

approximately 3`00 records of 80 characters each,"although this could
A

be.reduced.by datadempression.

1'. Network Data - The first step ,necessary for use of the

model is a definition the network. being modelled for a given
.

simulation Parame ers such as the number of sites, services,

and rime pen s, are nteed'interactively at the, start of each
.

un-.4 Consistent wi these'-entries, stored files must be available
,

.
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,

to clescribe the relationship between siteswith regt)ect to both
, 6

communications costs, charges, and pricing structures. Anydis-
.

counts or surcharges between sites must also' included:-
.

.-

. .
,

2, Site Date- Once the network 'is defined, the system' must
be able to access a large amount of pre-stored data for each of

the sites included in the network being modelled. Tpe items that .

must be specified for every site includes the site' categorization

of computer users.; the amount-and type oi'.services each categork

uses; the budget for these users and for the computer center; the

restrictions on each category of users-as.to where jobp may lie

run; and each category's sensitivity to prices, turnaround, and

seppOrt: The seasonality and growth of demand at each site is

also required. Sites that are suppliers of services must also 116_

describe the services available, the impacithif these services on

the sils;s computer resources, and the cost, tApe, and amount of

. edditional capacity that could be obtained .

Finally, policies or practices at each site must have ben

defined. Where the stored menu of standard policies is not

adequate, new ones must be written and inserted. The policies

ate explained in Appendix I and methods for adding or modifying

existing policies are described in Appendix V (Modifications gUide).

3. Other Files - A number of tables (Appendix are

reifuired to describe the sites beingw'simulaied.- These tables

provide .titles and text for output reports and includ site n es,

service type names, and computer resource names/

4. Output - Output from the model may be'directed to an

on-lie terminal, digk files, or a high-speed print-er, Av#ilable

outputs (Appendix I-11,B) .include model reports, trace info 416n

-(used for debugging), and a 1.6t file. The Log file is esse tially'

a periodic dump of those site values considered critical or inter-

estingsfrom an experimental s .tandpoint. This file may be written

on magnetic tape for later oif-line analysts.
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Model Documentation

It is, of particular, importance that ,this model be usable by

various institutions and capa'le of being modified by an institu:

tion to meet unique needs not included in the general model. Con-

sequently, docUMentationlmust be available for early use of the

model by participating institutions during Phase III of the project.

If these goals are to_be_attained, adequate documentatidn has to be

available throughout the life of the project. Hence, special atten

tion was given to maintaining model documentation on a current

basis. In addition to the usual textual and algorithmic descrip-7

tions,,Ophasis ham- been given to several techniques as outlined

below. Current versions of all documents mentioned are included

in the Appendices to tIgs report.

t

-.

1. System Diagrams The basic structured diagrams described,

earliei we iS completed-duiing the design phase of the project.

These diagrams include all major system modules and illustrate

full system flow. Although occas ional minor modificatrions.occurred

in the higher levels of the diagrams

this aspect of the documentation was

any significant,codfng was started.

ever, that the lower modules are in a

throughout model implementation,

essentiallx.complete before

It should 'be emphasized, how-

continuous state of expansioh.

Thus, the model will never be "complete," and evolution can continue
.

indifinitely without affecting previous documentation or implemen-

tation:

2. Module Dictionary - The oil-line-dictionary, Figure 111:5,

also was maintained on a current basis. Routines have been written

to reorder or to extract modules in various combinations; allowing
)

the on-line listing of-detaiIed_descriptions of any or all model

segments.

3,' Internal Docubentation\- Each module is fully annotated

within its own code as described earlier. This ensures that the

documentation is thorough apa up -to -date and greatly simplifies the
r

peeparation ofexternal documentation.

.
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v4. HIPO ;1-1fIni. (Hierarchical, Input; Processing, Output)

didgTes h6vedbeen maintaine4 for those modulei not adequately
/.

_
descrIbed bt the system diagt,ams. A saAple is'illustrated in

Figure III -7. This documentation technique is well'known and

/will not be discussed here(20) .

.

S. Hel Files ; On-,line documentation for execution'ofthe

model anc re ated functions was also maintained InAhe form of

"help" files. These files contain descriptions of the form,

'unction, paradeters, an usage of all procedures required for

the model execution. ese files are contained in Appendix IV.
*/

4

user's guide, Appendix III, describes

the model. fhe model depends on a

the nature anti form of which are

The guide also includes instructions

.6. Uger's-Guide The

the procedures for running

large amount of input data,

described, in this. section.

for defining runs, creating files, responding to interactive

requeSts, and/Olaining optional outputs. This document will be
'

particularly useful in using the model for experiments.

4
7. Reference Guide The model reference guide,,Appendii

IV, includes:,detailed documentation on all of the above. In

addition, all major variable's,

environment, files, utilities,

are described.

programming conventions, system

and Executive (EXEC) procedures

11.

8,, Modifications Guide - Several model areas in the model

are likely to rdmain,ihe subject offrdquent modification. This

is particurarly true for policy modules and repOrt generators

which nay be altered or added for specific experiments. .This

guide (Appendix V) is pririarily aimed at simplifying and stem

dardizing theprocedures for performing these types of modifica-
, . .

tions.

Rr
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Figure III -7 '
Sample HIPO Diagram
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VlIdation
4.....0-- ti'

I., Design Validation - In a large, complex system of this

type, one of. the major probleris usually lies in simply validating

_that the model "does what it is supposed to coo," and functions;

according to specifications. Use of the top downpiiroach described

earlier permitted a continuous monitoring of -;,% from the
* k , ) +, Of-*

- egrliest stages throughout the implementation ..--i.-4-.. .and helped

to minimize this problem. For example, at the en. of project

.*

.

week two it was confirmed that module NETSIM caT d all 'top -level

modules correctly, and that all variables and par.gMeters wero.

properly passed 'between routines. Hence, it was possible to "sign -

off" interactions between modules.1.0 through 5.0; and treat the-

expansior'of each of these modules independently.

By continuing the above-process on a h archical basis, it is

possibfe to state with reasonable conf ncethat.the model functions.

as designed. Although there may be'problems in specific algorithms,

these are generally in the lowest level modules which is also the

level,atmhich continuous expansion is taking place. However, such

problems are easily isolated and corrected and will not affect

overall system functi.on and design.

2. Implementation Validation - One of the difficulties in vali-
.N

dating_this system
c

is that the simulation is modelling an environment°
.

that does not currently exist. Once the model had passed simple

plausibility. tests, it was clear that more refined validation called

for a controlled environment in`which results were already known. To

accomplish this, the site with the most comprehensive (and reasonably)

data was chosen as the test vehicle and used for initial testing;

The model was run with a one-site'network, and the results compared

to the data supplied 'by the test site. This immediktely. uncovered
-,

a number of discrepancies, suchas the estimates of throughput

and turnaround, -that were_traced to both programming errors ,and data

errors. Circe the one-site model was iully debugged, the-site was

-replicated.several times in orcir to run_amulti-sitemodel with identi%

cal sites. -The objective here-was to ensure-that the Nodel'aid. not

N
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introducy any spurious network flows.

_ A good ,part of the model, however, is only applicable to an

environment in which there wre network flows. In-order to Validate

the areas of the mode/ involved with network flows: the multiple

id9tical site configuration was perturbed in a number of w76.

The first perturbation was to changerthe data of one site

in--such a manner that it would be forced to use the network

accommodate its dimand for computational facilities. To.accomprish

this, thk.computing capacity at that site was.reduted to a fraction

of is original value, and its hardware budget reduced by a corre:-

sponding amount (thus freeing up budget dollars to be spent outside).

The demand at that sits was kept at the oriigiAal level. Concom-
_,

itantly, another site's capacity was increased to ensure that the

first site,had a place to go.

Similar runs were made with reduced prices at two sites to see

if flow of work would gravitate to a site with extremely low prices.

Other runs-were made with similar perturbations to turnaround and

level of support.% The final model validation runs weredone With

each of the sites configured to exhibit "ftototypical" behavior of

what was thought might be pOssibie site behavior patterns. For example,

policies for one.site were chosen to exhibit cost-conscious behavior,

while another site was defined as an entrepreneurial center. A mix-

ture\of capacities and services offered at thy different sites was

introduced. The model was run with these data.co ensure that the

different policies' made the sites behave in the expected manner. At

_this point the model was ready for testing With site data'as provided

by the participating institutions.

a. Data Validation - There were a .number" of pioblem's with data.'

validation. The primary problem was consistency. Data were fre-

quently, found to be inconsistent with external data and/or with
other data inthe model. It was,found, for example, that sites

had reported daily data where the model expected weekly. Problems

of this type were relatively -easy to spot. A number of more basic
.

-2
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errors were found in such performance data as the average CPU time

of the different service types and the total number of jobs or

connect hours per week. When these values were used sin the model,

'anomalies were often discovered, such as estimated CPU use that
exceeded the total capacity available. These errors were a tected

by iiinning,each site alone in the model to verify-that all the
*

apacity utilizations were reagdgable and that the correct number of

being run in each ot the service types.
I

The hardest data valid tion problem was_in the lack of consistency
in the definition 'of rvic types. Each site was asked to give its

estimate offthe number of jobs of each service type run per week, and
*

what the .impact of each 'job was on that site's resources. -Unfortun-

ately; a "small FORTRAN" job on IBM 370/135 may not be the same as

a "small FORTRAN" job on -aCDC 7600. In order to discovetdis-
crepancies of this typ, a program was written to.taBulate and to

print the resource impact factors for all sites for a particular
service type. BY comparing this to benchmark data for a small set

of service typeg, it was then possible to discover and resolvemany
of the definitional inconsistencies between sites.
Air

4, Future Validation Requirements Needlessto say, in a
developing model such as this one, validation is a reoccurring and

non-trivial concern. For this reason the validation process can
never be called complete. It should also be recognized that veri-

fiAtIon that the 'model petforms "correctly" as described above, is

the easy part of the validation process. More difficult is vetifi=

cation that the model is a useful representation of the-rtal-world:,

I.e., is it simulating the right things, and if so, does it.opera*.
at the right level of aggregation? Is. it believable;kan dedisions

- be made based on iheldodel results, etc.? This deeper lever of

validation is not yet poisible with the existing model. It will

begin in Phase II when the model is ,enriched with estimates bf the

actual decisions and policies of the participating institutions;

-45-
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IV. RESULTS OF BACKGROUND STUDIES

A. Purpose,and Approach

In parallel with the desiggn and implementation of the simu-

lation model_as'clescribed in Section III several different areas,

were idpntified in which algorithms:procedures, or new representa-

tional concepts were needed.. The resultsof these efforts fdrm

the theoretical base for many segments of the model. It.Should

be noted that these studies were all,underta ken to fill specific

needs of the model and/or the project., Although virtually all

of these topics repreitnt areas where there is a great need for

basic research, in-depth efforts were generally beyond the scope

rl

of this .project. More typically, emphasis was on doing 'Chat

had to be dane",ih order to obtain _reasonable representations.

The approaches varied over a wide spectrua. A number of, studies

(perceptions of computer services, user categorizations, user serv-:
. -

ices and support) performed-1;7TR project staff Consisted of con-
__

tinuously evolving a representational framework until a Point was

reached that satisfied both outside reviewers and model requirements.

Other studies (i.e., service type definition, benchtark testing)

required that vast amounts of empirical data be collected and,tabu-

lated. 'In some cases (network organization alternatives, user
4

,services and support, and pricing) informal discussions were held

with recognized experts and some i.elatively subjective "consensus"

opinions were reached.

In two of the most critical areas (peiformance modeling and

estimation, and workload representation), outside experts were

available Who hail done substantial amounts of relevant research,

was .only necessary to support the extra, work required to

adapt the proven techriologies to the model requirements.

This chapter summarizes the results of many of these efforts.,_

/The variation of format, sophistication of research, and depth of

4



J

analysis reflect the differences in model requirements; and,

hence in the definition and pursuit of the individual studies.

.

B. Network Organization and -Administration

Although technical issues are sti141 important factors in

establishing a Computing network, the dominant impediments to

sharing are very likely to be nonmtechniCai in nature. Accord-

ingly, a major concern.CI the-study.wal an examination of a wide

range of organizational and administrative alternatives that might

Influence the behavior of the netwbrk.
eI

It was necessary to identify these issues so that the model

might be brought to bear on their analysis on many levels during

all phases of the prOject. Theiik may be examined through use of

the model in a variety ofways.

that may be studied' by a proper

appropriate areas of the model.

Some are clearly policy decisions

combination of policies in-the

Others represent constraints or

a range of possible considerations which'may be examined by proper
- .

specification of model parameters or input data. Typical issues

of direct concern are-the following:

Network administration -- including, consideration of the
location of control aver accounts, billing, resource use,
types of services offered, administrative conventions.

Centralization including consideF'aticn of centralization
of general capacity, the.centralization of specialized
capacity-or services, the relation between .economies of ",
scale and economies of specialization, and-the relation
between economies and diseconomies of scale for-various
types of services

Methods of charging for centralized facilitating services --
(e.g.., billing, user services, etc.), including fixed monthly
fee, unbundled charges for each service rendered, and charg-
.es-levied against suppliers.

A Control over prices by a central network organization
ranging from no control. at all Ito detailed price regula-
tion. Includes consideration of subsidies, restrictions

,,on,"unfair" price competition, and standardization of prices.

'11
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11. Alternative ,,pricing arrangements including ":;pots'
versus long-term contracting; fixed monthly charg4s
versus charging for each service rendered, and differ-
entialpricing (e.g., priority level, peak_liersus off-
peakietc.).'

Mechanisms for billing and reporting -- ranging-from
'bilateral arrangements betWeen each.buyer-seller pair,
to multilateral arrangements through a central network
organiiation.

.

.,,,

Alternative budgeting.arrangements et user institutions .=-
ranging from centralized ,budgeting of the computer center
(with allocation og capacity through non-discretionary

- "computing dollars"), to revenue generation for'the
computer center through a cost recovery &chanism in

_ which users are Charged. "real" money;

II

Capacity adjustment --,including consideration of the
ability and willingness of Institutions to redube (expdhd)
local capacity in response to an increasing net-import
(export) of services.

Resource migration -- including consideration of:the piotsi-
bility that the "resource rich" might become richer white
the ''r'esource poor" might beCome poorer.

Seivice guarantees including consideration of supplier
guarantees as to price, quality, and quantity of, services
provided-and purchaser guarantees as to the quantity and
timing of purchases.

i

, . .-
Mechanisms for-providing user services -- (e.g-., written
documentation, on-line-directories; consultants,-etc .),
rail from direct service from the supplier, to service
fr m a local "diltributor."

.
. ,

tware,development -- including consideration of develop-
nt incentives :_royalties, and support of development. -

activities '
. ,

, ---

After reviewing issues such as these; it was decided that,

siV-eral.....approachesAn coplklination.ould be needed to ,,encompass the

wide variety of possible network-organization'aad administrationV.

.As a result there are currently_tWo basic
a
methods of representing,

thesi%in the model. One is through the menu of policies available

to represent. various attitudes and .decision-making behavior at,

individual,sites. The other is through network parameteri which',
--

*may bg' s.elected for network as a whole. Policies are discussed
.
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'in detail. in Appendix II and the parameters are reviewed in 4-,

poldit AI ca'irolume if. Most oi.thework during Phase I has

focused on making the' model adaptable and rich enough to accommo-
4 4- k.

date a wide range'A of Organizational.and administrativ4salternativese

ptture project phases'*ill thArefore-be-,ablt.Nto.examine these
, . ./

issues in more detail. '.*

C. Representational Concepts

If the simulation model is to portray a possible "real" n4i-

work; the stiu

approximation

tural elements of the model must be reasonable

eir. real life counterpart's. Consequently,' such

areas as user perceptions of computer seriices, institptional Cate-

=gorization of users,_ descfiptions of workloads At various levels

ware the topics for specific studies. The representationi formu-

lated pro -1ding"blocks for the development of the

model.
1'4

1., .Perceptions of Computer Services Within An organization,
T

there are usually several- jivett of perception of computer services

and.moilikload. one hand, there are administrato who have budget

and policy-making responsibility, but whose knowled of computing.,

may be -quite limited. At the other extreme, there e'computer

.center operatiOns people who perceivf heir role as suppliers of

raw capacity in terms,of CPU cycles, bits of main memory, characters

of input/output, etc. .Each of fhe existing leyels at any site may

. -be represented. Curientlyt, the -model contains four such leVAls'

under the general categories of; Administrator, .laser- altd/or'Supplier,'

Computer Center Director, and Performance Analyst'. These different

levelt are necessary because of the rather dissimilar viewpoints Of
.N

the individuals involved at each level. 4

a. Administrator Level AdmipistratOrs, defined as those
individuals with organizational policy and resource
,ommitment responsibility, arerii4ly to view computing
in terms of internal,budget lies within the orgifri-

,

zatiOn. Thus, one university may differentiate between
studenjobs, faculty' research, and administrative data
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at.

processing;.while another might view usage and t

fOrmulate computer budgets by school' (i.e.,
neering; Arts and $ciende, Business, etc.),,. In
,general, each site has its own4vietrpoint and its
own set of user categories.

User/Supplier Level Users and suppliers of serv '4%44;
ices .thlnk in terms of the type of processing re- .._

squired. A user may, have, a/large FORTRAN program
to'run, or perhaps a. need for an interactive graph-
ics-package. Imdividual users select supplier-,sites
based'on such variables as software-aailability,.
tuplarqund,,price, and 'Support. Installations, there=

Joie must describe available services in-the jargo
, familiar to thee individuals who'will be using. tho
services, 'Note that at most sites it is tV,is leve ,

that'is closest to the network "stidard" service
type. -Hence,.translations from site categorizations
to network service types are done-at this level and
bas4d.on the installation's description of available N

.' serAces (services supplied) .: . .

"....--
.

.

=Computer Center Director Level - While the computer -.

center directof is interested ,in, .and. responsive to,'
the above levels, he needg fUrther,information in
order to male decisions relative to configuratipn,
staffing, system software, and other required re-
sources. Information such as CPU usage, lines printed,
-cards read, file space.required,_mepory usage, and ,

, number of tape-motints is needed. Thus, incoming work
at a site has to be presented in a way that a computer
center- director can' obtain this hardware oading data. .

r;
vFor him, each.service type is describe in termof

appropriate resource requirements._ To al system loading'
can then be estimated b summing-the per unit resource
requirements :' of all jobs.in the workload.

Performance Analyst 'Once ,the total workload at a
site has been_deined, the task still remains to esti-'
mate,site Performance as A\pnction of that, workload.
Cyclic queueing models and elated techniques are ..
currently being developed for this'purpose (see Section *
IV-D.2), In-generdf, these techniques requite that
the workload, be described in terms of resource utili-
zation. This informatibn is a m'ore,'detailed version
of that ifted by the computing center director described
above.

Within'the.modeI:ii is necessary fb represent each .of these

Perceptiens-and to translate from.one to another. in this way

detisions made frOm onespoint.oZ view can be exPf4ssed

meaningful to the others.,t Currently th administrative level
(

5 G
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a

deteimines the policy selection for\T,particular.site. Thts is -

tylaicilly done .n terms,. of user categories (or budget line's). .

The policies then dkermine the methods forhandling_ service types

at the user/supplfer level and,raw resources at ae.cdmputer center

director level. "these concepts are explained more fully in the

following-sections.

2. user Categorizations - As discussed earlier, the 'highest

, level pf perception in the model is at the administrative

level. This is where major,policies and budget consti;Ahts

nate and are controlled. Note that administrators do not deal%

with' spe ific computer services.or resources, but rather with

broad cat gories of users. 4. te

Each site.hasits-own sit.- specific user categories which

represent illogical internal administrative divisions. In asking
.

sites to specify their user categories, two guidelines were

provided:

A. tach categoiy must represent an identifiable budget
line -or funding sourp.

b. Each category myst 1)e relatively homogeneous with
respect to rurEs, policies, and constraints on
computer usage. For example, rules for "going
outside" would be consistent within any one user
category.

Most universities presented categories such as: student

instruction, .externally funded research, internally funded research,
r-

administration, external users; and computation center systels'

staff..0 A research institute, on the other hand, had only two,

Yintdrnal and external users. Afew of th' niversities grouped'

theif users aldng organizational lines, (e. .,-..College of Engi-

neering, Law School,: Medical School.', etc.).

A major implication' of the4tove categoriiatidni.is that each

user ,category develops its demand for-computer services inddpend-

eAtlyrof others at that site. Some users (e.g., administtatilie

-52-
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,computingY may be relatively insensitive to price and turnaround,

forexamplei while other users at thdi site (e.g., instructional

users) may e very price and turnaround,sensitiveu, In any case,

it is necessary within the, model to:

Permit each site to define its own-unique user

cate nations.

f

b'. Maintain separate budget and policy structures`
(>

for each use category.

_

c. Provide 'separate e's'timates of aggregate detand for

lomputational'services for, each category,.
,

d. Provide a means to trans4ate (map) aggregate demand

:for each category into service-specific demand.

e. .Allocate this service-specific.demand among available

sources of supply by the application ofcriteria which,

may differ for each user category.

.X91

hese.user categories will play an even larger role-in

Phase II of the project, when.the actual policies and proc'edures

of the participating institutions are incorporated into the model.

As the policies, roles, and restrictions on these categories are

developed,ithey will -evolve into an accurate representation'of:

the'specific*inStitutions to which they belong.

3: Service Types and Workload-Representation

a. Problem - One Of the most difficdlt conceptual.

tasks in this project was- the definition'of,work

(or service). Prospective netyprk users; even

those few that'have a good idea of what they would

like to be dOing, are likaky to have requirements

whose characteristics are very different than the'

resent job'stream at the desired- supplier site.

Further, their perception of what'conititutes a4

%.
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unit of work, and-what that is worth, willNoften

be incompatible with the viewpoint.of the supplier.

for example,,some of the_erticipating institutions

in this project describe their workload using jam

. gon such aS: FORTRAN, COBOL, GPSS, STATPACK 'and-

the like; others talk only-at the user category,-

level (student jobs, administratiSe data*Ocessing,

and facult}r,research); and some prefer terms _like

compute-boUnd, I/O bound, largeibatch, and heavy -

on -fine usage. Furthermore, "similar"Sograms ands

services available at multiple sites are not always

compatible or traftsferable -- especially when dis-

similar host computers are involved.,

b. Approach - Although, as mentioned above, little

standardization exists among individual.sites as to

how work (jobs, services) is described, it was de-

cided to try to deirelop a consistent work descripi

tion for network purppses (though done of the

individual sites need use that'particulir descrip-

tion). The initial goal was'to define a set of,

service types, limited if possible to less than

SO in,number, such that the workload of _each

.network member could be adequately approximated

by an enumeration of the numbers of jobi'in each
category per unit time (week). Definitions of

service types should speCify domains or ranges for'

a number of site- independent parameters such that

-any job; regardless of origin,, could be assigned

a category designation that would permit an adequate

'determination of which sites might be appropriate

fdr its processing and of its processIbg chaFacter-

isllif at those sites.

-54-
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Other desired characterisiics of such :a classification

included:

- All categories should be meaningful to users,
although they need not match current in-house
groupings. Where differencis exist, a trans-
formation (conversion) must be feasible.

-*The,Aetwsmic categories should be expressible in
a form,ehat is appropriate for use in performance
analysis and prediction at individual sites. I.e.,
jobs wil101avqknolin resource requirements and .

attributes (CPUrennds, memory words, etc.).

- All items within a given classification category*
must-be relatively homogeneous in terms of machine
impact at any given site.

c. Service Type Dimensionality - Early attempts tp

organize the categorization process yielded a,

minimum of .Jour factors,-or dimensions, for each

category definition.

dob Type'(qualitatfve), e:g., FORTRAN` compilation

and execution,on-line data entry, execution of

statistical package, etc.

ii. Resources Required (quantitative), e.g.,

memory, card reader, disk t/O, printer,

process6r

etc.

iii. Running'Time (quantit'ative);e.g., short, medium,

long.

iv. Priori=ty (quantitative).

it was immediately evident at any four-dimension matrix

would.quickly grow far beyond the) 30 to SO.element size limitation

imposipd by the then- current simulation design. Accordingly it was

decided that, in order to stay within the size limitation, the

service type definitions should be based primarily on Job Type

4a one-dimensional list), with multiple entries for some job fypbs



4 I

to accommodate suitablb.modifiers relating to running time and.

,

priority. Resources reoired'would be impliit in the job tvie
and.would not need a separate dimension.

The complete list of service types was developed in qUali-
tative but final terms,and-each institution was asked to judge

which types best represqnted the actual job characteristics at
their institution, to specify the resources required for an

averagejob'in each service type,. and to estimate the number of,
oaveragejobs of the service'type which would adequately repre-I. t ,1 9,
sent the Attal level for that sere ce type.

or. .

The ttsicassumption underlying this approach is that service"
tyPes need not be quantitativily comparable between iniiitUtions,
For modeling of the internal ufe of an institution's computer

4
services, which probably would still constitute the bulk of the
services even after national networks are available,_ this assump-

.
ti ,4.entirely consistent. Between institutions, it- is assumed

t the-characteristics of a job will change depending on the

Aftitution at which it is run.
.

For example, an ABC job of a given servi'te--type,, if run at

XYZ university, would take on the resource requirements for*.jobs

Diqiiis service type as defined by XYZ r Cher than as defined
by ABC. -In other words, ABC users at X Z will tend to behave

like. XYZ users rather, Aan ABC users. 'Since demand is allocated

by'policy and doesn't Q4ange rapidly, this assumption appears

to be more.reaonable than the converse aSsunvion that a job
originating at a specified institution will-have the character-'
istics of the jobs of that service type for the origination
institution, independent of where the job is Actually processed.

d. Initial Categorization The initial list of
service type descriptions was a common-sense 'develop-
ment of the list obtained from institutionresponses

. to QueStionnaire I. Service types known to exist,
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Abut not mentioned by. the institutions in theiro

responses to the questionnaire, were added.,,Sev-
.

eral service typei mentioned in the replies, such

as.lfttle-used campilers,.were lumped into catch-all
. Er

categories labelled "other." A number of-service

types were repeated, with'modifiers such as "short,"

"medium,":1-ohg," "low, CPU utilization," and "highv

CPU utilization." -

C

This'initial tentative limo service type descrip-

tors had .42 .entries in three general Classes, "Batch,

with very restricted resource allocation," "Batch,

geneial,",and "Interactive." It Vas assumed that 311

interactive jobs would run under the highest priority,:,

assigned the number 1, and that the restricted batch

jobs would all run undef-a,iumber2 priority. In

the second questionnaire, users were asked totes-

`timate.resource wage as a function of priority

(four levels) for each. ervice type in the class-of'

general batch jobs- There were 20'entijes in the

general batch classificatiOn, which, with priority

modifiers, represented 80 service types, so the

total list had 202 entries. This initial list

appears in Questionnaire II (Appendix'VII) .

e. Final Categorization As,resource usage data

were compiled from replih.-6.the second-question-
.

naire, entries in the seiyice-type list were com-

bined again to reduce their number in atcordande

with storage limitations within the simulation

model. Little-used service types were merged with
'17k."

similar categories; and diffefentiations that were

difficult for individual.sites were eliminated. All

members.of the restricted resource allocation class

of batch jobs, for example, were riMped into a

single "Fast Batch" service type. Similarl$', all

of,the "compile and bomb or short run" jobs in thp

general batch classification were lumped into a

62
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.
single Debug Runs" service type and assigned

,

numbe 3 nririty. Among-the interative jobs,

thehigh and 'low CPU tttilizations were combined,

elikinating that distinction. The ;rest of the con-

solidation process consisted df.lumping together

two, three, or, in some cases, all four priority

levels and assigning-a single priority number.

Tile final list ofserv,ice type names has 44 entries,

distributed as,folrows . /
,

11 Interactive job types with 11 prilority.

II' i.Fast Batch entry with 12 priority.
-

32 General Batch job types with prlorities..,

ranging:from 13 to 16.

/N.

Fourl,additionai service type entries were reserved

for special or uhique services that a facility

might offer. 'The final list-appears as Figures

,

Statu's - The above .chs*racterization is useful in

= several ways. Providers-t'of computing services

can deicribe their offerings to remote users _-in

terms of the network standard list.' Similarly, once

prospeCtive buyers express their needs in this

-form, they: can.easily investigate the avail-
ability of desired services on the network. All :

network floigs (Woticflows between sites) are now

expressed using this. common denominator.

It is recognized that no such list is likely to '

exctlymatch the services offered at any single
1

site. Further, the standard definitions for. job

types mi not be consistent with those at individual

sites. ',However, the nature of most inconsistencies

is in degree (e.g., size of FORTRAN jobs; average

` -58- 6-1)
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Figure PV-1

Service Types

. ... .

Service Type - b. -,-.;; -

.

Pri.21,

1. Fast Restricted -Batch ''

Debugging Runs
3. FORMANItogragtrevelopment
4. FORTgAN Program Development
S. BORMAN:Program Development

--6. ceBoL Program Pevelopment
7. Program Development

:.,.

2

3
3

4
S

3
4,COBOL

''8.-00BOL Program Deyelopment S.
9. PL/1 Program Development

,
4

10. PL/1 ProgramTevelopeent 5

Assembler Program Develowent 3

12. Assembler. Program Development 4
13. Other Program Darelopment 3
14. Other Program Development 4

15. Other Program Development = S

16. Graphics. Packages - 3

17. Problem Oriented Packages 3
18. PripblemOriented Packages 6

19. Short Statistical Packages 4

20. Statistical ,Packages S

21. Long Statistical Patkages- t
22. Short Nunber Crunchiag 3

23. Short Nuaber Crunching 4

24. Short Nber Cruddhing S

25. Medium Number Crunching -5

26. Medium Nuther Crunching-- 6

27. Long Nuther Crunching 6

28. Short File Manipulation 4

29. Short File Manipulation , 5

30. Mediuth File Manipulation S

31.' l.tdium File Manipulation 6

32. Long File Manipulation .5

3.-Long File.Manipulation 6

,34. Data Access, Read Only 1

35. Data Entry 1

36.. LW Activity.Text Editing 1
37. Intensive Text Editing 1

38. Terminal BASIC 4,1

39, Terminal FORTRAN l'

40. Terminal ,PL/1 1

-41. APL , 1
42. Other:Terminal Languages 1
43. CAI c 1

44. Interactive Problem Oriented Packages 1

A
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1
conned minutes pear interactive session, nu ber

of differenesizes of statistical packages that
4

must be specified in order to get meaningful

-discrimination), rather than concept.

Data describing present workloads in terms of the
. f

service types s1own in Figure IV -1 are-now,avail-

able fiom most, of the Participating Ipstitutions.
AS ,

Work is currently underway (sections V -C, to V-E)

to resolve the inconsistencies in conceptualiia-

tion and tabulation. that exist between the sites.

1

4. User Services and Support User services and support in

'the model are combined as a single dollar value for each service

type offered by every site. Eachsite must, determine these levels

after taking into account both demand and supply. conrrderations.

Thus the single dollar level per service type. represents such

diverse factors as written documentation, user consulting groups,

CAI, audio-visual aids, and telephone information. It is assumed

that the- appropriate combination/9f these facilities is provided

at every site for each service type. The.shortcoming of this

approach is that it loses Selectivity based on type of support.and

assumes that quality is directly proportional to dollars expended.

Tt has the advantage of allowing efficient quantitative comparisons.

-

a. Demand The level of user services and 'support

wil affect the amount of demand at each Ite as
well as its allocation among the various suppliers.

Each user category may have a different fegree of

*sensitivity (ranging from low -to' high) to services .

and support. Demander's view support as i)ei'n/le

dollar level. This single amount comprises two

types of suppdrt. The first is fixed support

which' is independent of usage dIld includes such

item's as development of manuals, on-line docu-

mentation aids,'and consulting staff. The second"'
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,

type, variable support, is depehdent uponusage.

This.in4udes printing and distribution of manuals,

free listings, and the use of on-line documentation.

I-'
,,/ ,; / -%. - - //' , // , I

b. Supply - On the supply side, each site 'Must determAne.

the 'total amount that it will.spen4 on user services

. and support, and how that amount will be allocated

among the various,service types. Individual sites
.,.

will place different degrees of emphasis on usi*

services.and support depending on their general

profile. The inode1.6urrintly permits iites of .,

distribute budgeted iupporp:levels acrota the vari-

ou ervice types 'based on either the "unit ofde-

/A.-sand" or "relative dollar level" method (or a com-

bination of these), The unit of demand method cal-

,. culates service specific support levels on the basis

of usage(i.e., divide the number of jobs or connect

hours for each service type by the total number of

jObs and connect hours for all service types at.fRat

site). This philosophy assumes'thAt a small user

requires as much center - provided help as a large
r

user-. The relative dollar level method computes

service-specific support levels on the basis of

dollar income from that service type (i.e., divide
the gross income from each service type by the

total gross income for all service type's). If

desired, sites can also specify pa'rticular dollar

amounts- to'be'agsigned to selected service types.

This wowid often be the case, for-example, with

new service_offerinis or services- known to require

-disproportionately high (or low) levels of support.

Computer System Performance Modeling

1. Problem The computer system performance* modeling prob- .

Aedcan- be stated rather simply. There are two aspects:r/



a. Given' a desired workload (job mix) to be processed-.-

4#t an installation, what is the performance of the
.system that the user gerceives -- i.e., turnaround .
for batch jobs and response time for, interactive

. . -applications? ,-

b. What. is the' total 'capacity of the systeM to do

°work?" That is, how many jobs of a given mix Could

it handle?

Both of the above'questions are quite common and in fat,
must be answered to some degree for every new-computer system or

- system modification. There are a wide variety of simulation,

analytical, and eppirical techniques available for these tasks (21)
,

Unfortunately, in this application the long-time periods, the

changing workloads, the number of different sites, and the poor .

definition of workloads rendered the standard approaches either

inapplicable or computationally prohibitive. Fortunately, great

accuracy is not required, and it was hoped that analytical tech-

niques capable of providing adequate estimates could be developed.

2. Computer Unit Approach Initital Attempts - Early

-- analytical efforts focused on the definition of a so-called com-

puter unit vector (c.u.). Thg-c.u. vector's component values

were to
.
be the resource capacitiet available on each institution's-

. ,

computer system, such as the total CPU instruction executions

available per unit time, meao.ri residency' requirements,

total card reader input capacity in cards per hour, and similar

capacities for all other I/O processing'and storage devices.

It was initially hoped that.a common computer unit vector could
ie defined which, fcrea given- installation would have comPOnent

values equal to the capacity limit of each resource type at that

Thi'peiformance model would then require only one vector
for each installation; .

Central to the c.u. approach was the assumption that it

would be possible to describe all network jobs'in'terms of a
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small huidielpf standard service categories. The model for each

tervic'e-caxedly would include the resource ieciuitetents of a

single "average" job. A given demand foi computer services could
%

.
.1

'consequently be expressed by the numberjof jobs in, each servfce
.-,

.

_category. Resource requirements for the total demand would then.
. . .

`'be the Sum over all service categories of the number of jobs -

. .:.

in each category times_theresource requirements per job. This,
/,

.onct the demand was establishedfor a site; .total capacity re-
.

quired could be determined and the corresponding supply in tends

of thafiemand would be directly aVailable from the c.u. vectors-
-

Given the above descriptions, it would then be possible to

develop formulas to estimate the response time for interactive

services and the turnaround for batch services as a function of

the utilization of computer system resources. The simplest formu-

las could be based on a model assuming a simple queueing facility.

at each site.. Other possibi4t.ies considered for the proposed

model included the use .of more comprehensive que ueing theories.
-....

or other statistical models and, alternatively, algebraic formu- -

c
,- , ,.

las based on linear or least squares curve fitting to appioximate

graphicalrepresentations,of response times.

7
A great deal of developmental and analytical effort was

expended developing the above concept. With the d'ssistante of

the Stanford Research Institute(22), a computationally feasible
implementation of this technique was developed.,.Unfortunatelx,

incorporation of the results into the model,woula have required

a prohibitive amount of data from the participating institutions,

along with an extensive benchmarking study.

3. Revised Model Current Implementations Although the

efforts towards,deyeloping a computer unit vector description

of work were not successful ih.themselves,,they did provide

the .framework for -the simpler techniques that were finally-

14ik

'adopted. The concept of standard service types (Se

4ion

INI.C.3)

is used exactly as developed in the above stady and s the,-

cornerstone for representing levels "of supply, demand, and

LJv
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metfloit £lows. , The' vector of critical resources that; is now
i f .

carried serves a function similar to the c.u. vector described

above.' The difference is that, instead of an analytica deri-.

-- Nation of turnaroUndimple table 168k-up techniques have been
substitutftd. The independent.variable in.each search.is the: e .
most

at

Constraining of he vector components.. The implicit.-
. / ,

-simplifying assumOidil, therefaremnis that 14. critical resources
-.,

are'independant and,,af secondary effects -due 'tpsthe interaction,
. , , .

Of rVsatirces can be neglected. . ,- :,

.01

a. :Turnarolind'- Batch istauffently, e$ti-
iated as ,the sum ofcdelays due to input, processirig;:output,.

r
Imi-communicationt: For interactive res onse, only processing

andscommunisatons 40 considered. Eac f the participating
sits provided empirical*data. in tabular rinconc'erning batch

turnaround "and interactive response as a function of the weekly.

load on those system rescmifees they considered critical. Since,
esti2ates of input and communication ddlayS were consistently

much smalleithan those or'processing and 81.4Put:(printer),..the

current moderibpl mentation only cdhsiders the latter 'two'
factors.

\ The'printer, utput) delay table daScribos a single curiw
representing the weekly average printer delay as,a function of

the degree of allization of the printer. A simple FIFO queue
*dikcIpline is assumed, and no differentiation is currently made

betg een service types. Simple interpolativnlis used between

the six stored.es,.
_ . .

.
.

,

The algorithm for machine eetirnaround or interactive response
. *

.allows,for,.different levels of priority. By using diffepenti

tatIleP-(one for-each4riority) and assigning one of six priorities

to .eaFh service type, the model represents the,difference in

turnaround between the various service categories: Six sets of
- . ,

tables representing interactive response, r student batch

work, and four levels of batch priority uded for each site.
,

Yhe number connecetd is the itical resource
.- .,
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used for interactive work priority one). For the five batch

priority` levels, up to three different'critical resources can

be included (e.g.., CPU,einemory, I/O channels, etC.). The
,- -

',current algorithm selects the most eonstrainine of the thi:ee
... 1

tesolirtes and uses,it to estimate turnarouhd.
-

./
br Res9uTce,canacitles - Each supplying site in the

'network simulation has an associated list of its

constraining system resourcep. These resources

include such items as cards read, print lines,

.-communications capability (kilopackets), connect

hours, CPU capacity, I/O operations (EXCPtS zn

IBM jargon)Yand memory (kilobyte-hours). The

capacities of these system resources. are defined

within the model as weekly-figures. Weekly capaci-

ties are a function of *cheduled"up hours,"

availability of the resource, and rated hourly

capacity of the resource. ,Example: ABC university

'specifies that they can print at most 10,000-lines

per hbUr; they have 10 cheduled hours-PeEWeek;,

and their average ayai ity is'90%. The theoreti-

cal weekly capacity for print lines is then:

10,000"..X 100 X §0% = 9'00,000 lines/week.

`While most resources can be def' terms, of

weekly capacity, some resaur esPhus .be,viewed

`aifferent1y. Typical -exampAs are gtain memory,

oh-line storage, and number bf tape drjves -- all

of which are static constraints that do not-vary

with respect to time. Memory ii-partially handled/

on a pei-job basis the job fit?), and

partially by defining a time related unit such as

4 *6, kilobyte hours. The imp.U.eations of ",limits such

as the numb4r.of tape d- s Are m Ch morwsubtle

and are not accoAted f

model.

in the present simplified

-00

"
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c. Syste 'Utilization - Utilization of each system

. resource is calculated within the model as the

requested capacity pet Week divided by the total

capacity,per week.

site is obtained by

demand to tha si

Requested, capacity at a

mapping all service specific

into resource yequests.. For

example,a s ort batch 'statistical package job

may map into 100 cards read, 2 CPU seconds, 250
. .

print lines, etc. These resource reque4ps.are

then-summed oyer all requested work..

.....

Total system utilization (per cent utilizati\ Of

total.1capacitY), is acrud4".but useful, indicator
.

j.of tht,appropriateness of the current ob mix,
.

*"."' A mix that is suited for a Particurkr mahir

sholild lead to efficient-sptA utilization and
a

thus.a low percent utilization of capacity. On
. .

'the_other hand, an inappropriate job mix.(I/0
.._

'oriented `job oi) a CPU oriented stem of the'sim

'size) will result in inefficient use of the system

and a relatively high per` cent utilization of

-capacity- Total systqm utilizationis estimated

as follows:
,

1

ro

S

S = Total System UtilizatiOn

.u. = Actual usage of resource

c. = Capacity of =resource

m = Number of system resources
.

a.

4 .



.As a simplified example, consider a system with

only 2 constraining resources: CPIt seconds and

I/O requests. Graphically, a plot of actual

usage versus maximum (total) capacity might appear

as follows:

,2

4

4

CPU. max.

CPII

seconds

.A (actua

B (maximum)

1

a I/amax.
I/Q requests

$

Point A represents the actual utilization of both'

CPU and I/O, and point B is the maximum utilization

of these resources. The ratio,of the vectors OA

an B the percent utilization of- .capacity.

d. System Saturation - Ifany constraining resource

becomes very highly utilized, the total,:system

j will correspondingly tend towards saturation and

performance will be affected: This is true even.

if, flue to an inappropriate job mix,.system utiliza-

tion is still. relatively low. Thus, system saturation

is defined as the percent utilization of the most
.

highly utilized resource on the'system.

.e..rr



Note that percent saturation will always equal or

exceed percept utilization-. The difference is an

indication of the inefficiency of thesjob mix -- 4

i.., they are.equal only for an "optimal" workload:

-\_2;icing.algorithms and other policy decisions should

therefore tend to reconcile any differences between
. -

the two vectors. Turnaround estimates must,be based

based on percent saturation (this is mathematically

equivalnt to the procedures. described in paragraph

b above).

/

4. Network Queueing",Models Future Modell Enhancements -

Recently, there has been considerable .interest in application-
_

of network queueing theory to the performance modeling of computer.

systems ( -33)
. New computational algorithms have been develaped

which drastically lower the amount of Computation necessary
(27) ,

and it hal,bien shown that accurate analytical models canbe de7

veloped for most computer systems '34). One author even.foresees

generally accepted axioms of computer performance prediction
(29)

Network queueing model techniques have been applied to two,of

the sites in the study `(MIT and Dartmouth), and; the results thuS-

far seem encouraging. This type of model.hae an advantage over

the present empifical implementation in that the effects oflhard-

ware changes on throughput and response times can be easil;Sodeled.,

It is expected that later phases of-the,project will usp these

methods of performance prediction 'n some capacity. It has not

yet beeli.determined whether they are efficienteno h to replace.:

the current,table look-up procedures completely or should be used'

only for periodic updates to these tables.

-

a. Overview of Network Queueing Theory - The approach

used in network queueing thebrrii to consider the

computer facility as ',consisting of a multiple server

queueing system, where "tokens" (programs, jobs,

transactions, etc.') pass from one server to .the

,next, and then 4badk to the first server: This cycle

is regfited a numbef-of times for each,transaction,

I



with potentially more than one transaction cycling

between servers 4multaneously. lathe theory's

simplest implementation, there are nly two servers,

CPU anSbI/O. Each transaction co sts of 'a number

--15f iterations between the CPU erver and the

server. For instance; a file update job might ')

consist of '300 input-output operations with each

operation taking 30 millisedonds and the inter-

-val between operations (the.CPU service time) ap---

proximately 300 milliseconds. This job would. take

(300*0.030) (300*4.30) .---. 99 second to comprete,

on an empty system. CPU utilization would be /

(94/98*100) or..approximately 901. However,what

if, two,-of these jobs.were run simultaneously?

Once-multiprogrammini.is allowed, queues can,,

develop at both the CPU and I/O servers. The

situatiolkbecomes even mord complicated when-we

have differing types of transactions (i.e.

.different I/O and CPU service times), or when

there are several types of I/O devices available,

each with different characteristicse Problems Of

this type can be solved analytically sing network_

queuein*. theory.
.111.

.

b. Current Status of Proect Cyclic Queueing Research

The,internal aodeling subroutines necessary to evdlu-

ate both the MIT and the Dartmouth systems have .

beeneompleted and are operational. It is hoped

that these routines can be used for several other

'sites with little mOdificatiop. The parameters

necessary to.drive the MIT model have been obtained

and validated. Predictions of CPU utilization are
.

'within 1%, predictions of interactive response

time,within 3/4 second, and predictions of turn-

. around time 'are within &minutes(34

711
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Incorporatioi into the Simulation Model Incor-

poration of.the central spryer queueing algorithms

into.the Network Simulation model will have three

effects on the current model:
4

First,.the table-driven turnaround modules currently

-';. being used will be supplemented or replaced by

-site-specific sUbroutiries which evaluate the queue-.

ing model equations for the individual site. Thus

there will be additional code required to perform *

the calculations, as well as some increased run

time to execute the code.

Second, there are some additional data required from

each site. Data are needed describing transition

probabilities as jobs move from the CPU server tot-

a particular input-output server (i.e., disk, tape,

drum). Also the device service time-,is needed for

each of the .devices on the system. An estimate of

.the number of jobs concurrently resideht in main

memory is also necessary. All other information

needed by a cyclic queueing model has already been

obtained.

.Third, additional code has'to be written to input

and to store all the additional information re-

quired and produced by the performance subsystem.

Current estimates .are that this could' be as much

as 15,000 characters of-storage for each site if

each site needs a separate performance module.

1LThis can be reduced dramatically if sites.cin use

the .same code.

In summary, the use of a cyclic queueing model could

significantly improve the performance estimation

capability of the model,. Unfortunately, the price

ofthis improvement is an increase in run time dnd
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-

storage requirements;' Tests have not yet been

made with the.fnil simulation model. x If the

increases prove to be minimalc.it is'expected

that the qiieueing models will comiletely replace

the current table-driven turnaround nOdule,At

the other extreme, if the rum time and storage

penalties prove exhorbitant, the queueing models

would _sit be integrated into the main systek.

Rathel;, they would be used periodically off-line

to compute the:parameters of the tabular functions

A likely compromise is that they would be inte-

grated into the model, but only,used,when the -

tabulaf functions required updating..

E. Site Representations

Since the model is intended to reflect the characteristics

. (actual or trial) of different institutions, it must be capable

of :representing these with 4te-speciiic data. The site repre-

sentations are kept as inp-Tiles so that changes tala.lite's

data need not involve changes to the model itself. This tech-

nique also allows simulation runs to bemide'with different

numbers and combinatiohs of sites. The areas unique to.:each

site are summarized below and are discUssed in more detail else-

where-7

1. User Categories - The demand at each site is viewed as
. da .

consisting of from,one to ten user categories, each with its

own behavioral chaiacteristics. These are specific to each site

though many sites.have selected'similar groupings. Typical

'examples include: administrative users, student instruction,

and research. These are.groups for which separate

-u 4
b get are

d,provided and different usage policies exist. A negate

demand.is developed at the user category level end is then mapped

into0.ts service type components(i.e., the
.

connecthoursbfeach service type). This

catecito sites depending upon ttpolicies

numbdr of jobs or,

demand is then allo-

currently in. effect..



Each user Category at a sit may have a different sensi-

tivity to price, 41-znaround, su ort, and other factors, re-

fleeting the varying importance which each user maygive these

items. Each use category may..also have-different seasonality

factors which reflect changes in demand levels over. the coyrse

of a year. (For exatplestudente-generally decreases dbring-

the summer.)

a

2 . Hardwar /Software Representation - Each site has associ-

ated with it a r ctor containing the capacities of its "Cipicel

resources." This vector represents the maximum usable capacity

of each resource over' a week. (Usable capacity is defined as
V

the average, available capacity, not %e theoretical maximum).

Each service type offered at a site has _comparable vector of .

coeffiCients associated with it which contains the amount of

ctitical resources-required for eac'h job or connect hour of

that service type. (One unit of a service type is equivalent

to one job forteech service types and one Fonnect hour for

interactive service types).

'Iwaddition to indicating which service types are availabl

and the supportit provides for each of thek, the.site must also

specify a communications limit for network transmission, the

number of scheduled hours it is available for use. during a week,

and its average availability (i.e.,

--3. Policies Each site's decision making is modeled by

choosing` different policies which,it is to follow. These fall

.'into three areas: 'demand; supply'; and market.

a. Demand Policiei These determine the workload's

desiyed.at a site for a given period and where

this workload should be proces'id. The demand

policies are used to choose tge relativesite.

'sensitivities of demand allocaticin to price,

. turnaround, support momentum, and user budget

restrictions',

-72- 7j1
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4

Supply Policies These cover two areas,- supply

determination-and supply allocation.= Supplyf C
___sierminationecidesdjahe amount of hardware,.

Zi
software services-avaVable, budget dollars,

prices, and support lemels, Each of these has

'several policies,available which maybe selected .

by alt individUal site. .supply allocation policies-

describe the allocation of supply at a site,to

the` various users demanding---the available facili-
_

ties. For example, one sit-e- may give' instructional

users first choice of available services. These

allocation policies become extremely important at

heavily loaded sites.

40,

c. Market Policies These policies determine.the,,

action to be taken if'all the requested demand

c of be satisfied. They indicate the method

by ich cutbacks ate accomplished.

'a

'Special Representations
: *

a. Discounts Some of the most difficult modeling

problems encountered involve the special agreements

among s.itest For example, one site may have a

discouAVarrangement with another site. This

allows the first site to buy computer power from

the second At wholesale prices, in return for,volume -

or other guarantees. Di the model, discounts' are

allowed between any two sites by means of a dik-

count matrix whose elements are. a multiplier for

tbe notrmal price at asite.

v .
/:-

,
.

Communications As volume between two sites in-

creases,It may become cheaper to lease a communi-

cations line between the sites rather th23 use a
,,

netviork. The communications matrix contains a

factor which is, multiplied by the voluie between

78
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Supply Determination and Estimation

,,,any two-sites. .-It is relatively easy, therefore,
.

to add policies stipulating when,a site will use

the network and when it may choose to lease -a

private line: .- 4

One of the primary concepts in the model is that of the ',

supply of computer services. Supply is more than just a source

of raw computing power, CPU cycles, and available disk drives.

Itealso represents the services which are available to users

of a systeM, and the support which these users may receive to

facilitate their 1.1e.of these services. The supply modules

determine the amount, type, costan0 quality Of cdmputing.serv-
-

ices offered at eachrsite.
V

The supply segmento f the model (module. 3.2) is policy-
.

driven. After initia ecificafloniof iti hardware and soft-

ware'afferings, budg- ices, and user support, each site may

select policies and-p tices which represent its actual (or
sdtest) decisions in these areas.

1. Budget-, A factor which underlies all elements of supply

.
. is_the budget. Once the budget has been determined it the adminis-

trative leN;e1,specifit decisions an the.lowet levels of hardware,

services, user support, and prices maY;rhe made. Various budget'

po4cies can allow changes to budget items, reallocation of funds:-

and xarious other overall adjustments. Specific policies itay

then dptermirte what is done with the budget funds. For example, ----,

if a hardware increase is indicated, budget pcilicy may require

that sufficient funds be immediately available to cover the ex--

pense of upgrading, or it may only specify that%the projected

increase in tevenues be sufficelent,to cover the increaswin Monthly

rental fees, l'hesupply of services can also be controlled by, '

the budget. If a new software. service is to be added, it may be

necessary to have funds available to-4 c00over the.implemen'tatiot.

costs... User support is based on budgeted funds', and its allocation

-74- 79



-depends on the policy chosen.,

2. Hardware - Rather than, represent each specific item

of hardwire, it was decided to concentrate on xhe resources

-available at A site; That is, the actual hardware and system

-Software items (vendor name, model number, release number) area

described in terms'of more basic-units of computing power (print

speeds, m-mory size, CPU apatity;'levels of multi-programming)

that are relatively site-independent. Hence, Addition of a model

1234 /printer of brand:HAL might be described in model terms as
, -

,an incremental 1)200 lines per minute of effective print capacity.

3. Software:Services Available-- In addition tb computing
-

power, sites also offer a variety of services (SeCtion

The computing capacity determines constraints on what and how

much a site can and cannot do:. However, the use (demander) is ,

only -interested in the software services (service types) that .are

available tip him. Network flow is represented in terms df these

services an4 a site's attractivness".is based oliNhich sex:vices

. it offers and the conditions under which'they are afered. This

supphyaelement can be increased or decreased depending upon a

sit'ets policies relative to the addition or dropping of particuldr

Service types. I

4. Support Another "supply" item which is offered by sites

is user support: This is a less tangible, but important, factor

which affects computer,ysage. It includes written documentation,

user consulting groups, computer assisted instruction,,audip-=

visual aids, and other. assistance which an installation may pro-
,

yide to users-of its facilities. Although this is--nat_always a

specific item on a'budget/it is a, real expense. Some sites

may choose to put little/money into user support and instead to

concentrate on improving their software offerings. Others may

decide to prOvide/support money to services in proportion to

the income which these' services generate 'Eachsite must make'

decisions such as these relative to. the 1 vel and distribution of

80'
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. "supply" of user support over the softwareterVices which it

offers.

5:. Price's - Although price is not a supplied item per se,

it is a/major:factor in determining the, allocation ofcthis supply. :

The supplier of services must specify-the.method for charging for

these services.% Usually, priceg will be based on the raw resources

utilized by ,edEll job, although_some sites may want to set prices at

.the service type level. More difficult than the getting of prices

is the speCification of policies for that setting. what leve

of Cost recoveri, is desired, should selected services be,reaiced in

price in.order to encourage usage, shoUla user services be included

min the list of raw resources upon which price is based?

.1"

if

G. Demand Estimation-

-A second fundamental concept in-the model is that of demand.

In order fox a site's hardware and software to be utilized, there

must be a demand for these offerings. The demand module (3.3)

hasthree bi.sic.segments. First is the overall policy interpre-
.

tation which controls the, remaining processes. The demand genera

tion module then estimates the actual totals of computer services

desired, and the allocation module determines mere the users go

to satisfy their _needs. The demand:generated by the model should

appiOximate tha't-of the sites, reflecting both' the types of users

.ae types of jobs that they require. In Order to represent:

these two areas, the

and network standard

model (Section IV.C).

,:

concepts of site-specific user.categdries*._

service types have been2e6loyed in the
mi.

Both demand generation.and demand alrocation,

is firsi handled on an aggregate user category level, then broken

down by specific service types.

-1. Demlind Estimation Current demand is estimated fOr

,eich user category at site.based on such factors ag previous

demand, expected growth,.and current turnarpund.price, support,
4W

and seasonality. The growth factor is specific for eaCh:user

category and reflects the estimated overall growthprofile. Each

-76-,
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1.

time pe iod, the expected growth is ,first added to the' previous

base level of demand. Thisbase figure is theruodified based .

loathe user category's-sensitivity to turnaround, price, and

support, and the current levels of each of these factors. The

demand is then scaled.by a mul.tiplicative seasonality factor

which takes into account the monthly va- riations that might occur

in many user categories, Finally, the cost of satisfyirig this

demarid is estimated, and any cuts necessitated by budtgetlimi-%

tations are.made.

4

r
Once the demand of each user category has been established,

this value is expanded into demands for individual service types.

The, service types demands are then aggregated over all user cate-

gories at a site so that total demand can be expressed directlyr
in terms of potential network flows. This potential total,demand

must now be allocated to available supplier sites.(including in-
:

house).

2. Demand Allocation Select -ion of.supplier sites for each

user category first requires a determination of,eligible sites.

This is based on lOcal user category restrictions (policies3, as
if

well as expressed willingness of supplier sites to serve that

institution. Then, for each servicettype; a rating is developed";

on a scale of zero to-one.for each candidate supplier.* The to- '

efficients used in these rating equations give various.degrees

of emphasis to factors such as price, turnaround, support, and

past usage of that site. Note that this rating.must take place

at.the.userscategory level in,order to reflect differences in'

,policy, andibehavioriatterns among the various users.

.
.f jr

-.. Two additional factors allow foi.,in-house.preferences and

us'tickintsi" or switchability. The model parameter DEBUMP, for'

in-house preferenc0A is a scaling factor on the'site's Internal

.rating to make itappear more (or 1.ss) attractive. than the other:

sites on the network. The momentum factor affLts

It is set to the'fullovalue.for sites ,which demand' for"

82
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this 'service type -cast period, and is set to zero fOr all othks.

\ Currently; 'hie.rating equation is a linear sum a dn. factors

listed above, each multiplied by the appropriate coefficient.

More sophisticated algorithms-c.ould'easily fie accoiamoditedj. Alf t' ,

this,
C

candidate sites are ranked ba'sed on h rating, and and if
0, .

r- allocated to the'top "ni' sites in the ratings 6 is the demand;
...._ ,-,,,-

allocation variable in the overall policy vector and lAdicates -____;.-

the number of different external sites over which demand,foi la
. ,

giVIO Service type can be allocated) .

. .
-

..
.

.

The In" sites with the highest ratings are allocated the

'', ksd40 for that service type in direct proportion to their:

1 relative ra ings. (Only sites wl4ieh have taiillher rdtingthan:
,.

. 0 . ;.- ..

' i the detand'ng site are included. Thus, if theiclemanding.sit
%, .

has the highest rating. ifwill be allocated'all -oil ,its oim_
,

'demand f r that gservice type.) Some demand will always be allo-

,.--cated in'house if the service'type is offered there.

41-I. Market
.

Although a Supply of computer services may be Available aild
. . ,
a.demand

.

for these services may be generated and allocated, re
is thaf\all_pethe demand can be:sapfied by the

selected supplier sites. The market module determines_how much

of the demand Can be satisfied and how to cut back if required.
. . 4 .

At a given site, the ruleg'by which demand II satisfied or not
.

.

_
.

`sat
...

sa sfied are actually combinations. _policies and system-,
. 0.'-'N

,scheduling strategies. In the simulation- model;model% this complicated._
.

proc dure? is reduced to. a set of policies which may be applied

cutbacks are Acessary. 'Zhe policies are explaihedin detail '- aL
pendix II-F.

F inancial Considerations
"4'-

4
. {

.1 'Budget afid-Cash Flow Early in the model design; it*

becathe clear that a codprehensive representation of each..

F.--

t
0 , I

.e. '

t * IIR, 6

.k. ,r ,
.

..
.,r , s ...



I - '

;

e.

,.,
.---- .

budieywouldhave `to be maintained.' It would-li.e Aifficuil if
--.

net impossibl. to Model deciilOps which affect financiallelows,..

without knowleAge fthe. amount of moneyavaiiakle. :Ibis is
4 :,

.s.. . .

., .

furthOr-complacated by the..:multiple levels in
t.).Minformation.e /

the'odel.,14dget is thus carried at three levels

, -in the-modeli,
--.

, .
,

, , .,

,
.

40 i

.

,
Firsts Ilser categoriegliave-budgeted amounts for expendi-'

tures on computer services. Secipiok. the compatercent6r haS
- A.

.

budget items determining' its hardwai5 communications, and
,

.personnel.expens0S-7 Finally, mere are budget estimates of
..._,
.

income from ]local users a-s veil as petwark users. Affecting
- ,- -

eacha of these areas .may be ovezall%treirictiont (policies) im-

posed
-. .

posed by the central administ4ation,Such items min*mummt4mum
-,-

permissible -net balance of .tricle Vidlow which "outside" purchas-'
,

,

eri must be restricted) , caStillow4. cor "pr ...

t
- _

,;In order to collect the budget'data, every site par,ticipating

-in the simulation study submitted inn 0.1 budgets describing
.

tye major inure and expense item as defined and requested in

Questionnaire-II (Appendix VIII). These ardused toproduce
-

the site' budget report (Figure IV=2): Currently, budgets are

based on a yearly time inteAral starting with thd(first leek of

the simulation. Policies used with the experiments pprformed'

thus far assume that net b tom line budlets (i.e., total income

and total expenses)", do` n change within this yearly period. How-"

ever, reallocations of available dollar amounts among existng

bud&t lines are permitted. Planned future policies will pe*nit

revisionsof f

i
ecasted income and bxpenee item basedon results

. I .

.andtrends to te.k In ordei to track income_and expenditures,'

qh;--model can proviV each site with a cuthuXatistatuvreport

eadh'week (Figure IV-3). '

1

:

0 . *.
s. ..The.cash f4.ows.clill easily bp:_projectid ta,cover.a yearly,

period, _so that discrepancies between budgeted, el!d\actual expenlii:

ture can be examined, Tht specific manner of cdiparisod(i.e,

this week vs. l /SSA annua; f(total to date, weekl rem4ning7; etc.)

0
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-is a site-dependent function oPpolicy.

Budgets may affect levels of both demand and supply at a

site.in cases wheip a site is following a policy of free

spending, for example, budget limit4 may have little effect.

At the other extreme there are many policies which force strict-
,-

compliance with all budget constraints an user categories might

be restri cted in their-temands due to monetary,limits with respect7'

to expehditures. In' cases of high site ptiliAations, sites may
upgrade their hardware/software configuration if tuYficivt,fuhds -

are available, but Might look }o other alternatives Timpose.re-

4rictions on network inflows of demand, etc.) if funds'are lacking.

-1)

-2. Pricing and Coat Recovery Pricing is a critical to is

in the study .as many of the experiments proposed involve varying

,,priciTjg practices, pOlicie5, aid regulations. The participating

institutions have a wide variety of pricing algorithms and cost

-recovery mechanises, and it was difficult to -4eveXop an accurate .

rei&sentation of each. The approach.fallowed is paramAric in

nature and permits a variety-of algorithms and policies to be

represented using the basic structure'described below.-

Internally, the model' carries ,a Single unit price associ-

ated with each service type. this-maV e:derived from resource

Page pr set explicitly. The sites p ovided, in -Questionnilre
-*Pr

II, a list of "critical" resources. or each service type2 the

resource e0hsumption of one job or session-is fixed
,

. 1
thrugholit.the simulation.. Theiefome, knowing" the charge'(per

. the . 4
unit) of each resource alloN tne computation pflpe.price per

'job as th linear sum of the cMtionents.' Co4sequently, site
I

'pricing policies may focus on the individual resouroesletting

the .model determine service type'prices) or tgei'May function

. directly at the service typeA.evel. . , ,
`, e v . r t

.

t

. . ,

. . . : . " /.

t
-

A. .. r,' -
As a result of data compression and manipulatipn, ihv.prAces

.

, -

computed for various service types tended d--tO be slightly differ'eat

-82-
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o,

fiom the actual /vices reported in Questionnaire II. Additional

discrepancies' can be attributed to the use of only eight criti-

cal resources in the calculation of job requiretents and costs.

(Some sites adover SO components in ae-ir" 'actual billing".

el laritlins). While excluding non-criticilresources made little.

o neaifference in the performance modeling, prices for some

services` varied' considerably from the stated price. The approach

taken was' to create a pseudo-resouPC'ejabeled "all other," the ,

priceof which was set equal to the difference between the actual

- and pp prices This allowe&the tuning of prices until they

patche he r-eputed levels.

Another factor which had to be considered was prio4ity

pricing which is used at many sites. In this situation, a job

with identicl resource requirements could have several-different

_ prices depending upon the priority which it had been given. Ini

order to 'adjust the prices for different levels of priority, a,

second pseudo resource, which indicated the priority IleVeql,and

acted as a multiplicative adjustment factor,was added tio

'computation. 93

".

J,, Communications

An essential ingredient for compsier network-resource sharing

is the existence of data communications facilities which can

-.-reliably transport data,between network sites. The domestic

switched telephone network, though designed for voice communica-
,.

tions, can also be used fordata communications. However, when '

used-for data, the voice network passes ses aimitatiOns including

reliability, noise, and capacity. The voice facilities are often

used very inefficiently when carrying-date and consequentlyits
4

costs are high._

In the late 1960's a project df the Advanced Research Agpncy

of the Department of Defense was 'undertaken to explore and idple-

ment a new communications` technology designed specifically ,for

data rather Ihin voice. lids project, knowA as ARPAnet usecla

-832
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,

.technique called packet switching to demonstrate the technical'

and economic feasibility of reliable, error-free, high capacity

data communications. service. There are currently pa.ny computer.

systems at universities,_research organizations, and gOvernmental
agenciei contectd to the ARPAnet. Technitally, the ARPAnet is
quite similar to the,inter-institutional resource sharilig network

being modeled in this project. -

The ARPAnet communications technology ha's been transferred

to the commercial sector by Telenet Communications Corpor on,
a private fi'im" A functionally similar service is offered on

.*# TYNET by TYMSHARE, Inc. These communications offeaks, called
Value Added Networks (VAN), h'ave the following characteristics:

ry wide). distributed geographically

2) high liability due to redundant communications .paths

3) cede 'conversion and terminal handling pracedureS for

a.wideyariety of low speed interactive terminals

recovery procedures,
pricing structure based on usage and not a fun!tion

pi:. distance

Since t hese VAN services are new available in the competitive

marketplace, the prices charged can be considered as costs ih
( the model,

The communications cast structure and parameters in the model

are based on the Telenet tariff. The ,s pecific cost structure in

themodel:consists `0f the following components:
-

.

'1)% one-timesetup or conversion cost : .

2) ..fixed monthly cost

3) variable cost directly related to volume of data.
. #

#

The'one-time cost represents any modifications.to the Inist

oefirting syiiem or communications front required to, interface

to the'communications network. For the hosts aiParticipating

I S

_
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. .

institutions this cpst.estimate rangeS.from-zero to.$25,060;
.

The.zeib cost applies.to hardware for whlth the comMtinications

vendor makes the necessary software available ,free. In general`,`_

it is easier to interface a communications froift -end processor,

. for example, than a host:mainframe.' These diffprences are.re-.

. flected in the cost estimates. It is possible in all cases .to

avoid this one-time cost entirely if the host system will only

4'

-b&using"the network for a restricted set of service type,

For example, the one-time cost can be avoided (but the _monthly

fixed cost is increased slightly.) if that site restricts itA
.

supply an consumption of network services to include only

interac

require

ive service types.SuppIrt for remote Ofech service type

that the one-time cost 1) incurred.;

the fixed monthly cost component represent's the costs in-
_

curred for leased channel from the supply or consumption location

to the nearest network entry point: There is also a monthly charge
. A

- - _at the entry point for the network port dedicated to theleite.-

This fixed cost component varies .depeEding on distance between

site anst:entry point and the capacity of the channel. For.a

site located within a few miles of the nearest entry point, using

a channel with a 2400 bit per second capacity, the monthly fixed

_cost iould ba...approximately $750. The capacity could be quadrupled

for an additional $400/ionth. T4P most costly network interface

of all.s4,tes in the project would be $16Q0 and $2000 per month IO-
. for a channel vpacify of 2490.and' 9 -606 bits-per second, respec--

tiVeiy: 0

,The variable cost component

entirely dependent on the number
*-
which die carried by the network

used for experiments is 60* per

represents the tost:wfiich is

of aarccters (or packets)

. The, cost parametexls.currently

thousand lines or cards. with,

batch service types, and $3 per connect hour for typical low

,.Aspeed interactive service types. The, commercial communications

network has virtually unlimiteapacity. Hoyeiter, the channel

between the site-and the network entry point1,has A cl'arlyi defined'

a 590
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capacity. Each service type in the model ha's a defined re-,

quirement (wrifob or per connect hour) for this access channel
i
resgurce. . .

.

\ ,

While the cost libticomponent prameers described arel iare in
ferns of Telenei technology' and tariffs, the Cost structure fit

the model can accommodate many other current coimunications

services. For example, the telephone companies. and specialized
Carriers like D4TRAN offer copmunication services whfehlway, --
under gome'circumstance4, be' more aitractzve for some high vo/iime

sharing relationships. Representing the tariffs and capacities
. .

of these-is easily iccommodated by the present.model
.

structure., a ..
*

Present values of connunicatios capacity were. assigned

based- on estimates ,of Potentia work "flow by the. project

These values will be refined.as experience is gained with thd
model. Note also, that.conaunications capacity -is ant of the-,

resources-that canibe.changed "automatically as the need arises

if a policy defining permitted changes is provided.%

't

c
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A. Overview

V. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

6

\_,

,

- During Phase I the principal method for collecting data

from participating inStitations,was the use of ifilitell.ques-
/-

tionnaires. Since the tasks of.data colleeti-n.and model develop-.
/ -

ment were conducted in parall#1, itwas first necessary to

develq a relatively unstructured questionnaire (Sectiqpir.13) whiih
r

would permit Tespondents at paiticipating institutions to.repoii

on general site characteristics such as available hardware and

the nature of the user'pop'ulation and itsidemands

- services, and the financial and organizatibnal characteristics ofy

each Site. At thistearly stagQyr1 f the Model developten.t, responses.

to Questionnaire I were usef 1.in defining model ibructures whic4

`could represent the diversity of the participating instructions,.

As model develiop t proceeded, detailed Structuregfor.rd-

presenting sitei, inter-site traffic were developed to reflect

the response patterns in the first questiOnnaire and the needi of

the Simulation mOdel. Since the initial responses from the sites

did not, in general, match thiS model structure or satisfy all of the

data needs, a second` questionnaire (Section V.C1was dOploped to .

.obtain quantitative data in a form compatible with model.needv. The

major area where such compatibility is tssential,is the 'definition

of

-

service, types (Section IV-C.3) which can flow in the ne' ork. ,

Most of Questionnaire Pi was-devoted to the qstimation of den d and

capacity in terms of the uniform service:,tYpes4

. .
The _responseS -to'these two questAonnaires provide the basis .

fob the modeling 'of sup l and demiand at, each site .and alsb seFt the
.

. initial conditions for tt*.begInning of most .network simulation runs
)-

(i.e. what Ole site. looks like without networking), .-
.

.,
,

.
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Since services`,, rather than raw, machine cycled, yill flow v
,

in thenetwork each service type must hare an associated unit of

measure i.e., a standard job. One possible approach wbuld:have

been to develop a benchmark program for each of the over forty

different service, types. However, the tabdlation of

-b. _theseenchmarks at earl network site wo clearly have uired

an inordinate expenditure of time and resources. Furthe the,

problem df describing individual site workloads in terms of the

standard jobs would have been virtuall imporsible The appioaoh

taken (Section V--D) took advantage,of coordinated activity with

the Planning Countil iii which a series of FORTI3AN prograis were

executed at a numberof sites, including many of the-Participating

institUtions. (A-subset of this series'of test's-was run at those

participating.institutions.that are not membeTs_of the Planning
s&

Council.) These benchmark results are being.usediky the project .

teat:to reconcile differences between the fob types reported by

thesites and the service types used by the models. yheialso'

/provide a-formal set of comparisons between site. relatiive to pricing
.,,..

and resource requirements of identical jobs. Of perhaps greatest

inteiest, they give a' quantitative indication pfthe wide variation
.

in prices'and service between institutions. Even though it *clear

that much of this vatiatidn 'Would be diminished in a.networkenvirdn-
.

ment,-the potential bene'fits and resource sharing that this stud un-
..

. covered:are very. great. .

:7,,..,

ti .

Questionnaire #1

The first Phase I quegtionnafre as distributed to represent-
,-, -

atives of the participating institutions at a series of three one-Ay

regional project orientatipn meetings held in Ocpber, 1915. About
- . * ,.

one third of each meetingwas devoted
4
to discussion of t1e philosophy

. behindeach maigLpsectioli, as well as tiltspeific informatidn .

requested. It was cons4Aered4essential that site particants under-
.

stand now their responseS were to be used in the sahlation model, so.,
.

v

illat.the widely varying hardware, software, and organizational
.

,%.

structures could be adequately represented..- After the regional%
. .: e

el..

meetings, many telephdne cpnversations and letters were. used to

h
. 4\
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clarify,hoiquestionnaire respodses should reflect unique site

characteristics. A particularly troublesome. aspect of the
t .

questionnaire was the definition of categories to represent

. computing services supplied and consumed at the .various sites, It

gas initially 'felt that no single set of categories -would be meaning-
4

'ful to all sOtes'and 'still satisfy the modelrequirements-. Therefore,

,the resulting questionnaire presented an illustrative categorisa-

tion to indicate the level of detail desired, but respondents

were expected to create categories that were appropriate at their

rpspectivet's4fs. These site-specific'dategories formed the.basis

for deriving the network standard categories used in Questionnaire II.
4

- ) '

'4 Amoutlihe of "-Quelftionnaire I appears asTigdre V-1, and the

full questionnaire is included at Appendix VI in Volume II of this

'report. The eight-section's of the questionnaire are discussed below:
4

1. Nature and Supply of Computing Services This section
-

was intended to obtain a description of the hardware ;Ad.softi.:tare

resourceavailable at each site, and any constraints and 'conditions

relative to ing and charging for these services. It requested

A des pti6n of those facilities which might be of interest and

dvailable'to outside network users. Questions were also included

about ourrent,praitices.and policies relative to adjustments in

capacity and ofierings,

. 2. Demand for Computing Services - This section invegtigated.

the demand for computing services both at present.and in a-potential

networking:envi, ronment. In particular, it requested the categoriz-

tationpfivsers in a way that would be meaningful lor budget and

poli,57'making decisions. The :institution was then_askedto provide

a general profile of the workload. for each user category* and also

information about usage by job type. Finally, an-_att ptietas made
,

. , .

to_obtain an initial.description of .policies on,,ou4si age. that
.

might affect the way the institution would deal with a tional ."

network. ' .

4o

9 .
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Figure V-1

Qtie do afire/1-- tut1ine .

I.,- NATURE AND SUPPLY OF COMPUil-NG SERVICES

A. 4Hardward and SySteMs SoftWare
B. Software,ProduCts/Resourcei

---- -
1. Service Offerings ,

...

-/
, 2. Constraints on Service Offerings.-

C.. Prices and'Cliarging Structure; . 4
.

D. Candidates for use'by Network Users
E. Supply Practices and Adjustments .

Ile Major Modifications in Capatity-pr Offerings
2. Present Utilization and Suirplus Capacity
3. Minor Capacity Modifications
4. External Users .

..- .

.. --,.-

.S. Capacity Reductions'
6. Internal Dedicated Systems

II. DEMAND FOR COMPUTING SERVICES

A. User Categories
B. -User Characterization .

,C. Present and Project9d Demand by User Catego
D. 'Present and Projected Aemand.by Service Type
E. .Present Demand by Internal'Users for External
F. _-Potential., (latentYDemand:from. Internal Users
G. Policy oft Outside Usage

,/
.

III. USER SERVICES . #

A. Internal-Users Internal"Facilities
B. ExterKal UA'ers Internal Facilities
C. Internal Users,- .External Facilities.

IV.' ORGANIZATION OF COMPUTING ACTIVITIES

INSTITUTION CHARACTERISTICS

VIA. BUDGET

Vii.; RESOURCE ,SAARINGRRANGEMENTS'AND POLICIES
-

_ _ 4-

VIII. OTHER

-90-
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3. \User Services This included those products and/Or

services that enable a user to learn .of the existence, char-
.

acteristics,.suitability, and usage procedures forcomputing,

services, as well as obtaining help as needed. Several genera/

questions were.included to gather information about this area.

--4. OrganizatioWpf Computing Activities -. This section was

'designed to provide a feel for the 4ecision ,structurecture and
,

responsibilLtiez at.each ingtitution.
. 1
S. Institutidhy-Characteri; 'cs -,I#formation was requested

.- , _ ,. 1. abo t
.

the overall nature of the in titution - its,discipUnes,

numbers of fadulty and - student, research orientation, etc: In-
:

most cases these data were provided from existing 4Ocumentation.

6, Budget- Each-institution was requested tcl provide a --!;-"

Of its overall budget and that part of the budget kllocated

to computing activities. Questions were also asked about cost

\recdvery policies o as to Kovide a guide to the-relationship -

/between prices charged to users and actual costs.for providing

the service.

7. Resource Sharing Arrangements and Policies - Each institution

was asked about its present participation, if any, in existing.

cohsortia, cooperative arrangements, or networking:

8. Other This open-ended sectiowasked for information

on conitraints or commitments which might have an impact on an
.

4.instit u5n 's computing activities but were not' preiiiously described.
.

i' This inclUded such things as state laws or purchasing regulations,
.

bUdget limitations, and auxiliary-Nterprises such as hospitals.
_ .

C. Questionnaire II ''-'

l
,

, .

l

-

.

_In April. 1976, a joint effort the5tanford ReSearch Ins
,

,

'..

. ,

. -

O

ek
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. .

b tuie aid the . E-DuCOM staff resulted in the second.cluegtionnairge
Ae . . - .

'It was developed after completion of the model design and unlike)
JO .

,
N

-'''-'-'fie generaIonatilre of Ques.tionnifre I-, it sought.to-satisfy. .

. - ... . . .
.

gilecific
.
requirements of the model and the background studies. :

.

= Consequently, Tecipients were provided with very specific resphseV' .

fdimats'r(Tables.to be completed) to facilitate both their\
reSpimse to the queptions and th processing of 'data after the...

.4t., .1 +I ,.. /

,qtestionnasires' were returned. .Althou.gh some of the material was
6

.
(l_cpirered in the first questionnaire, the response to that '

. .. .

.4

,

dodument 'generally lacked the detail that was, eeded to meet tlee

requirements or the model. Also, in responding to the, first

questionnaire,-not all site presented data i.n,consistentformats.

''Questionnaire II was divided-intd'eight sections, each

containing a-table 'or taboles for entry of specific qftattitatiVe

data. The fpal'questionnaire is included a.Appendix 'II in Volume

, II. Th9 eight sections of the questionnaire'were: .1 ,

;

, p

ii Resource Types and Capabilities
.

2. Scheduling Periods and Durations
. .

3: PerfOrma.nce Characteriitici

4. Response Time for Lnteractive Use
, . ...,

5. Weekly Resource Usage by Service Type
.

-,
.S.

6. Job Distribution by Service'Type and by Priority

7. Job Distribution by Uset\CategOry

8% B.udge , 4 . a

. .

4l. Re§ rce Types arld Capabilities .-- Each institution was' .
.

"aWced to iden ify significant billable.anVor patentilly 'limiting

.iesoUrces and to estimate the usable
1 ,
(not-rated) Capacity pe?hhour

.
,

, . A. of each .of these. Particular care was` taken in defining thelaiining
/ I 4

of capacity..: Por,example,.theiaverage-hodtly billable CPU cap4c1ty,

is typically puCh'lb'ss thah the, maxiip number of CPU cyOes .

,. .

.

delivered in :an:hour. Up to'eight resouttes,, such as memory, CPU

utilization-, and output vorhMe, could be selected by,pachsite. '':F . '.'..
E ' After the l'esponses'we're reviewed, it was decided to: designate thp :, r.

*

' . 1 'i
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.

six most commonly SO.eCted resoUrcesas "standard." TheSe are:

'Memory Capacity, Cards Read, Lines,Printed, Connect Hours,CPU

Seconds, and IirCapacity, To this list was added a seventh.

btandardresourde, Cdtmunications Capacity. Although not yet

a'factor at most sites,.this area is expected-to be critical in
.

a network environment.

2. 'Scheduling Periods and Durations Site,scheauleS were

needed to define-actiyity and resource availability during the
-

week. The institutions, were asked to list the maximum fraction,'

of each'-,resource available for interactive use -( For-exam919

,part 61 main memory might be available to interactive user

addition, they were)sked to providq their,usual daily

.for batch 'and interactive work (if difterent).,

3. .10rerformanoe Characteristics friapet

all activity might not occur at the same site

are local, while processing may be scattefe .

necessary to provide separate estimates o in

times, transmission times, and output lay

and other related delays)'. Total to aro

is thesum of all delays. Each si

input resources and up to three, it

limiting output resource wars. s ci

percents of the effective pre t

vir ent,

and output /

is 'erefore

de s, processing

inc ng queueing

as -een. by the user /

ske to deScribe critic

pr 'essing resour, .31
a fNe-printer. 4 vatic)

a
cap/ ity of each reso rce, th

sites .provided the associ.a -d .y t..e: Those delay tines were
.

requested by type of job , p ity/and "tine of submission (Pea

or non-peak). Nan-sup
l

ier ereked to prO'vide these data f

input and output and o cat/he average processing time at

their maior source f s Y.-, .

4. Res .o

. ifas that inter

the average

,asked'to p

cti

umb

vi

.

2 tatAd assumption for*this questjph
, .

resp pse time is primarily a function-of l'

of'bt ,in!als in Use. Each site was thkrefote

abl :describink this relationship.
.
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., 7.

Weekly Resource Utilization by iService Type After the

workload (number of jobs oi each servicetype; offered) is
,

timated by the model,,the resource requirements' -for each service

type are used tocalculate total system 1oa4ing. In order to

proyide empirical data for these computations, ;the sites were
t :. .

requested to Prbvide the total actual usage foi each critical
,

resource listed earlier and to Ireak.this total usage down by ,

' 4 service' type. This provided a!profile.Pf resource usage for the
"averag V job in each service type: If a-site chooses a

.

pricing
, ,,

,
.:,.policy ased on reseurce usages, the model will be"able to'cal-

culate the price per job from the r job resource requirements

and the unit price for each critic 17 resource. As mentioned.in

Section IV.I-J; an adjustment factor for resources which have not.-

been included (" 1I other") must be added_ to arrive-at the- -final -

job

__ _ included
,job cost. An bbreviated sample'of this table is provided below:.

..

.

A. Resource Type '

..

.

taU v

.

t,,jt Okfr

B. Units 5c-c vds
,,,
tio,s,,,

[

,

Total Weekly
Capacity

D.

.

Bfeakdown by Service
Type:

Restricted Resource
Allocation

-

.

,

11. WATFOR, WATFIV, .

_

.

`2-. WATBOL % ,

,

3. PLC i

4. SPITBOL .

,

'

S.
-

6.

Fast Assemb. (ASSIST) .

Batch,General
Student FORTRAN

.
4,

7. Student COBOL. /
---g. Student PL1

9: Student OTHER .

10. Prog,.. DeV-. FORTRAN /

ill. Prog. Dev. COBOL



IS

' ai.6. Job bistributian 8"y Service.tYpe ; In order to estimate,
; the cost of an average Job of each service type pith priorities

.

taken tntoaccount, the sites/Were requested to provide the
$ /
total number of job'S' or c ect hours per week of each .service

type. These totals wer .then broker i into the fraction it each

'priority, the fractio at each priority submitted during peaktime,
t 4and the cost of an verage job at each pl'iority.t-A:sample,of this

,

'1/.
table follows:

1

l .

Seirkice Type

i Ribs 3'riority
Per

'leek

1

,
priority _ Priority

P3

3 Priorirt..y.4

_ P4 $411
-

P1 $1 f2 P7 5f3f
6. Student FOIZTP,A

0, .

.

,f
1

1

1

.

-

It

.

.. ,

-7. Student. C....i 51.

S. Sect/dnt : :_t . , -

--?).- St,u4 ni I .
10 Nog. d. -v. } 0' '1.`',: ' t '.1

fi.= fraction of jobs with priority,*

pi= Fracpopiof priorityi,jobs submitted d'uiin

cost of average pfiority i%jobs

I

peak.time

7: Job Distribution by User Category* Since many .poli5ies

and budget constraints ate based on a Site's perception of its/Usef

categories, it.was necessary to..obtain the.distribution of d4and
for the va,O.ous servi.ce'typesovei the institution-specific user

.

categories. For example, externally funded research projects '7W be

allowyeci access` to the network htftstildent instructional usage4may

not. AfterrevieAng the firseqUestionniiref the%projecx staff

deVeloped a tentative set of useref categories.for-eAchnstitution.
These Were used n the second questionnaire and were generally

accepted by mot sites. .the-weekly job (or connect hour) count

by, service" typ4 was then distributeT"dver the user categories.

100
-g5- ,
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(Note that eke job counts by-service type should match.thOse of
the,privious table).. An example of this table is provided beloW:.

°t r
4.

.

Current

Demand

.

irser '.
. -

Cat.1

User
.v
Cat.2

.

1.1[-ter

Cat.lO

6'. Student FORTRAN
,,

1 4

,

'

f

/. Student tOBOL. ,

.

.

a

.

8. Student PLA
.

.

,

.

.

_ .

8. Budget - Budget figures 'provide the data for-many of the

polity decisionS and financial reports. The user category

budgets, for example, indicate potential limits on spending.

Annual budget amounts were requested ineludimg internal and

external income, expenses such as hardware and software, user.,

support, supplies, operations and programming staff, and admin-
,

istrative expenses, Estimates of budgets or expenditures f6r

each user category for that site were alio obtained.

The data collected by both questionnaires were reviewed for

completeness and -consistency before being put into Machine readabf;

form for use by the model. -:The results of this review is described

in SectidnII-E.

ti
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4

. .

p. Benchmarks

a ''.

...
. .

,

.

-Implicit in the concept of netwo 'rking is the need, fora quail.

differentials'tative.basis for investigating cost and peirormanEe Offerentials -
. .

across a variety of computing faCilities. These two areas are
,

important since they are among the major. factors influencing-the

succes's",of interr,institutional networking. The staff of i,he,Network.

Simulation and Gaming Project worked closely w dth the staff of t

another EDUCOM Activity, the'Piannfng Conncilcon Conputing in

Education' and Research,; in developing.a_piocedure to 46antitatively
.

(com36)

pare.price, charged'an sources utilized for identical services
. -

s
1

4
The procedure.devedoped uses based on a set of nine FORTRAN

.

ben afk programs. With4 -n the constraints of the-FORTRAN lan

this set of programs, was designed to repreLent a variety of.-./ .

computing -tasks including' small debug runs, "number cruhching,

and Tile processing. A brief description .of each program is given,

in figure V-2. The full 'set of listings and instructions .appearS

age,

in Appendix VIII.

In order to insure a valid basis for price comparison, the

-Conditions under which the programs were run were carefully speci-

fied. Three compiler types were identified (student, standard,

and optimizing) and treated separately. Minimum arithmetic

predision was specified as IA decimal digits. Job .turnaround\time

(as a function of priority) was specified such that, on a typicaA,

day, there would be at least a 904 likelihood that r esults -would

te in the user's hands xithin an hour after submission.

.1:02
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Figure V -2, _.

The Benchmark Programs
, .

. -.
..Program Name Brief Descrip4on .

.

.' ..
. .

TRIVIAL Does nearly nothing in order to highlightljob-
overhead and minimum charges: a

. .

A loop containing the,four arithmetic pperators
is executedone million times.,

$ ...

Two 60,
LX

60
.

matrices are' multiplied fifty times.

\cRUNCHER

. MATMUL1

MA174111,2

CTOD

,

DSKItD

PUREIO

,

. -Two. 221 X 221 matrices ie mvltiplieeonce. .4-'

. 4
. . ....'1E

.;,0*.

Card-to-disk,_ 2,00-0.dat °lards a.r. read and 10;000' '

card images are wriAte 44,6411illy on disk.
1

. .
s!..

,Disk-redd, the sequential fileAreated by CTOD
is accessed and summarized. .,

56,000:1inary card images are written to disk.

ARMWHIP Writes an reads a 20-million-cLracter randot-
r* access nonsequentially.*.*

,ARMGLIDE 'Writes .and reads a 10-million-character random-
r access file sequentially.... 7$

4,,

1
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Since piices may differ depending on ,the type of user, three
11' distinct price scheduls were defined. Intirn.al p.ricas'were defined

as those that, would be charged to an 4-campus research' project
, .

. supported by outside funds..External prices were defined as those
.1

charged to an educational user from an un-affilfated university.

Wholesale prices were also collected, but there was a wide varia---

tion-in definition and criteria for these and they'are'no"lus-
trated in this Section.

fee

.Figure'V,3 presents several internal price statistics for
selected program/compiler coMbinations. Twenty-six installatiOns
Were SUrveyed, but in.several cases a,smaller subset of pricei
were reported. Hardware, software, and administrative constraints
precluded execution of some tasks at sope sites. Entries in the
bottom'row in the 'table'indicae%-the :enormous variation in pritt-

- for each task price differentials with ratios as high as 45,: 1.

Since the highest. and lowest prices are likely to contain anomalies,

another comparison was made eliminating the'highest and lowest 15 %-
. - ;

of the prices' reported for' eao task.- Ratios for this compafison

are shown on the next-to-last line and still.iange as high as 9 1..

More than one inst allation does not charge at all.for jobs such as

TRIVIAL, -where the overhead necessary to account for resource usage
might exceed the resources used by'. the job. However, itis sur-

prising.that one installation had.a'zero price policy for CRUNCHER,

' which had an overall.average price of $7.57!' -k

The dollar amounts-repxesented i n Figure V-3 allow a.compari-,

son of individual job prices across installations. However, to

make a generaL comparison of the prices that would be charged for

all research computing or all university computing, the ,coiposition

of the broader workldad must be known. Q uNt'tive characteriza'-,

'tion of_a workla21 ia fraught with difficulty. Such comparisons

are usually made by taking a sample of actual jobs ,and 'running

them at other installations. Because this procedure is both costly

,and time - consuming, it is used onl) when large purchases are being

considered.

1004
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The synthetic workload procedure,described here provide a

basis for,comparison.with Only a moderati''effort. There is some

loss in;vfcuracy: The Rrocedpre defines a workl9ad or jobillU

-as a linear combination of the thirteen tasks cited ,in the bench--

niark survey.-

. ;7:

.:. The price-siatiitics shown in Figure V24 are based on a liA6ar-'_--\

combination of the individual fobs shown in Figures V.-2 & V-3.:(This

/mix is felt to be representative of the academic workload-at.at

least one,university,_ As may be seen in Figure V-4, the workload

would Cast an,on-calnpus user at the lowest-price,facility

A user with the same workload at the,highest-priced facility would

pay $338.96. #If a user/cild :send the individdaljelis of"thework-
.

load to the facility with the,ldWestfprice for t*h job type, the
.

workload price swould be $21:62. Of course, a user sending joss

to several locations would-not necessarily pay internal rates 'and

would also incur communications costs.

2

In evalliating any benchmark survey and comparing prices, many,

variablesfiust he considered. The choice of tasks and the use of

FORTRAN obviously. introduce bias. . In addition, there are many

applications that may not be adequately represented by one or a

combination of the benchmarks. For example, -the use of packaged

software sudh as SPSS is written ifi FORTRAN. Since administrative

and other file processing applications/would be more likely,to use

PL/1, COBOL, a repoft generator, or a data base management system,

administrative applications are not'represented well in th4s survey.

Finally the use of interactive computing'is not dncluded in this

survey, although it is ap ilpreasinglyimportant more of .computing.
1 .

mac'
.

\...,...Other differences among installations are important but less

( obvious. Ideall:y-T-ill_costs,incuried in providing computting

services would be treated in accordance with "generdlay accepted"

management accounting practices. Such treatment would improve

the comparability of prices; howeVer, important cost components,

such as space and utilities, are not accounZe-d for in a. Uniforms

way. At least one installation does not include hardware in its
//- I
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costbase used for dettrmining Oi.Ces.k And, when hard are is'
r.,

-incAuded,-the cqui§iti9if cost-used Often reflect,A sub"stantial-

vendoT discounts thatare no longer available.

, .

-

-

Federal, state, and institutional policies also, frequently
. or: N 4' !

, impose unusual Cbnstrainls. For example, a fede7a1 po cy of
. ,

disallowing the cost of'capital.ai-a legitimate cempo ent.i4 i

,

setting prices for federal contracts shrinks the cost base wh en

'equipment is purchased rather than leased orrented. Explicit 4

subsidies from general university sources, whether these subsidies-

.
are planned or the result ofunforeseen deficits, also coWpound
1 . .

cost andpricing problems. I_ . .

Of the 26 installations surveyed, 20 sUpplipd external as

.14411 as internal prices. The external price'is defined as the

price charged to an educational uses not affiliated. With.the uni-

versity supplying the service. In\a.national =computer resource .

., sharing network, remote users, would ordinarily pray external prices.
. e

The most common external pricing strategy is a simple percentage

surcharge on internal prices. Figure V:S shows the surcharge

percentage for the 20 installations reporting external prices.

It turns out that the-installatioh with the:lowest price .

shownin .Figure V-4 has external rates identical to internal'rates.

Any educational user would thus pay a price of $60.10 forthe
-Norkload done at that installation. If,a user paid external rates

and split'up,the workload by job type in order to send jobs to the

in4tallationS with the lowest individual job price, the-pfice:would

be $2.83 and jobs would.be,run at-ten different,installatiOns.

Evenlocarusers at the installation with the lowest overall 'price
mightbe inter the lower individual job prices at other
installations:

In a mature network it is likely that external prices will

receive more scrutiny from the supply installation and from the user.

External buyers 'Will also need to consider other costs. The resultp
shown here do not include any communications costs which; if

OG
.-101-
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Figure V-3 ,

.....

FORTRAN Benchmarks, Internal Price Statistics

.TRIVIAL
)

, , tit UNCI1FR' MATMULt
_ _ .__ __......._ ......,_,....... ____ .,-..!...-. . 4... _ _
Student Standard OptiitiVine Student Standard Standard. miring 4

...
, . . -

Number of installations

/
. 1

withilecessful run . ` 17 M 1.8 13 26 24 = 20 .

Mean price (S) 0.21 0.55 0.73 ' 7.57 2,99 20.17 13.93
"Median pric(S) 0,14 0.48 0.6i 6.23 2.P9 16.48 8..73
Iligkst prix v (S) 0.91 1.51' * 1.90 18.42 - 10.76 54.19. 57.57
85thpereen'tile price (5) 0.37 0.84 ) 1.09- 12.16 4.49 , 39,26' 26,74;
15th -percentile price fS) 0.00 0.15 0.27 - 3.37 1.15 6.20. '3.00
Lowest price (S) 0.00 0.00 0.11 ( 0.00 0.67 3.18 2.05

A
85th percentile/15th percentile ' - 5.52 . 3.72 3.61 3.Q2 6.33 8.91
Ilk:hest/lowest - . 11.18 i, - . ,, t 016.06 17.04 28.

Compiler type .

4.1A14114..2 (-TOD DSE.RD PLIRLIO ARNIWIIIP ARMGLIDE
.

Standard Standard ,Standard Standard Standard Standard

Number of installations
with successful run

,

9 24 23 25 20 19

Nlean prices (5) 73.79 - 7.V 2.85 f7.40 84.13 70.64
Medlin price (5) 21.43 s 6.69 2.29 10.31 (51.11 49.64
Highest price (S) . 444.95 18.04 8.16 59,10 405.46 231.22
85th percentile priei (5) 72.73 9.70 3.56 35.39 143.60 149.86.
15th percentile price (5) f 10.

.
a 4.15 1.44 3.85 16.95 '15.87

Lowest pHs-v(5) . 10.56 3.54 0.98 3.21 10.14 5.04 *
-

85th percentile/15th percentile 6.73' 2.34 ' 2.47 9.1.2 v.47 , 944
Hi;hestiloest . 39.29 5.10 8.33 .. ' 18.41 39.99 45.88

,Note: N = 26 installations

Figure V -4

Synthetic Workload Internal Price,

Statistics by Installation

-
Price basis Workload

Price

Lowesv4rice (S) -60.1p
15th percentile price .

(S) . 75..10
Median price .(S) 127.66
Mean price(S) 144.82.
85th.per6entile-price ,

(S) . 211.46'
Highest priceM 338:96
85th perceritile.05tH

,

- percentile . . , 2.82'
Hghest.thlowest . 5.64 -

,

s Figure V-8-

External user surcharges

No. ofPercent surcharge '

installatidn
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s.

_ . included, ould:make Shopping for ,service-s less a:tractive. In -.

*,

wrticdfary if a file,of twenty million characte,rs; as necessary
. ,

.
"i's Tor ARMWHIPland ARMGLIDE, were shipped Over the network, substantial

..

communiCations costs'woulii
,.

be,incurred. ReMote users -would also.facex -1

.., , .

addif'ional costs if they needed to suppptt their own user services- .

. t

with,'for example, documentation'and consulting aids. .-

,.-
.

..

,9

!Obervations on Dafa

1. 'Oxerview Questionnaire I was vergeneral and'relatively
A

unstructured, wherea.s'Questionnaire II was very specific in its

data requests. The responses to bOth'represented a wide.range of
quality and.quantity. Much of the data.required fo'r Questionnaire

-I-Coul& be obtained directly froi exis-ting Ocumen-6, alhd this.

. :approach was used by tdost of the respondees. Since the question-
'. .

mite was circulated before the model design was fihalized, the

survey was primarily intended to- provide an7overview.of basic _

-institutional flacilities,-Charadteristics, an4, organi2ational

structure. The responses were' evaluated for completeness and.con;

t'en't, but no attempt,was,,madqio,force consistency across all

institutions. In,general the material. supplied the project staff

.with enough information tp complete model"desigp and to ensure.

that the hodel'was capable of representing. most of the organiza-

tions, facilities, and" user populations in existence at the various

-'network sites.

Questionnaire II required pehaps evdn more effort-on the

part of the participants because the questions were now very

specific and/detailed. In many cases the datavere'not readily

'p.

available in e.deiired form; if at all. As with the first

questionnaire, here were several instances in whishans-titutions

did not have the data requestedbut came to the conclusion that

this was_importantManagement informatiOn that should be available.

suBoth qestionnaifes.provided some sites with,a new viewpoint
.

/towards data collection and for oths proved to be an impetus

towards the organization of data for.theirbwn-use. At least two.

J.

O.
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institutions *have made some.tofo.this material a 4egidar management
.:.

4,
. /

reporting requirement.,
.
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: 2 -. General Observations am Probleis - As -mentioned earlieii
,..

.-,
4

a

the first quettionnaire was used primarily tOprovide the project'

staff with an overall view o e .computer:faCilitces; offerirrg'/,
1k .

p4a.cies, and decisfdn- ins processes at.the participating instil- :

tutions. Most of the f011owing detailed discussion will deal with
..

.

7
he responses to .thebsecond 4uestionnaire. , , -" 4

. .

'As responseg-to Questionnaire.II.wer

4

2 %- they were

reviewed for complefbnest and consistenc oth internal'
Y

.

and other sources of information suatas-, eie first-,-question-

!m
Z-

ire... Consistency checks were made to e ure-that tge 'resource -

.capacities and upits used in,the Various
-

and that therresource prices, resource requireme

were compatib1
"--v

e,stitalis ,

- billing algorithms? and ,job,cost estimates wedgy con 2 ent with :f

the total job cost data Finally the total resource utilization
fcosts were 'compared with the total job costs and witit the bUlketed

.data. -For.almost every OuestiAnaire, a number, of additional
- , .

. /

telepfione contacts were needed to-clarify definitions-and pro= ..,.-

`ce.dures and to ironoutidnco sistencies. It was a large compli-.;

"...Gated, estionnaire, and. ch work was required to ensure con-
i

.

sisters nd,ccaracy.

The first major difficulty eficovnteed.was thatof the multi-
.

tude of service types. Manx sites Wei:e:unable to Provide -detail:et

',data on s ch fine job. categorizations 'since. the inlorma.tibnpre-,

quested s often kept only on an,aggregate at,a111.-

Initial ackgfOund work had reduced the number ti.p5oposed service

Atypes'tOriginally several hundred) to a total of-102, representing

-42 thajor job categories. Thse,included.5khigh-15riority. restricted

batch categories su.as WATF0IV and PLC, 20. general-batch categories

(each haying.4 priorities) ,' and 17interactive categories. ,Thois

set of stIrvice types was used in the second questionnaire'.. It

quickly bedame clear,that:this was still too many,. -- bgth ftom
.

themodel per;pective and for the informs it point
.

4 .-
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.A
-Of view. Vote that in .addation'to the list used, %t was, consid-

eriaJneceseary to have several more u;asigned service types-for
4 k

.unique services. 'After .the respoiis4 tp the second questictrEaires'

.were reviewed, these 102 mere fuitheibreduced to,4 service types,

plus 4.. that were i0ervQd.for'unique seivices.
)I -

2 -

The second, maj problerd was-that *of data consistency. Since -
..,

- itAtaSIeft to each J. to. deteimind file characieritO.cs of

service type ex their-institution, .there- was no .giumifitee of
i ,

-, equi4lency over.all.siteg:. 'Even within.a site thelxiage of a .
4. . ,

particular resource by one service-type did nbt always seem. tY

1.

J
,correlate with the usage by 'another service type.

) 1

..
.

--, -

In addition- to inconsistencies in..s-the source dat4, two:

problems were encountered,in trying to mateli resource and job,
, .. . -

ecosti. "The resources ,fisted did not necessarily include all -of
. .-

the)resources charged for at each instifbtion, due'tothe maxi- -

. .

mum of eight resource types allowed in-the questionnaire, and,
,

In some. cases, to thecompiexities'of the,pricing-algorithms. .
Further, although indivipal pricing policies for/resouice use 1

.

., f

were, frdquently notIlinear, the model assumes linearity. In.
./ , .. .

each case the'best linear approximatidn to. the resource cost

was estimated and used within the simulation model. The effects

i of -tilese apprOximations was to 'cause differences between the,

,..--)t listed price and the -calculated job costs based on.resource use.

vIn most caset the model price wayow because of the resources .

not iiii011011,-,0 To compensate for these irregulaiitkes,,a pseudo - .

. 'resource type called "other"' was introduced. The value of."otherv
.

was calculated for each service type tp bring into balance they,

listed and_ calculated JO costs. This :was discussed arlier under

Pricing (Section LIP-111, P'N
e.s

: _ , '
After all procesiing steps were eted he data were v.

converted into-machine readable f for us the simulation
...model. The appoah used is discussed,in Appe dix III-A in Volume

. .

II: AIthough'mUdh effort will stifkbe requires during Phase II
i

,
-,, ,i

...

e

--., =1.051.10

.

.

r
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,, ...

'to resolve the difficulties, ih,view ok`the complexitY of the,
,.. , t.

) problel 6nd.tompressed time-scale fo Chi activity the effort
,

. . .

.has been surprisingly, successful. .

0
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,r VI. .PHASE 1,. glifENTS.

'3

A. Overview :and Purpose
e ,. , 4,
, : 'AS *staidd:elsewhere, in th 4freport, emph-asis in. this 'Phase,-., ',,'

`I s y Ti.4aVon constructing and validating the basic simulat,tion
model. Pkage Threfforts will f7 cus on capturing,the flavor -of-
each participating.institution- its poliCies, p4ctices, arkd.---_ .

decision\ behavibr. Much also rem ins ,to be. .'done in the way of
"tuning'` the har4wau and woikloact r4epresentations `so that model. ,

a

k.

outputs truly reSiect reality (or at' leas aihat 4.nititutiOnal
rev :esentativei .perceive to/ be, reality) . learlyl many of the
more interesting 'experiments with the model list'-await the coin:-
pletion "of these tasks. It- is not yet passible to make definitive
statemeAtt 'about the imp ations of.'particukar. policies on spe-
ci.fic sites, y'r on tke impa t of network membership on -any n341
site 4

,
,Eoweyer, even with tre above limitatiOnS, there are I number

of useful' trel.ngs that can be done with the model. It is .fully
operational,, can handle any particular combination of policies
specified; and'haS- on-line data' files tepre;anting a number of
sites. Although the data files require additioridl validation and
"tuning" by the actual institutions,, they (do contain comp lete and j
ccmsj...stkni 'sets.of data and pOlicie$,that could represent a possible
site.

This .chaffer d-escribes a number of eiperimeetS that have. been
of could be 'compiet-ei:1-,with, the model in is present form.: As tke
design of the model pa44.sr9tsed, a fairly .comprehensive set f
'desirable, experimeIttS, was specified (Section Vi-B), These a-..

arelas Matt-are critical to the understanding of netyorks and.
.the likely impacts of networks on member insvitutiorati,,A),though.

a---;detailed experimental PioCedurecwas developed for each experiment.
(Sections VI,(: and D), only a ,;_subset of the list has been completed.

. A'There were several reasons for designing a more comprehensive list.
A.
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4

of experiments than was reasonable- o complete. First,,the list

provides an indidation of the'gapab litiessand limitations of the

modeL; ibis was a useful exercise for project personnel in that

it 'forced them to State rather explicitly just what goals were

4 set fofithe projet,,how these goals would be achieved, and. how.

the'Modelatird be use'd-to'provide:the,quantitative:data, ,For.

non-project readers, it gives a good indication of /the types of-.
i

results to be expected and thc,level_of "user" to, arcs which
-

iproject effsoris and model outputs are dirltcted. erhal)s the
, .

-greatest value derived from detailing a large'!s of possible ex-
1 .. . ,

pprim is was that this process verified that t e existing model
.. .

was ca hle- bf.handling them.
1 I
%L.

,

. -Areas1of Experimental*Inteiest

The selection ol'experiments appropriate ,for 6 simulation

model as based upon a Consideration of the questions about net-
.

.work operation thit seemed to be of major importance. After dis-
,

. . --
cussions among the various membersof the projict team, agreement

, ,0 was reached on 11 areas of particulariAterest:
it

.. ,h,
-r r

.-,

1. Standard Performance , -

2. Bilateral Agreements vs. Central NetworVrganiiation
34, Site Specialization
4. Aetwork Stability' .

,

S. network Resouice Sharing Potential
6. Communications Costs .4

7, Service Pricing. Policies ,

S. _Provision of Special Services '

-9. ..efwor* Equilibrium, Conditions
10.. Qualityof Network Information Made Available .to Users
;11. Network Growth Effects 3

.4

IC. Condi= of Exp eriments

I

7 c
After the prtmary:areas Of concern were identified,' attention

was directed toward the spedification of appropriate experiments
t

within each of the4e areas, Most of the experiments were limited

t22,time periods and were run with fiv,e sites as d esciibed in

Section D-1. The number of sites and.timpperibds was arbitrary for

I
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experimental purposes, and more could have been*.tsed: These

choices were based on a dvsilte tb minimize x-un costs at thi.

time. As the experimental results indicate, there were considpr-

-abIe network flows even with only five .sites and less than six

months of'simulatea time.
T.

Each experiment was conducted by chNenging qe,appropriate

dv. files for each of the five sites to reflect the policy areas .1

of supply offerings under ipvestigation. Occasionally, a teparate-

subroutine was written to model unique situations,. In the, shock

experfMent, for example,- a modification to routine XOGEN (3.1) -*:
. ...---

I

was written, which made site 3 unavailable as a'supplitT in
,

period 10 and svajLable once again in period 11: This-70:5 accol--

:4.4 . ,pliphed with nine lines of FORTRAN code and demons\aced the-flex-
,.

ibilily of the model, the ease, with which such additions canm
-

be made., :
1'

-

-1 Although it is expected that in real network i'ke--%tabili--

zation of network floats will-takt,a long time, il was possible

in the experiments to select policies that hastened this process

so that most shifting had been completed by week 10. Severaf of

th experiments required that perturbations be made to astable

network, so these runs were, carried outkbver a ptx.ind of 22 weesks

(with the perturbations occuring in week'10) to allow observatio

o&the effects.of.these perturbations.

,a

°D. Experimental Runs

. Standard Performance
-

- ) , , ,-

a. r.xperiment Th15 major intent of this experiment
, .

was to determine a "bate" performance level` to
-,.

serve as'a standard of.compaiiscin for the performance
.,

data deritired from subsequentoexpetimental-runs.
. .

4.
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The standard piǹ 1on which comparisons were ,based.
.41

reflected an idealized environment ii which.all work

could be-done (if desired) at any network supplier.

hardware incompatibilities, conversion costs., pelays,

and network surcharges were ignored.. The com mon

preference to do- work -"in-douse" if possible, was.,
,

ref4ected by giving each site e-a 20% internal rating

boost as compared with ottside-suppliers, Similarly,

the problems involved in switching suppliersyftr&-

represented by a corresponding*ting boost.bldiAiV
,

of the present supplier. In oirder'to better examine

the potentigl for network usage, it was assuaed that/
$

none of the sites put artificial restrictions on-S^

where'of how usefst'sperid available funds.

'A

b. Results --The confjguration of the five sites used

in this and the following simulation studies were c.

as follows: .

Site Description

Site-1

Site-2

Site -3-

Site-4

Site-5

'IBM 370/158 medium load

IBM 370/145 heavily loaded

IBM 370/168,1igAly _loaded

NO,internal hardware. Only
interactive demand which tiS
,currently satisfied' externally
from a son-network site.-

H61-8b - large. timesharing
STsitem. Extremely I/0
bount1.- Specialized user
Gomdunity that does not
have any batch usage.

In the base run, sites 1 and 2 quickly beca me he

network users; site 3 -fece-ived:a large amount of

,work from the network (both batch and interactive);

site 4 gifted approximately 10% of its demandito

.
the network; while site 5 (after raising I/O charges)

Sent much its I/O bound interactive work.tO site

;
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netwo4.

ost

7{ 1f of its total .expenditures T.nito. the neygork.

.

/-3'. and received a large, amount of int.exective.work

from other users on the network. Figure VI-1 show,,

the cumulative dollar flows at period 20. -Ortile

total $4,028,694 spent' by the users at the

ferent site's, almost 131 was, spent en the

it. should, -be: noted. that site- 2 shifted elm

dif-

Figure VI-1

Cumulative Roller Flows St nsia

Site 1

8 , Site 2

Site 3

Site 4

Site 5

Total User.
-Expenses

S 545,761

400}662

1,076,609

332,154

1,673,508
$4,028,694

sk

Run (20 weeks)

-Network , Network
Expenses

$168,444

271,937 -

9,079

33,94t

29,690
$513,098

0,

8

Income

-1 57,539 `\

. .1,484

314,993'

0

138,082
$513,098

Balance of
Trade.

$

-270,453.

305,914

- 336,948

2'. Bile ral AgreementA vs. Central Network Organization

0

a. Experiient This study investigated 'some of the -

effects of a central organizxtion which would facili-

tate usage of multiple sites by a remote user. yor

example, ,such a central, organization might provide

account numbers for multiple- facility use, central
4'.

billing services, and standardization- ('or automatic
. ;

translation) of job control set-ups and procedures

-at each -site. The alternative to having such a central :

organization would be to'rely uporl.A series of tilateial
agreements between -"various institutions on the network.

It was felt *that' the central organization would facili-

tate, use of multiple sites by users but that- the -cell:-

tTal organization-might also require some pr.& of

surcharge-in order to support. thp services itlwould
,

/

protiride.

_
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The positive effects of 'a mature multilateral network

were represented by'setting.DBBUMP,,the.in-Uouse
.

rating increase factor, to:1.0 rather.than
.
1.2 to

reduce the favoring of-in-house usage; IGDP, the mOmiA-

tum factor, was set to a low value so that.demanders-
. . .

did not have a great allegiance to the site where
i

, .

they were currently doing their computing: s an
. ,

1initial experiment; no surcharges were impospd.

1

b: Results - The most noticeablibehairior observed in

these experithents was the large percentage Of1 ifhter-

active work on the network. Within 22 weeks,133i-

of all interactive work was being satisfied I the.

network: In addition to the interactive usay, 16%

of the batch jobs ware-sent' over the networks' This

was a surprisingly high percentagexoniidering

communications costs associated with batch network ---

work. As might be expected, mostpof the betch'flo1s

were directed to site 3,'the,30168. By wee 20;

sitef,5 was-receiving almOst as much income fromnibtwork.

users as it was from its inside users. Site-3, heavi=

ly loaded at the beginning of therun, quickly became
'1*

completely saturated. As the prices of its overloaaed

,''I/O channel were increased and igrnaroUnd,lbecame in-.
.1

ar'r
'tolerable, many _of its I/O intensive users moved to-1,-,

site 3 to avoid the higher prices. over a longer -'.

time period, either, the I/O capacity at site 5:waula

'be increased to acdommodate,the demand or much of;",the

usage' would have to be discouraged. _

Because of the preient lack of understanding of factors
,

influencing shifts of workload (pcilicies,,user behaviorf

etc.),..it is dangeroUs:to7put'much credencp.in the
..--.

above results other than to recognise that,- given pres-
.

ent price and service leirels,-a significant perentage

of users might be willing ;VS go so-theWhire.else.



.

Similar experiments w'higher communications costsk

indicate that a nominal surcharge for the central

facilitating fun'Ction would not be a major factbf in

network usage. (Experiments should be run to deter-.

' mine the point where surcharges woyld'be4in to affebt

flss)

3. Site -Specialisation
4

',1'477Y -

a. Experiment The primaY intent 'of this area was to

__investigatg_the effeCtsiof site specialization in

such services as low price, user support, or 4apid"

turnaround,. The .questions to* be answered concerned

the viability opcenfers that tfy to specialize in 1

this faihion; and the .types of nser response .to these

services,,,,-For.instance, if a sit eMphasized those

service .types- that mere efficient omits particular

hardware; lecouJd.' charge less for.these service type's,

than a site with a comparable.hardware configuratitIn

but which offered a -full,range pf services.. By- spe-

cializing in the, services it offers, a site can also

focus Om the hardware configuration necessary to

support those services.

one im iCationof site, specialization is the shifting

of usage of some service types to other network sites

that process them'comparatively, more efficiently.

Just as in an international trade situation, where

diffeTent countries have different Inixes,of',raw ma-

teriafs available to them, and hence trade between
, them becomes beneficial, so in a networking situation-

onixould anticipate Certaimscrvice types to flow to

41articulr sitewhich have a comparative advantage

lin that 'type of computing. Thus in networking situ-
-

viation, one might `expect that the distribution of

service types- processed at a site'would change over

time, as uSers-mOved away from that site and onto the
d''
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-networkfor selected tfqvite types.\ At thc.i'ame time,

users fsbm the 'netwOrk should, on Yglance, be expected

' to become users at that site-for the services which i

, 1 .

'iL it did provide effitieptly. If this phenomenon Occurred,

/Ayre-Work could, be done on the network than-Could be
.

done at the sites individually .without any increase

in reso4ces!
,

s

b. Aesults - AlthoUghv'separate experimental runs were

not made in this area, observations On site speciaki-

10;.:ation were made in a number of the other

.--inents% Every installation had some users going onto

the network for at least pal? of their needs, 'and

every s ite that offdrea servidesdfound Some-outside
.

buyers for some of their'services.

Site special ization depends to a great extent on

.user behavior and policy decisions. 'As ,these aspects

are developed moYe
r

in Phase II and a wide selectron

oS policPts become available, this topic will be more

thoroughly investigated ,_
1Pre/

4 . . Network Stability
(

a., Experimen Ihe major questions to be answered in

the area of network stability, concern the',conditiOns

,under which institutional behavior will bekOme un-

ot,qble and lead to wildswingS in use of the networ

* Typical factors'that might lead to thil4condition

in6lude:
#

lowered barriers to
: price-competitiveness ong network sites

:shifts behavior patt ins
capacity shocks .

Lagered.barfiers to theswitching of suppl rs

evolve from technological advances ,(easier, technical'

access)Q-and a central facilitating 'orgaixization.

Various levels can easily be represented in the model

7.114-
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' by adjusting the momentum parameter which governs the

tendency of users to switch sitcfs: As this value is

, decreased, users will find it easier. to switch stela

Thus, when difficulties occur at one site, there'will

be a tendency to have a mass exodus of dyers to

other. sites. This switch could, in itself, cause

probleis-at the new supplier sites (i.e., overloading)

which would encourage eIen more movement. A nu mber

of"experiments could_ be conducted examining network

'behavior as this momentum parameter is varied. Special

clrcumstances could induce instability even in.normal

Circumstances. For example, an artificial shock')

whi temporarily induced poor,turnaroUnd at several

si s might trigger' such a reaction.

A variety of price cutting situations could also

cause abnorial network flows., Suppose, for -example-,

an under7utilized site is successful in attra'oting"

-work by virtfik of a series of 1:i
oi7

tice.r9auctions. What

if varying numbers of other-setes regpon 4'n kind?

What if still 5dih4r sites join in the corns ion?

What if selected larger:sites act .in a hr y m

ner?

In the behavior-area, shocks introduced by es
shifting to entrepreneurial behavior, to*et net.

.

balancing behavior or to cost minimization-' hairior

dduld create:-instability within the network. h, umber
.

Jof sitesnalr.yossible behaviorupatterns allo wide

range Of perimentation in this ,area.

, .

A network in equilibri6 could be vulner ble to4a

.
varietY, of perturbation in available capacity. 'Typical -..,

, Je?"

examples might include e addition of a new network ,r

supplier offering a subs antial portion of networ
.., .

4,'
. -

capacity at redUckApxice ;.the idaition.of a new net:,
.

. work demand source having a,xtemand equ al to a sipifi,-
1

,

%
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site 1, which still had some excess,capacity- Ali

(of their work wag accommodated', albeit, somewhat slower.

C' 0
No oscillatory behavior developed with this'particular,

. -

shock. Nost-of, the users returned to site 3 rather
,

. quickly since, on .balance,' its offerings were signifi-

cantly more attractivg'ilian,available alternative's.

A similar euerimentdwas.to-unexpectea4-reduce the.

at. site 3 to a small percentage, of its normal

value, thereby saVlating-a week of excessive, unan-

ticipated.down-time. this case, users.sti,11 at-

tempted.to go there, but there was a large amount
,

of unsatisfied demand. In addition, site 3-turnarounds

became intolerably high. Asone would expect, in the

weeks folloWing the shock, many turnaround-sensitive'
----

users moved from site 3 to other sites -crh the network.'

These simulation runs indicate t at in this repre-
.

sentation, the network is quite table. There are a
4

numbef of factors that tend to datpen movement. These.

include communications limits, inreaged turnaround

times,and.site capacities. Afterisite policies and.

decision-maRing rules have been,futther refined, the -

area of network stability can be 4plored in more detail.

5. Network Resource ShaA.N. Potential,

a. Experiment --A major. question ConcJrnsotNe degree of

sharing which can take place under ivariout. environs-

mental cdnditions. :The tAekofconditions that
.

:could be tested, include: 14'
.eti .r-' .

1 44iirg.
1.

o. Situations in which there is a ide spread .in ,the
service type costs offered by t e different facili
ties,.providing users with econ mic incentives to
share resources..

I
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* Situations in which there "ks.a wide spread in ..

;, turnaround'time between service types and between
.different sites on the netwbrkproviding the user

. with a response incentive to: share resources,
, . I , ,

.,

Situatidns in which different sites sPetialize'in
different types of.seryices, giving the user a
service incentive to share resoUrces. . ,

- SitUations in which the external price of services
is perceived by all users to be less on the net-
'work than it is at their local site,,A)roviding
another type of economic incentive tb moye onto
the network.

Situations in which,tliere are no communications
costs, reducing an econdmic barrier to sharing. /

. Results 7 All of fhe above conditions were tested

during the simulation runs; Most Of the results .

were as'expected and will not be detailed here.

In general, users moved from One site-to another

'based on major imbalandes in any of the following .

./..-dreas: price, turnaround, or support.

C. Communications'Costs

- a. Ex erim nt In considering a national network, one

lof the prime questions to be answered,concerns the
40 .

point 'at which communications,cost will begin to

affect the.volume_ofnetworktcraffic.' I,t is also

important to determine the tyks A users orseivices
...

which would feel the impacet first.

.-

b. _Res4lts - The= effect of communications-costs was

. studied by varying communications _costs over,a range

fromtzero to $50 .per kilo- packets (In certain situ-

a4ons, curren:, piices are approximately $.60/kilo-.
I , ' C

4.

t). ,. , packet} ----- ._#

,

.. ,:-

Suriiisingly, there wererea onable-flows even for

high communications costs. I one run, with communi-

-118-,I
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cations .costs set at $3/kilo-packet, 14% Of the batch

work and 21$ of the interactive work wds doile on the

network. Apparently, .the high price differebtials

.th4t,exist between sites can outweigh tepangly. high

communication costs. When eommunicationsts are'

reduced to very,low values, network usage increases

evenior6, as an-increasing numlifse service typt's

becre less expensive at othe; sites.

1, lt. should 'also be notecfAat communications costs,' -

.c.J4
dramatically impacted the type of,work done over the

primarily devoted to service types,thit, generated 1
?-/

relatively little network input/ or output-. As com-

munications Charges dropped, more communications--.

.intensive service types became economical to do'oller

the network. As an example, when communication costs

were in'the range of $10/kilo-packet, site i only sent .t
.

le jobs-froM three different service types to'site

r'net*ork. 'dhen costa were high network usage was

-4I

Whencosts'had dropped' to $.05/ki16-packet, site'l

sent 21 different services ,types to site' 2. Flows

in the reverse direction went from 10 different t

service types to 21 different service types as communi-
.

Cations Costs were loweired.

Lowering communications cysts appears to broaden the

types of work done via the netWork,. MOst of the'in-

creased flows appear to be from the increasing number

of different service types for which there.are network

flows rather than from increases in already-e5:isting

service typei due to *direct price impact.

Service Pricing Policies

Experiment - Ina cooperatite network comPosdd of

independent ,institagtons, there are important questions

concerning the ,impact of sites using different types

of pricing strategies. Fo' example, what is the

1
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itIpaCt of la facility thavcseeks.to be coipetitive,
.

that seeks to base pric only oncost recovery, or

tharibele§ to ase price's oncost recovery plus profiti:"'"-'

Most of the data on network behavior under different ,_"
.

pricing conditions cacn be obtained from the runs

assbeia,fecl.withoNetwork Stability 'trelating. topri,,Ce -

, and capacity) and those, on Network Equilibrium,

,.
Conditions (relattng to entrepreneurial behavie1).

Results 7 The initial ePerimental results on pricing

.
ipolicies focuses on policies n which sites priced in

order tomaximize_zeiburce utililation. Sites 1, 3,

and 5-a11 followed an automatic_pricing'policy that

lowered,resource prices on resources that were (greatly)
.

under-ttilized, and taised prices on resources that

,ixere (gre
4
atly) over-utilized. Considering only two ,

.

resources, CPU-and-T7Ksite 5 tripled its I/O-prices

-during a typicalrun-, while-site 3 lowered its I/O

pricestby approximately 25%. .These resource price

changes for theses two resources affected the per7tnit
7
price of all service types. Of course, the price

changes wefe'reflectedmbre directly to users who

use service types that were intensive in the use of

the resourca in question:. At both Sites the policies

had the desired effect. I/O intensive jobs migrated

'away from site 5, thus_enabling the facility,to

increase -its total number of,jobs.,' Similarly., site
3 attrICted mucn-new wofk to its facility die` to its

r

price reduction.

Provision of Special Services Possible xPel-imeats- In

the
a.4 . ,

xes, of special services,-,there ado' a number of questions to

which answer4 are sought, including ,the ability/ .0 iewarci enfrel

preneurial risk (investment-in the development of such services)
7

through surcharges on the use of these special services. If the

network is. to have,a means of encouraging the development and support

. of new serviceSand spe/cialized software, it may be necessarrtb.
1,
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hive some sort of surchafte or royalty arrangement.' Thus far, the

absence of reasonable estimates of demand or response patterns for .

. . ,.-
.

of'new",ierviees has limited experiments in this. area. This type
/ .

efteriment is, particularly Well suited_ the gaming phase- of t14--
'-' '.

' project-in Which.users can react directly to such offerings. _,.
,

One useful set of experiments 'might assume several reasonable

'(possible) demand patterns. For each. pattern, runs could be made' .

.

tinder the assumption t at,there is no impact upon demand of various

/1levels ,of siircharge., the unhindered growth pattern of the
, , .

demand for anew- service could be examined (wet time. From this :
:,. .

___-C-buld be calculated the revenue pattern over time that Would result

at various levels of royalty. this revenue/pattern would be an

. optimistic one, but would serve as basis for comparisonwith de'vel-

opmqnt 4nd support costs for these services: Following this, a

set of runs should be made to look at the, impact -of various level's

nd types of surcharges on demand. .Thus might be made with
. _

a range of surcharges, starting near ze and continuing until a

. surcharge Was reached, would choke off demand faster than
r ) .

revenue would increase.

9. Network - .Equilibrium Cpnditions Possible Experiments - An

Amportant.set of questions to be answered about the network concerns

The characteristics that the network might have when it reaches a

stable equilibriuk condition. The particular types of site behav-

i'Or'patterns to Consider might include:

Entrepreneurial - Thp computer operation as an "empire
builder."

4

Zero net balanitce of trade -.Ile expenditures of the facility's
customers on o& side services is to be apPi mately-local

equal to the expenditures of outside netWoric rs at the
local facility.

e

No capacity increase The computer facility does not in--
crease its ptocessing.capability when full capacity,is' -

reached.

'40 Delayed capacity increase The computer facility adds
;. services or capacity only after.the additional demand has

-121- 123
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c'beed-"assured," leadVng to a lag,between the reaching of
,. caparety operations and.the'acOisition,ofadditional
;-,..proces:sing apabilii* 1

..,... .

.. cost minimization -.Users are` encouraged to take adVantage
4L

of the'mostecOnomical sources of supply over'. the network
(ilicluding'in-house). The facility reduces capacity if
necessary' in order to match' its supply of sqrvices with

,

, locaa demand.

.1

4te specialization`" The facility specializes in some
pafticul,ar capability such as low-priced service) rapid --

c 'turnaround) of user support. . 4

The basic experimentRl,patiern would be a set of- simulation

runs that would test varying-numbers-of network sites exhibiting

the partic ular-behavior. Thus runs might ,be planned with one site,

SO4 of the. sites and all of the sites exhibiting entrepreneuiial

behavior. Similarly, a set of runs could be made with a varying

numbeakof sites exhibiting no capacity increase behavior, zeto net

balance behavoibr, and cost minimization behavior. In the case of

delayed capacity,increase behavior, two sets of-runs would be re-
,

quired. The first set of runs would involve a varying nutber.of

sites exhibiTiiig moderate lags betWeen the:time capacity is reach'ed

s and the time additional processing capability is installed; while
j,

the second `t would 1nvolve.a varying number of/sites having ab,-

nomally long lags-between the time capacity is reached and the

I time additional processing capability is in alled.

Site specialization experiments present, a more complex problem.
I

First, a series of runs should be made with-only one site specializing

in low pride, rapid turnaround, user support,,or a special setvice,
,

type: Then a set of runs:can be made with a varying number of sites

(&.g.,_50i, 100%) having the same speciilty. . If the runs made with

a single speciiliziwOte indicated different behaviors or diffitent

equilibria being reached as a function of the type of specialigatfon

(e.g4j, low price), then pe will be necessary to replicate the' runs

(with varyingnumhers of specializing sites) for each o&the different

types df.sPecialties. Following the examination of sites having,-

the same specialty,
4

it will be necessary to experiment with varying
.
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.
berS of sitesEaying different specialties"to see if a balance, N sites. having

.

in types of specAaltiei-ofger.ed_has any impact on's -the equilibrium
.

_
reached. by the network. - ,...... , I_

, .

0
. 1 ,

v'a. Experimental Results nduct ofcthefull experiment

-7.-----,/: ,:z. .,-, : . would involve a ldrg number of simulation runs. Rovt,'._

ever, many of the sgecificlquestions can be examined

bysanaMzing
.

ektsti..tng datd from other expercimeptsT.,,-,

t -J, : .. . ,'
. 1

. 1) -Empire Builder In most of the simulation experi-, l

a

po.=C

,peRts run, site 3 has many of the characteristics.

'of an empire builder. It-is'lowering its prides

to try to build up demand. l' has high suppcett for

most service types, and it clearly has Much mores

capacity, than it needs. This behavior was rewarded

in all-'of the simulation experiments. Site a con-

sistently showed a net surplus from-.its network

,usage, and it quickly took over'a significant amount

of the interactive Work on the network. Future ex-

periments will have to kook more carefully at the J

situation in which there are multiple sites exhibiting

this behavior pattern.

2) ZeroNet*Balance - Several runs were made to investi-

gate site behavior undei- 'zero net balance of xiade

policies. The results were largely a function of

the composition.af the network If ,the network con-'-
,

t'aineda large percentage of demand-only,sites, for

exampre,\,then zero net..baiance-of trade, restrictions

atladriicular sites had little effect on aggregate
. . . .

network'flows.' OA the -other hand . if alrsites on
, .

. .
the 'network were suppliers foIlowi g a zero net

A.

balance of'-trade policy, growth was slow and osciila- -
p

tory. Some 'sites with little to offei eventuallyi

--/ withdrew from network participatidh. The general '

,. .-

conclusion is that sites with desirable service
.,. .. 2
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-Yofferingsi(even if only a few) are able to follow this
/

polity with 14-ttle,difficulty. Most others are

-"succesSfUl Only 4/there exists a reasonable number ,

.

2t. \

Of Sites,that ate net demanders of services.-
\ .

i
te _ J : .-. c"-- ,

10. Quality of Network Information' Made Mailable to- liters
0.

e major questions in this area concern the effects thatfthe
quality "of price,, turnarpuhd,-and support infOrmation can have on
user be'h'avior and how the behairiora.changes relate to the- expense
-of, providing various qualities of status information.'

4"

,The necessary information can be derived.f, a set of experi-,

mental rails

pro-v-H-ed to

fation with

with varying 'types of network Pe/=Apr nce-inforgaitaak.
,

users--These incTUde perfect informationl-perfect infor--
time lags, and informatibn laving varying degrees of

, ,

-, randomized ditortion eswell as bias. .-

1. Network Growth .ffects. Avery interesting area concerns
the-Pottehtial that the network has foi growth by.net service de-

joining the network. Of partiiular.concern are the effects
..

that' 'such additional demanders can hAire upon the suppliers, and upon
the behivior of the,,individual network users.

.

--,

'iluch of theAta -pdesirediuthit area will- obtained from
the capacity experiments conducted as' a -part of the network stability

tests discussed'earlier,v However, it-Would,be desirable to,make a
limited number of additional runs with very iarge net licreaAs in

network demand (e.., 5011.100%).. These runs should-brbvide an

indication of whatlmight result ifa number of small,non-supplier
. .

sites pr)a larger site with inadequate internal oapaCity) were to '

join the network. They would also provide an,indicationof the way

in which the perturbations caused by the increased demand would
.

work themsefves"out. -
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Summary of Findings

As statedthe experimeits thus far are of a very preliminary . A

nature and it is dangerous 6 draw many hard conclutions-before

a full sef of institutional behaviors and policies can be incorpdrate4. .

Ifoleter, a number of interesting.trends.were demonstrated that

bear fiarther illitestigationc The experimental, results Ilave the

following implicati9ns for the'viability of anactual institutional

network:

Network Flocs Substantial forces exist encour ging net-
.

.
**work flows. There'alne large discrepancies among sites ou the
yOrk in the area.of'prices, turnaround, and'user support. Assuming'.

---"that site itardward costs are not increased or decreased (in
short run), one wap..14 expect the average priceLper job t

Ificantly in a network environment. / In addition, -av rage job

urnaround would decrease, and average support levels per)ob would
increase. The major inhibition to network flows woulekpolicies

through which sites attempt to-prevent their users from using the
network because. -of a cash fibw drain. This deterrent would be
greatly reduced if there were a reasonable number of sites that were

net-demanders in-balance; so that all supplying sites could attract
ilFome to help support their network usage.

2. Network` Stability :on, of the simulated runs this far
exhibited" unstable behavior .even in the presence oflelatively

large shocks. There seem4to be a number of stablizing factors

which contribute to dampen oscillatory movement and the implication
i that the,netwbrk is quite stable in.its current representation.

3. 'Communications' Costs - CommUnications costs .do not appeit
1

to be A significant deterrent to network usage'due to the large

disciepancy among sites' current prices. Hone:Ter, it is unlikely

that price differentials as large as those that presently exist

would remain a real network environment. Hence, flows would be

less than reported-here and the 'sensitivity to communications costs
would be correspondingly larger.
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Central Facilitating Network -It appears that the potential
exists for' ,a' positive role for a central facilitating organization.
A facilitating organization should encourage efficient use of the

. A
network, and should.A.ve some method of funding. The simulations
indicate that Moth' of these conditions appear to be true. ,First,,

the multilateral simulations showed consiaerNly more flows) than

the bilateral, runs; and, second, the communications costs experiments..

indicated-that a surcharge on network traffic could:be used to

finance a central facilitating organiz'ation."

As the policies and site behavior are enriched in Phase 1J,

the wide selection that will be available will allow even fdrther

experiments. Some of those that have already been done call be

expanded and examined in more detail and those that were only alit=

lined here can be performed. Thus, through such/a.set of'experiments

more can be learned about the implication of various policies and

behavior patterns on both the participating institutions and the

network.

4,
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SUMARY OF PROJECT STATUS

le'r

The plitpoii:of this section is to prOvide'an abbreViaied

descliption ofthe project, its current s,tatus, and plans for

Phases II and III.

Simulation Model, r A

1. Characteristics.;

Is designed with a modular-ttructime in a top-sown
fashion.

Permits relatively easy (often triviallyso) insertion
of new modules and modifications to existing modules.

11 written .n FORTRAN for maximudtransportgbility-,

Follows well-definedsonventions to increase readability,
.avoid errors, and simplify maintenance.

Operates with a weekly time interval.

a 4corporates a wide range of decision variables that
permit the exploration of policy alternatives. ,

Defines computing services in terms of (currently)
44 different standard "service' types" which' are
relatively homogeneeus services, such As "debugging
runs" and 'short statistical packages."

Permits each site to define (currently) four special
service types that are unique to that site and of
general interest to outsideiusers'e

Defines capacity at each network site in ternwof
seven standard basic resources g601 as CPU speed
and primary memory size and one dptional resource
which maybe selected bythe site.

Estimates for each, time increment, the demand'at
each site for each service,type.-

ti

Maps servic7 types into requirements for eachresourc.
.

Deteimines actual demand at isite by aggregating
demands from all site (including local demand) and

. then accounts for constraints on dash flows, communi-
cation capacity, etd. - f

.
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Status

-"t
Is currently. operational:

Cqntains apprOxika'tely 15, O00
(1/3 exed_utable statements, ,.1/3 noh-executable
statements, e.g.e.aata definitions, I/3 comments).

Is thoroughly documented.
.

__ _ ii-Has.beenvalidated 'and is Cipable.df.performing &LI
,

specified analyses, A

/ 4
,

, .\ ,

Requires expansionof the library of available poli-
o' cies and practices. minor task continulg th-roughout

the project. .-
/ '`

kiquires a major effort in additional validation of
site 'data which is often incomplete of inconsistent.

-.

B. Site Data

Collection of data has-proven to be a problem because
-of-diferences that exist among sites with respect to
data that are routinely collected, "classification of"
services, classification of resources, costing con-

. ventions, etc.

Collection of data was accomplished with two questian-_,
.naires: the first one' was unstructured to gain a ;

better overall understanding of each site, and the
-,betund one was structured according to model require-
,ments (particularly with respect to current service .

type supply and demand).

,Benchmdrk programs have been run and are available to
verify lata across sites.

Initial data are available on all 16 sites and steps
are being taken to collect missing data and resolve
inconsistencies.

= Data from seven sites are consjdered complete enough .

for valid_preliminiry network studi/t es?

' C. Status and Implementation of Background Sttidies

el. 1J-STViCeeeand/ClOadReresentati0141- Most of the

background -studies have beeircpmp,leted"and the results have been

incorporated into the model. For these, the're;ultant model char-
,

:
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act'eristics are described. For Studies stALin prctird,ss., the

/ current status is presented.

Service types" are used to characterize relatively
homogeneous (with respect to machine impact) computing'
services.

Dimensions considered include batch versus interactive
- --jobs, type of resources required (e g., CPUor input/

output), size of job, and priority.

It is desirable to keep_the number of serVice-type-
below 50siace this number i the major determinant
of the primary memory requirement for the model: It.
also represents an upper (perhaps too high) limit on
the level of detail at which sites are'able to describe
current activities.

Representation ovrrently.consists off 48 service types:
11

I.

in
.t
eractive with priority 1, 1 fast batch with

prliority 2, 31 general batch with priorities 3 to
6J and 4 available for unique services/

'Demand in terms of each service type is mapped into
resource requirements at each site..

Seven resource types are used, with 4'site dependent
eighth resource type permitted.

2. Network Organization and Administration

A variety of alternative network organizational and
administrative'structures have been defined.

Any combination of these structures can be represented
by, proper Specification of existing model parameters.

Policy variation encompaSsing a wide range of alterna-
tives is permitted':

3.__User Services and Support

Level of service is expressed in terms of dollars
expended.

- ,
Budget for user. services at a given site is allocated
across each serVice type. A variety of allocation,
schemes is permitted.

Demand for a, service t e depends Gin additiOn to
price and turnaround) on expenditures for user support
of than service type.

/
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Cost of user services includes both fixed and vhriable.
costs. -

4., Communications $

4- -Representation is capablQ of accommodating a wide
- variety of technologies and price structures:

Model currently utilizes communication technology .

and prices as provided by commercial organizations
such as Telenet. "-
The oast of communications include an initial inter-
face cost, which is dependent on a of interface
(e.g. modify host operating sys s Jersus dial-in
public port).

Costs include-a fixed period charge; which depends
on bandwidth and distance to nearest entry nodes,
a variable packet charge.

r'N
5. COmputer Systems Performance Modeling

This has been one of the most difficult technical

02 problems faced in developing-theAnodel.

4 Problems stemmed from heterogeneity pf hardware at-
the diffetent sites.

Current ,approach taken (in Questio Aire #2) is to
ask each site for volume and performance data by
standard service types and.to utilize "this data
directly in simple tabular form.

A parallel study has been made to apply network queueing ,

models to the performance measurement problem in an
-attempt to obtain analytical representations: Early
results are very encouragifig. it

6:7.Supply Determination

An institution's supply policies' pertain to budget
hardware, software,, service offerings; support
serviced, and prices.

,Level for each element of supply '(e.g., hardware) is
governed by the budgeted funds allocated tothat
element, the actual or perceived demands, for it,
and'site policy decisicins.
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Demand Estimations

s Demand-at a given site is initi
user category as-,a function of
trends, 'seasonal effects,, turn

'- --user support.

IP Aggregate demand at.a site by
mapped into demand by individ

.

Service type demand at. a. user
among competing supplying sit

, turnaround, user Support, and
or inability of users to make
demand among sites).

8. Pricing

Sites can set prices for eac

fo Most sites prefer to set pr
let the model calculate ser

-le Typical of the pricing stra
sites is that of raising pr
resources and lowering thos

lly esti ated by
ast psage, growth".
ound, price, and

ser category is then
1. service type.

site is then allocated
s based on price,
inertia (i.e., reluctance
rapid shifts in their -,

service -type

es for raw res xi ces and
ice type pr"-es.

egies ava'ila'ble to supplier'
_ces of h avily utilized
of and r-utilized ones

thus encouraging more effilient overall system utili-
zation.

9. Site Representations

,e Capacity at a sitiefined of the maxi-
(, mum usable capacity of critical resources`

Each available service type at'a site is defined in
terms of its requirements for these critical resources.

41 Communication capacities, reliability, estimates, and
scheduled availability are also cOlected by site.

Each site presents a unique set.ofjrom one to ten
' user categories .(e.g., administratcfrs,. st

researchers, etc.), from whi, demand Ws rvice
-type is-generated.

fo Policy-variables/for each site define its demand
policies, supply policies, and "market" policies
(i.e., how capa,city is rationed if 'all of tote demand
cannot be satisfied).

..4 135
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b.

Other site-specific
pride discounts for
communication costs

. ,.
, .

.

data pertain to .such matters as
specific buyers and hon-standard
td specific sites.

.

Phaie I'Simulatian Experiments

e--"Emphasis was on exe rcising and validating .the basic
simulation'imodel.

A toPnprehensive set/ of experiments was des
:detail. These include& explorations_ of Suc
'as:4

Bilateral agreements versus central network
organization.-

ned- in
7

areas
ti

Sitespetialization

Pricing levels

Propensity of user's to shift sites in response
:--to lower prices or better service

J1s,

Effects of quality of network infetrmation dIssemi-
-listed to users on network usage s'

Communitdtion costs ."

identificatibn of. constraints on resource sharing

Dynaiitic network 1ehavior when major pezturbattons
were introduced

, - Consequences of alternative network structures
and _arrangements on:

Supply.'gnd demand at each site
Wafk flow:patterns
Balante Of pdment patterns
Growth patterns
Equilibrium.conditionb,

. ,

The-mbdel is capabl of examining ail of-the'situi-
,

tionelisted above.

Seferal of the e4drimen.4s yhich did not require Phase
II policy information or a full set of=validhted site
representations were;iconduOted. '"

. -

Many of the remaining experiments will be conducted,.
during Phase II as site.data and policy representations
permit. bN
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T5.

Perspective Relatiire to Work-An Phases II and III

Not all basic Phase I site data are available. The
-rest will have to be col]ec4ed and validated in-

,

parallel wtih Phase II.

Phase II data coklection will include both writtent
*questionmaires and on-site interviews. Focus will
be on institfttonal policy and'decision making be-
'havior:. t , ,

A The current model is fully adaptable to .site- specific
policy and behavioral data.

Phase Il,will usethe model to represent the actual
;policies and-decisions of the participating institu-
tions%

',...

Phase II experiMe/will eximine'the finplicatiOrir
. . .

Of=-'a variety of,,site .and network policies and decisions
on network floks, individual network members, and
overall networkviability.

,./

.`7 o. Addption of the model to allow interactive.gaming
decisions in Phase -III should be less-4-ifficult than.

. . -expected.

,s Phase I31 will allow interactiv election and::moT,
fication- of policies by institutiotal representatives
in order to explore the dynamic aspects of metviork
behavior.

.13
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Appendix I

Model tOverview and Flows

e-Aijor segments of the model are discussed ifildetail in

this- appendix. As desCrihpd in Section III, the- model design is

baseCyn modifiedtop-dqr, structured progriiiiiigjpproach.

This discus'siornf9ilows'the sequence specified by thdigysiem

-flowcharts which appear as Figure A.I-la - A.I-lq following the

text. The flow ,of control in ail cases is from top to bottom,

. left to right. Looping is indicated by cross:hatching As, for

example, in Module 3.0 of, Figure A,I-la. The symbol V- is read:

"fa

A. (y)
Module NETSIM is the main program an .serves to control the

entire Netwoill Simulation' Model. All runs are initiated by calling

- this module. -It, in urn, calls- other modules'as required. NETSIM

performs three majox functions:
c

1. -Common variables are initialized to zero,
2. Input/Output unit' numbers are set. . .

3s The five top:level.functional_rvtines are called in the
sequence indicated in,FIgure A.I -la. .

x Figure A._I-la'summarizes overall iodel_operation, as well a5/'
...

;illustrating the mo 1ar approach to the model design, Note thairthe user only inter aces with one module)-NETSIM. NETSIM, in turn,

does some preliminaiy initialization: Its major ftinctionhowever,
.

As to divide the task of running the overall simulation into five
. -

ogical components (sub-modules) and then to control the use of

these modules. During this prOce'ss some modules may be used more

inthan once, as indicated by the looping in module 3.0.- In general

each of the subroutines called will, in fact, be the primary rou-

tine for a similar hiergichy. This process continues with finer

and finer definition of functions -until all computation needs

have been satisfied:

/
t
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B. INPUTC1.0) -:.Input Data .'

.. ,,,-%,
(.. -

4_,
. *

This moduli (Figure A.I-lb) controls all data input.
.
There

.....

are three main categories of input data:

-1. IRNCTIt(1.1) - Run Control Input Data - Interactive data

are read in mo4ule INTAC, and includes such items as the number

of weel;s to be simulated -, -tifd-date of the run, the type of run

(restart or original) and any run time comments:, If a restart

is specifiedule IRLGIN will read the required restart data

from .the apropriate flies./

2.

-A{-N

INETWK(1.2) Global Parameters - Defined as parameters

that are not specified to any one site,
*
global parameters include

system parameters (Module ISYSPR)Auch as the number of sites and

-service types on the network; and network parameters (Module INETPR)

such as network communications costs., This input section iswOr-

pa4ed-in case, of a restart.

, lit -

.3. ISIDAT(1.3) Site Specific Data The data for.each site-
,

are read -in .the following sequence:

a. General Site Data includes data such as-overall

policy 'information, report selection indicators,

number of scheduled ti hours.',' and reliabiV.ty esti-

mates.
.

. Site Supply Data -.Ihitpldescriptions of budgets,

system hardware/software,;services offered, prices.,

user support, and capacity impact fa6tors.

c. Site DeAAnd Data Includes data such as initial

base levels of demand for each user' category, user

category sensitivity and seasonality-factors, and

mapping'factors for determining service demand by

- user category.
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ZSEtUP-(2.0) - Run Initialization
4.4

This module (Figure A.I-1c) petforms all pre-run calculations,

policy initialization, and initial deport generation. The three-

.main /.6ections,Of/ZSETUF are as follows:

1. ZPRERN(2.1)

.:ilersidn of raw eta lit()

-4

potations these include
,,

con-
-, ;

\ ,

propriatg forms, determination af

smoothing-constants smoothid-vaAues; and a variety
i

:of preliminary analyses. For "restart" runs,' this module is ,.

bypassed. The major functions of ZPRERN are:.. .,.,:, ,

N:

g. Initialization of the demand matrix DR, and the

' price matrix, PRICE, for every site and service

type. Other calculations in ZtOMP include the,

scaling of input hourly system resource capacities

to weekly figures and the.computation.of initial
_-

resource utilizations at every.site.

.,
b. the computatioft of initial f6inarounds.and resgase

times for every site and service type in Module

ZTURN.

c. The calculation of network average turnaround, price,

and support is performed in'special analysis routines

ANTCWand-ANEXVL, which are 'Called from ZPRERN.

2. ZIPOL(2.2) - Initialize Standard Policy Vector , Sep Ap?--

pendix II-B.

3. ZOUT(2.3) --,Pre-run Output - Controls the 0 ut of initial

information'reports for the network as a whole (Modul ZNOUT) and

each individual site.(Module ZSOUI). Initial reports are used

for verification of pre-run conditions and as a response point for

future comparisOns.

) ,
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D. PROCES(3.0) - ProcesIs.,and Report
I

f
This is the controlling tuodUle for the c4riod by 14riod

(weekly) processing and reporting. Ech time period (Figure A.I-1d)

it successively calls routines for computation of exogenous changes,

supply,,demand, load balancing (marklt analysis), period analyses,

Snd-loeTidd reports. These routines form.the major part of the,

simulation model and are detailed in 'the following' six Sections._

E. XOGEN(3.l? Exogenous Changes

Exogenous changes are defined as those changes tha cannot

normally"be accomplished by the analytical routines it later

smodules. On the networkjevel they.might include perturbations

as new sites, entiri sites going off the ne ork for a period-of
4

time, changes in network communication costs, br changes in organs-
:

zational structure. At the site level, policy changes, configura-

tion- changes, or revised demand profiles all fit this category.

Only the Overall module structure shownin Figure A.1-le has

been implemented during Phase I of the project. Major use of the

module has been for experiments that.require unusual perturbations

during the run. In general, special routines must be written for

thiS purpose each time this is done. During the later gaming

phases of the project, XOGEN will become an interactive routine'

for on-line input of decisions and policy changes.

F. SUPLY(3.2) - Supply

The output of module_SUpLY consists of descriptions of those

aspects of a site's offerings that'are visible to potential users

of the site's computation facilities. These include available

services, prices, and levels of support. Such offerings are deter-

aiined in this module within the guidelines and Constraints of

supply policies, budgets, and available system..hardware anclscat-

ware._ Module SUPLY"beginS with an interpretati4n-bf oxerall

*supply policies (3.21) and an evaluation of available budgets and
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budget constraints (3.22).'The other determinations are then_

--. completed in the sequence indicated by Figure -The

following sections detail this process.

SPOLC(3.21) - Interpret Overall Site Policies This

_section of the model interprets the supply policy time flag` and

translaies.the current overall policy'vector into specificrsuppfy

areas The supply policy time flag (Appendix,II-G)-indicAes the

`Alsiatus of the current overall policy vector. A site may lain"filn

I

the policies that it has been using, try new ones fora specified

period of time, or permanently change.its "standard" policies.

The first step in the interpretation of site supply policies is

therefore the implementation of any changes in policy specifica-4
tion necessitated by the supply policy time flag. As an example,

suppose-that XYZ has been following policies that give .it a "cost

conscious" profile. By using the time flag" vector, `it can speci-

fy that 'it wishes to try out.a ':marketing" oriented profile for.

thirteen weeks (for example, during the plow summer quarter).____

After this time period, XYZ's standard cost conscious policies

will be reinstated. If later the site decides that the marketing

Oriented policies are preferred, these can beceme'XII's standard

plicies.

A-

The second major step is io translate the overall supply

pplicy into specific policy sets. This includes policy sets for

bUdget (ISPOLI), hardware/software (ISPOL2), services available

(ISPOL3), pricing (ISPOL4), and support (ISPOLS). As with most

decision pointss a site can use general policy sets which have

been incorporated into the model, omit can access its own rou-

tines. Continuing the example, suppose that XYZ is. currently

fallowing a marketing oriented overall profile. Its policy gets

for budget, hardware/software, services available, pricing, and

support will all be compatible-,with this profile.

2. SBUDG(3.22) - Budget - This; and-all remaining supply

modules, operate in,two basic-steps -- evaluation of the appro-

priate licy set, and implementation of that set. The budget



poliCy (ISPOL1) specified in'module SPOLC is evaluated in SEMI.

.in order'to select the actual budget algotithmsand associated

parameter to be_used in the implementation of this policy. If_

-. the budget policy had bebn specified in the Exogenous Changes°,
mgdule (5.1), StGPOL would ,be boased.

The second step in the process,is the actual computation of .... . .

the budget allowances acco 'ng to the'ipecified budget policy in

SBGIMP. Suppose, for example, that vector ISPOLl'implied that

total budgit'may not fanged, but individual items could be

realloca xp module might, then determine that the budgeted
.

O allowance or one of the users categories was exceeded by actual -
4

s.A
expendituresbut that other categories were well, below budget.

Following tilt .seleoted policy; the budget alloWance for that user

category would he increased, and other categories would he reduced
,

proportionately.

3. SHDSF(3.23) - Hardware /Software- The hardware/software

policy (ISPOL2) is evaluated in SHSPOL to determine the configurar

tion c hange algorithms and their associated parameters Ifa site

ha's specified its hardware/software policy in 'theExpgenous Changes

module, this Procedure would be omitted.'

Sy tem utilization is then evaluated andhardware/software

capa ity modified according to the appropriate hardware/software

policy.

. 4. SERVL(3.24) Services Available - The available policy

set (ISPOL3) is evaluated in SRVPOL to choose' the attuar serVices

avail4letpolicY and the associated 'parameters. elf site has

specified its services available, policy in the Ex6genous Changes

module, this section would be bypassed
0

,k ,

7 4The-actilal evaluation of the demand, the service types
. .

not currently offered by the site takes place in SRVIMP..,, Factors

whiA.aire considered axe: the amount. of actual demand for the

,service type, the turnarounds, response times, and possibly the

w -



amount of unsatisfied demand for that service type. If the site

"decides"-to offer a new service type, it usually incurs anjnitial

cost of introduction, for which there must be budgeted.funds.

SPRiCE(3.25) Pricing Institutions may handle pricing.

in di..fferent ways. Rather than price by service type, most sites,

-tharmfo each specific resource. Fqr example% XYZ may choose

to chalge it rice for CPU,time, thus affecting the prices of

all, services consuming CPU time;in proportion to usage of this

resource. Assume, however, that a site decides.to price by serv---

ice_type. It may pick a policy which raises prices for services

that need to be discouraged (according-to the same criterja) and

lowers them for new offerings or services where usage is to in.

encouraged.'

Unlike the previous service independent supply modules, sep-.

arate price calculations must be made for each service type. Module

SPRPOL determines the pricing policy and associated parameters

based on ISPOL4. insp4-exaents that pOlicy and caldulates the

pride'of each service type.

6. 'SUPOR(3.26) Support This section of the model evaluates

the support policy set (ISPOLS) fot each service type and then

computes
4
the actual levels of support that would exist under Ube

'selected

G DMAND(3.3) Demand

Tfie DEMAND section (Figure A.I -lg) of the Network Simulation

model controls the calculation of demand for.computer services and

its allocationiamong available suppliers (including the originating

1. DPO

translates t

,. cies for' each

(ITRPOL

(3.31} - Interpret Overall,Site Policy - This module]

overall site policies (IOPOLC) into specific poll-

user category for demand allocation (LAPOL), trunca-

imposing .budget limits)? and 'user category demand
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'4

.allocation (IUCPOL).,

""

. DETERT3.32) Determine Demandevel - This module det r-

mines the dos fired- demandjq user datego by first co putini an

expected baste -level of demand and then, mo ifying this level- y,

seasonality-factors and budget limitation .

t

:4 a. DBASE(3:321) -.-*Determine4B se Level The base.Ieve

of-demand (figure for_ each user category is

estimated first as'a-funOtion of the initial level

of demand and an assumed growth profile. This.ini-

tial estimate'is then'adjusied to accommodate the

realities of present turnaround, price, and support,

and the effect fiipf these items on demand. The

base level o5/demand for-each-user category is a

dimensionle s number representing the amount (rela-

tive to -vels at time zero) of ,overall de and.

It w' later be translated into service sp cific

d units. The process of'detertining the base

level each period involves, the following eqLtion:

BLD = f(I0,G,T,P,S)

where: I° = initial b'ase level of demand.
.(at time = 0)

G = gtowth factor for 'base level
T --__turnarbund (previous time period)
P = priee (previous, time period);
S.= sup t (previous rime period)

The,effect tf the groi.lth factor is computed as, a function of

time; i.e.,'the week number. The effect of turnaround, price, and

support are determined by the relative sensitivity of theuser
category to each of these factors and the historicalll' expected

values of each.
- re

DGROW(3.3211) bemandBase Growth - This function

estimates the growth in detand based en some pre-

, determined algorithm.,Typical algorithms might
,
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=

incliide expo ential-, linear, the results of atz-

gres'sion a lYses,- tabillar, etc. Presentlyit is

assumed at all demand grpws.at d compound dtnual

rate bf whefe R is input for each user category

at ea site'.

ii. D (3.3212) - Effect of Turnaround on Demand -

hig function,calculates an adjustmdlit to thebase'

level of demand based on turnaround. The.actual

turnaround is compared to the historically. achieved

turnaround.- If actual is worse than expected, then ,

this cauges a reductio,p in demand.. If the actual

turnaround is better than the expected turnaround,

demand will be increased. The absolute magnitude

of this change in demand level depends on the

Clifference between actual and expected and the

sensitivity of the user category to this factor.

DPRICE(3.3213) - Effect of Price on/ Demand - This

function calculates an adjustment/to the base level

of demand based on price. As in turnaround, the

actual price is compared to the expetted'value and
the increase or reductiort-is- determined by thee

f'
difference and the user's sensitivity to price.

0

Lv. DSUPP(3.3214) ; Effect-of Support on Demand - This
-

.1
function calculates the 'adjustment-to demand based

on support. Again, actual support is compared to

.expected levels for determining the difference and

the effect."

0

DSEAS(3.324) Seasonalize Demand - This module per-
*.

- forms the seaSoncization,of_the base lev9ls of 'demand

for each user,category. This is accomplished by multi-

/ plying the computed base level of aemand-by a monthly,

teasonality factor (assuming,a 13 month year,, 4 weeks

.
-9 -
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'per month), i.e.; by'the expected percentage varia-,

Lion. The seasonality factors are sitired.in tabular

form for each user category at each site.

c. DTkIlde(3:323); }Truncate Demand dale to Budget
Limitations The following general procedure is

A

used to ensure that calculated, demand is compati-

ble with the, available budget:

1., Spread (map) base level of demand by user catego

. service. type-demands. A system utMty,routine

rms this computation (USTMAP). Basically,, it is

assumed that fad each use=r category, pre4itianal

,
, lisagc'of each service type remains'constant, Hence

read isa simple proportionate mapping.
.0

ii. Find the'"approiimate Cost to run these jobs using

40
/cu'lltent prices

- -

'A
A4 costs oue all service types to et the expeCted

otal expenditure for the user citeg y.

iv. Use a budget truncation-policy (kppend x 11.E-3)

to determine if budgeecemstraints will-be violated

.and, if so; the demand estimate should be reduced

(iruncated):,.

3. DALL0(3.33) - Allocate 'Demand Among,Candidate Sites - As

-with all.policy areas, this is a two stage procedure. The alloca-
.

.,

tion policies are first evaluated'in module3.331., Based on'these A

policieS, the available sites are examined and the demand is al-'
r

located (module 3.332). This module is exeicised for each user
___

catego
T

lk DAPOL(3.331) EValuate Alloca>tian Policies - The

first/Step I -1j)1 is to determine for the

given User'category the restrictions on where these

.1

51
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gers allowed to go to

h oli,ies at the user .c

evaIua -d in-module DUPOL.

satisfy their demand.

tegory level are. /,.

Before deman can be dEscit sed at, the service typ

. .
level; it is.ne essary to_ ap the user category

- -. base level of dem nd (dete ined previously in
. .., module 3:32) Into service ype demands. Module

;1

DMAP accompliOwthis via .the system utility
N

4 routine USTMAP. Finally, module DSPOL permits tmodule
%.

.

, definition of service-spedific allocationpofici s

if theme are desired. MOht.siteiCwill use the` same

policy fortall'work attributed to a given.user.

i3.N....pAbl0(3.332) Select a d Allocate b Service T

Once all allocation poll ies have been defined, the_

actual site selest ions nd-aliqcatiods must be ac-

complishg4 A.I -lk). This involves simul-

taneous consideration of the site selectio:rthods
"

and thb user.category allocation

-is controlled by module 3.3321.

-
,

, and
1 -

i. DRATE(3.3311) - Compute Allocationsa'Demand - The

.
, .

rating and selection model -allocates service specific
, , ,

demands to the best availible.O.te for each user 4 -

clegbry. .This. is done in three steps,:

r z-- (

AdOSET(3.33211) - Set Rating Coefticients -,,,.The ca4,
efficients Used for the raiing, of available-sites

,,,,.

(including in-house) Are determined by this module...
%.

There ate toefficients for price; turnaround,'s4port,'..

,
and...momentum, i.1R, past demand.

- . N

.DUCRES(3.33212) - Impage User Restrictions= The

restrictions on available sites for-demand alloca-,

tiori at the service type level arp imposed jom
.

mdauld: t

152 t
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DI"OL1(3.33213) - Rate Sites and Allocate vDem and-t- The

policies set' in module DSPOL 1(3.3313), in conibina-

tion with the coefficients rom DCOSET, and use
categoiY restrictions from UCRES, are used in this
module, Every available ite is rated, and ,the de-,

4-
mend is'allocated on the service. type level to the,
beet sites. Limits. as to the number of allocatible
sites are set- asa fdnction Of policy.

DtMTH(3.3322) - The-caldulatiOndf the expected .values
of turnaround, price; ands support for)/the user category.
This is accompTiSfied,by first computing the actual
values for ,each sevice type, sumeing these results to
-.obtain a .total_ figure, and then dividing this total by
the numberof services mended by ,the user category.

DSDR(3.3323) - Update Demand Matrix (DR) - The'alloca-
tiops.determined in modu'le 3.33213 areadded to the
appropriate elements of the Demand%Requested (Dg)
matrix. -Values of this matrix represent a running
sum of all. demd. , This matrix is complete only after
the entire demand section of the model (3.3) has been
completed.

H. MARKET (3.4) - Market Analysis

This routine (Figure A.I-1-,1) controls the allocation of each
site's system resources among the requested demandS-from all network
and internal users. It takes into account supply constraints,
scheduling priorities, communication loads,. et. There are threeA.
major Segments:

.1. MALL0(3.41) - Supply Allocation The allocation of system
resources at eVery site%is performed (Figure A.1-110 as follows:

_

a. ,MSUM(3.41'1) - Demand Summation - All service demands

originating ate that site and all service specific de-
1

-12-153
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'wands direc -ted to the site are calculated in this

routine. Theie dema ds are:then mapped into system

-resource rttluests us ng the special 'routine RIFMAP

0 (service typei4;to resource mapping).,
,

MPOLEV(3.412)-- Policy Evaluailo9 This routine

assigns the appropriate segmencif the site's overall.

,pol)cy,to its market'poii.cA ISPOL. This 4s actually

done in M6POLC. Upon Apietmination of thispolicy.,

_MAPOL (Allocation of Supply. Policy) determines the

appropriate market cutback algorithm and parameters.

The routine MCUT (3.41221) is used to computg any

over-utilizaiions of system reources and to set the

Orcentages to cUt service specific demands.

c.. MkEAL(3.413) - Allocation of Supply - This rout

controls the actual .ctitbaCks of service specific de-

mand: The - method of demand cutti g is a fUnction.Of

policy and specific site constr

contracts, etc.). (See' Appendix

2. MLOAD(3.42) - Estimate Turnaround - is.routine will-esti=

mate serviclitype turnarounds at every. site for the purpose of 41-

locating "network" demand. This kodule is a stub at the'present time,

is (performance

since the network site has not yet been iiplemented.
o

3. MNETt3.-43) -.Allocate Network demand - This routine will
- ,

allocate network demand to the ,best available sites, This.module is

stub athe present "time, since the network site has not 'leen

0%,

ANALi(3.3) - Period Analyses

This routine (Figure A.I -In) contrls the-period summary_ analyses

for the individthil sites and fbr the network. It is composed of two
- major segments. The tabulations don'e here are available for

154
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reporting piiposes in the report segment (4.0)...

ti

1. ASITZ(3.51) - Site Analyses - The'controlling routine foi

the per od analyses performed by every site calls the vfollowilig .
.o.modules:

a. ASUM(3.511) General.Computations - Computer site

averages, summations, and other summary data. For

example, it calculates the site average. price over

all service types for each site. 4

b. ATURW1X3.513) Turnaround Calculation - Turnarounds

for every site and service type-ire determined in this

module.'_Every site has its own ualque turnaround

calculations sequenced- as,modules ATNS01 through'
;

ATNS20 which are called by ATURN1 as illustrated in

Figre

c. -APUS(3.513) Support Level This routiAe computes

the per unit dollar leirel of support that users will

)see.
These support levels msut''be determined for

every service offered ,at the site.

d. ASTAFF(3.514) Site Staffing - Currently a stub,

this routine is elailablelor future 'studies con-

cerning computer center staffing at any site.

e. ACOMM1(3.515) -.Site Commuldcatiohs - Thea'totaI-

comiunications '1-dad (both_from the network and to

--the:netwoik) is calculated in this routine.' This

*.issummeti over all Note that Bork satis-

fied in-hOuse will not be included in the commu-

nieati load since this is not sent-out to the

network.

,



/

/

tai 41NEX(3.516) - Income/Expense - Con ols the compu-

tations of income and expenses f every site during

t. the past peilod,"jearly-',cash flow figures are up- .

. - 4,-/

da6d to include the new figures. These calculations.

include internal income, external income, other

-income,-communication charges, supply expenses, and
;

total user expenditures.

.5 Illftwaom-
.

i

2. ANETWK(3.52 _t_INstitOrktknalyses - Statistical analyses, on

the network ley are controlled by this routine. The order of now

.. ....

a. ANTCAL(.3..521L- Network hveraget - Networkstatistics',
.

including Average service speCific turnaround and

standard deviations-About the average, smoothed

turnarounds, andihrage network prices are calcu-
1 ed.- in this nodule. The figures are bffsedonly

Oh ev/rork5 sites' offering the particulav service type

in qiieWon. ".

b. ANEXVL(3.522) Network Expected Values - Smoot d

(expected) values for'turnaiip price, amol suppor

are computed for every servile type this routine.

Each smoothed ?1lleis a function of the rent

week's statistics and the previous smOothedilues.

c. ACOMM2(3;523) - Network Commuilications,- This routine is

for analysis of.netifork communications loads. It is

*a -stuk at -Pts eat .

.REPORT(3.6) Report

This routine generates all period repotts,(Figure A.I-1q). Eatery

site has the option of specifying any of the foliating types of period

2.-yeyrofts and the intervals it, which they should be generated:

es,

RSITE(3.61) - Site Reports - Site specific reports are

15
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generated unde the control of this module. These reports, include

financial repaits such as budget, cash flow, aid income/expendi6

ture reforts; special reports such as site turnaround, site utili-

5

zation, and site policy reports; and service specific reports -

such as turnaround and price by service tymat every site °in the

network.

.*2. RNET(3.62) - Network Reports - Reports on network flows

are generated by this routine. These reports include communica-

tions, cash flows;- and other,specil reports.

K.- COMPUT(4.0) Summary Computations

After all processing is complete for each period, thils routine
.

performs various analyses concerning the entire length of the

simulation. Time series analyses and tabulation pf network con-

figuration changes are examples of the types of computations that

mlyln done. Both this module and the following one areconceptual

repregatations in themodule flow, since thei; and

reports will most likely be done off-line after t imulation run

has completed.

L. GENREP(5.0) Generate Summary Reports

This routine controls the gene-ration of summary reports for

the entire-Simulation run. These reports fall into two categories:

1. Summary reports on individual-site behavior including

reports on communications, service, capacity utilization, and

'summaries of the reports produced by RSITE.

2. Summary reports on network behavior patteins including'

summaries of the reports produced by RNET. As nentiohed above,

these reports will probably not be produced on-line but will be

generated from the-LOG file.

-16-15,
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Appendix II

Model Policies and Representations

Policies and Practices - Overview

the model was designed io be highly parameterized and

"policy-driven.'t Any discussion of the model m ust therefore

emphasize descriptions of the way policies are incorporated

into the model and msed'yithin the model. Every simulation
. .

run begins with the input of appropriate policies, practices,

and/or management dec,isions for each side. :These policy selec-

tioncontrol various, decision points within the model so.that

'the-actions taken will accurately represent that site (or a

viewpoint'which that site might wish to test).

The policy selections determine' many aspects of' site and
,

network activity:
-

- how a site han

- when and to -wha.
configuration

s budget

tent it Ves changes in its

- which service types it is_going to 'offer for any period -

)

.- the prices to be charged for any resource and service
type

2_,the level of user support it will provide for a given
resource type

- the level of demand generated by'local users

budget constraints on the demand which frgenerates
. .

- allocations of available.resourees when the site is
over-loaded (which sites get priority because of previous'
dealingi or commitmdnts, etc.)

-..

4 4. . %
: -

In generalepolicies are conceptually de '1t with from two ,

levels: an overall site profile and supply, demand, and market
. .

,
(load leveling). The "overall profile" is reflected by a con-.

sistint selectibn of supply, demand and m'aiketpoliciesto rapre-
.

. sent an institution's posture relativbo a network. A-single,

vector '(IOPOLC) is used to carry indications of- the major polfoids

k in each,area. Several vectors are used to house the second level
. ,
- .



, -

...... .policies.4itsupply, demand and market. 'Detailed descriptions of

of
1

how each these perspectives is implemented are given in Sc
.

"tions B through P,of this Appendix.

. .

The discussions iii this. Appendix focus on the structure of

policY representationsesent ations an d the options aVailable within the model.-
.

More specific information relative toy prpgrainpig conventions and
.

procedures for nodifying the model appears as 'Apperldices III

through V.

B. Overall Site Profiles

.The pverailyrofire of -any. site is reflected by the policies

selected in, the areas of supply determination, demapd generation

and allocation, and load lelle/ink (market).. Sites can be repre-

sented aS being piedominantly'co st conscious',. profit oriented,

imarketing oriented (many services offered with good support), user

sensitive, etc. The model provides for alterations of overall

site profiles (policies) during the coiirseof the simulation.
_

There are.two policy vectors used to store these overall policy,
.

represehtations.L.

IOPOLC the.current overall trial policy for a site7

ICOPOL - the standard overall policy for a site

Each of these vectors contains the full set of top -level policy

numbers.,. associate4.parameters, and title' flags ,(Appendix fl-G).

. Current Policy Vector (IOPOLC) - !or each ,of the major .

.
. ,

polik. reas, a list of available decision ru les is maintained

within.t p model.. The current overall lictlicy vector, IOPOLC,,con=
. ,.

tai ther the.numbers of appropriate.policies from these lists,
_ .., .

oir indications to' use site specific 'routines or procedures. This
vector is specified foe every site by the INPUT Seziion{module 2.0)

of the Atmodel. the present time, the initial policies remain in

effect for the entire simulation run. In later:projact phase, . . .

current policies will be ch&ngeable on eit r a 'tempbrary-or perma-
. . . . .

. ,

v s

-

r
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`neat basis in' he

+V

2

overali site poli

,

4->

genous Changes" module (3.1). 'The current

vector is' of the form:

IopoLcusfiE,p

where: ,ISITE = site number1" I 1 to.15

Cpntentspkf.thelrector for permissible values of I are:

I Description
Al.+

1' -Supply policy, affetiipg budget (code number - see
Appendix, II -G).

2 Supply policy affOtting hardwarejsbftware.

3 Supply policy affecting services available.

4 Supply policy affecting pricing.

5 Supply policy affecting support and user services.

6 -Demand.poilicy affecting cuts in demand. at 'the user
_ category level due to budget restrictions.

7 Demand policy affecting user restrictions on demand
allocation. ..

.

8 Demand policy affecting service specific demand
2 allocation. ,,

N A

.9 Market policy (load leveling). it

10 Variable 1 - Available for use by any.policy. .

Currently used to indicate the numberof outside
sites to which a giVen site may allocate its demand.

11 Variable 2 Available for use by any.poliFy. ,:*

Currently used to indicate the maximum deficit
permitted by a site.

lir.

.

.

12 F Variable 3 Available for use by any Policy.
--Currently not used. ,

. .

13. Time.flag for the supply policies (see. Appendix

14 Time flag for the demand policies.

1517` 'Dime ,flag. for market policies.

2. Standard Pol,cy Vector (ICOPOL) The 'standard overall

policy (ICOPOL) is the general profile deicriSing each site's

"normal" behavior. It is initialized for the current policy to

the INPUT data, and remains constant throughout the simulatidn.
I

4



In Project phase III, sites will have the option of specifying

new policies in the "Exogenous Changes" module. Maintaining-the

vector ICOPOL, in effeA, permits a site to try temporary policies

during the simulation run ushig the4IOPOLC vector as described in

the previous section. The persiods ofotime during which the tempo

rark policies remain in effect are specified with time flags

(described inApiyendix 1'I -G) in the "Exogenous Changes". module. When

the specified time period has elapsed, the stanaard pkicies are

restored. Supply, demand, and market policies each have separate

-4Ime. flags. The standard overall site policy vector is of the form:

ICOPOL(ISITE,I)

where: ISITE = site number ,

I = 1 to 12

ON,

For each site the 12 valuesof ICOPOL are equivalent to the first

12 values of IOPOLC (see abbve section).

,General Supply Policies

Supply policies for determining the budget and hardware/sott-:

ware configuration must be specified for each site. These two

supply policy categories' relate to the_overall institution computer
- 4

operation and are not _specific for 'individual service types. The

vector used is of the fort:

IPOLS2(ISITE,j,I)-

where:: ISITE = site number
(policy type
1 - budget, policy
2 - hardware/software policy.

I - policy inditator
1 - policy number
2 -.parameter for `that policy

1. Budget (J=1) Sites will }cave a variety

evaluating theiP'.budgets (see', SectioA IV7H). The

budget policies are currently implemented:

af

-4- 1

of options pox

following typical
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. _

a. ?Eyed budget The budget is not changed under any

circumstances: This'poliey might be used by a site

whose.budget is, determined on an annual basis iy,=.

-say, the state legislature,. -

b. If actual expenditures exceed a segment ot5the

'budget,' the budget is raised for that seguient'ana

a'segment in which tke budgeted:amouht eiceeds .pctual*

expenditures is reducpd. This can represent, for

example, a site with a fixed total budget bur fleki-

bilify td iedltoCate internal budget lines. Decisions

-iv can be based on actual expenditures to date, projected

expenditures for the year, etc,..
. i

- g

1
-2. Hardwie/Soft are P=2) - Either actual or projected usage,

,

Ofva site's resoutses re compare with the CapdCity' of each re-,
.

.

1- g ..,

source i oider dete i'ne if any configuration changes are

appropr te. The following hardware /software policies are typical:

-

a...Nlhesystem-shouid be highly utilised up-

grade the system only when necessary.. The system

is likely to be downiredeU when appropriate, elA.,

if cersain_rpources ate very under-utilized. his

policy represents 'a site with a "fast conscious"

= profile, and equipment that is primarily on short

.
ea"

term Tease or -rental.

b. 40i4ct Usage OptiffiStically system upgraded when

appropriati, but rareXy_dovingrided. This policy

mighty be used wr a site'swith a "growth Intensive":

profile.
t

rt. t
.c., The sYsteill-upgriddd with great reltictance, and

. .
41, -1., rarely downgRtded. Brgetaty-constraints are

fo4lowedr. POlicy.islimilar to va" except that
. , I

. equipment is purchased 'on'a long-term leasA. *,

I
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-Seivtice-5pecific Supply Policies
-

t \ . .
. .0ithese polictes rate in- the same, as-,the policies. :

. desdr4bed'in the pieViou`s section, except z-i- some eases they may
, snot be the. same for all servide offerings at the site. Policies

-must therefore. be provided ate service type level. Areas of
.--,concern tp.clucle, determining swilich services tp afer, ,prices, and

,. .

levels cif support for each service type. The supply policy vector
.

for Service.-spet_ific_ Policies ii:o, \'' ; -- .

.1,

arm

-

- t
IPOLS1(ISITE,KTYPE,J,J7
Where: ISFTE = site number r,- -

'KTYPE = service tyrte,
3 F. policy, tlpes .

1 =servicesNavailable policy yeTtor
.2 = Iir4civg'policyivector -

3 = level .of-suppoVt policy rector -,

I1= policy indicator
1 policy vset riumbilr
2 - parameter .fRolicy set

-4

.

1. ServAes Available -(J=1) -N It is asssvmed tha.-- there is an
initial cost for introducing each new service type. -/Currently, it
is assumed that this cost is he same for every s3 4e. The poliCY
used may vary with the particular s-eryicetype, e.g:, file .-

manipulation and reporting musts be offered, API. need not be.' The
fpllowing policies for determining services. available are among-,

t..
the oPtions- tha\curienfly _may be sereeted4'

41,

a- A new service type is offered only .if tliere is a
large unsatisfid demand for that -seri/ice on the

;network and there money available in the :apgro-v
priate kection 2f t6e'budgei. poliEY isv

Aty,picalljted by a site with .a "cost conscious"
profile. 4.

,
"b4. A new service type i-s offend if thefe perceiled

teem demand for it (i. e-. dema'n4 increasing) .
. ,

4*

4
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.s: .,

-
-

C ,
.

.

Budget constrainarp disregatded. This policy

would be used by.a sire with a "growthintensiye'P
.

: .

profil ex. .

-.

-`x...-. \-

c. new serVice type it .offered if there is an im-

mediate deiand for .it. Budgetary constraints .are

loosely followed,ebut emphasis is an comparing

expected returns with 'cost This policy might

reflect i-site with a "m keting oriented" prdile.
. -

°` 2.iricing (J =2) - A number- of different pricing policies

aie available in the Most sites will price by resources

changing the griees.for critical resources, underfutitlized re-

sources, etc., -so as
,

:to encourage efficient overall system usage.

A change in therescurce charge will automatically affect the.

prices for'all service apes using that resource., Nota that a

- site following a resource.-based pricing strategy, will not have.

service- specific pricing policies. Some pricing policies whh::,ic
71

u'Se theresource.charging alte atiye are:

a. The price of as resource Is razsed_it it is over.-. -

utilized; and lowered if it is undel-utilized.
e

:The

points for utilizations may be determined:

by specificat ?ori of-the parameter (I=2) .

i tesourc,e,pTices are mOdified with the objective

ok matchirtg total estimated income 'with.total

timated.ext-ditures.,

. .
Other. sites may rice directly-by service offer d, iporing re-'.

__,, souracharges. his type of_policy would .allow a site: for
*

,..
.-example, to fix t e average price of 'a connect hour or ,p, fast'

student compiler (i.g../NWATVIV). Some pricing poliCiesywhfchuse
, - .,

f
meith.er the service-specific pricing _alternative or the resource

..... .

charging ,alternative are:
. ...

a.



I A ,

11,1-

,
than projected-revene. Prices .are lowered towards.,

but above, the network average. 'if utilization dA,
4

low..' 'his policy is .typically used by a site with
.

a "cost conscioq" profil*e.

/IA

ai

'1
Ve.

2 .
. ... .

. .

a. P7ices afe ratsedt'abdtire the nepoikvaverage if sys- 1,
. .

iei utAization_is high and aituai revenue is lower'

I a

b.' Prices .are raised' if utilization is high. Ptices

,are lowered if utilization is low. Thil policy is

used by'a. site with a "growth intensive" profile:

-

c, Prices are raisedto network average if utilization
,

is high and actual revehue-is lower than priliected

revenue. Prices are lowered- towards network.averige

if utilization is laW.%This glicy is used-by a site

with a "marketing oriented" profile.

3. Level of Support (J=3).- Each site provides some leVel

of support for each service type offered.. This repregents the

auxiliary tervicee_which may be available- to^the user of a site.

- At the present time', uppoTt is represented as- a sinftle dollar
_

`level f r each servic type at the/site (see Section IV-C.4).

;The:fo owing policie for determination of support level aresupport

among those available

a. Try to'stay slightly belo the network average
. .

whip closel5r .following t -budiett. 'T s' poli'cy4 .

is typically _used by a s -with .a "cost conscidug4w. 44
. .

profile. .
.

J.

b. Service-type dependent (i.e., good support'tb some

-service types, and-little no s.ppport.to othez,,

types). This policy may be used a site with:a/%7000.0

"growth intensive" profile to encourage approptiite

service type usage.

182
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c. ,Keep support lev'elsabovemetwork averages- Dis° --

regard budgetary constraintsTSsi-Policilliiit..

be used by-a siii.o...with a unia4reting oriental!
..

-...
.

,-*,

y

profile.
..

,

_-.41h * \
V .

Note:.1 There are many aspect o support to be considered,

e.g., man61.preparation, printih , on- ins tutorials, CAI, and&
. ..

. .

.
advisement'. These, slay all be represented by the dollar costs as

, ad- °described in .each site buIiidget. Fixed co?;s. Would include ad--?..,

visors' salaries, manual preparation: etc., while variableiposis' ;

are associated with operations such as printing manuals, phone.
.

calls, computer time used for support functions, etc.__ Th.current.

reprattntation of support .in the sitOsbudget combines the fixed,
and variable portions. Atthough "quality of support" as perceived

1*, ths...nser. is obviously heavily influenced 'by the type of support -7s.. _:
is

.
. provided, it reasonable to'assume that, on balance, sites will

provide the most appropriate form of support for each service type.

User cl4cisions (see Demand Policies - Appendix II-E) can therefore
t

be baed on the amount of money spent on the suppoit function.

E. Demand Policies
I-

. (

1. User Category Budget Constraints .(IPOLDT) This-module
.-

,.Cbmpares user categbry expenditures with the budgeted amounts and,.

.
.

if necessary, "truncates" the demand estimation so that it is'

compatible with available fundg. The major issue_in this segment

concetns, the, definition of "available funds," The policy vector
,t i '''' . #

for yi4 determirfatiot of a site's.budget trWitation method ii:
. .0- ..,.

t , .
.

1. . .:. 4* .

. ItkOLDT(ISITE,IUCAT,1) ,-
.

.
..

where:. 'SITE = site number
IUCAT = user category '\ * --

.

, I.=,1 Or 2 . . %
t , 1 ; Iludget truncation policy, - .%.', r-

2 -0 iruncation policy parametdr. ''. .

. . .

. ..... ',7. "

4
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ical policies for 'determining the cutoff point are:

a. Never allow a weekly expenditure to exteed-1/52
4

of the annual budget. (This trivial policy4Lor

1p used only for model testing):

b. Never allow the cumulative expendituies.at the

end of week 4 to exceed n/52 times the annual

budget by more than X1,1,,,re kis the parameter

assqciated kith this

c. Do not allow cumulatiVe expenditures to exceed

n/52 times the a nnual budget by more than X% of
2-nthe remainin 5'fuhds i.e., X% of ---- times the

it n
-annual budget- where X is as specIf4ed above.

'd. Place nocrstrictions on expenditures.

e.f.. Same as -" b" but, applied to

combined, ei.e.,._only total expenditures..

-

f. Same as "cv but applied to all user categories

combined
A ,.

. .._ .4 ..
2. User Category Allocation Restrictions (IPOWA) - After

the total demand for each user category it determined, this demand,
. . .._ 4

must be allocated-to particular pplierisites. Some us-er.-cat-,

gories at the site may 'Tot be-permitted:to use the services Offered-

-at certain other sites. Trdr example,-.4*.student at ABC University
. -

may not be able-to send any work outside. A faculty member,'on.
. _..

_the other hand, may be able to use site-s XYZ, AAA, or ZZZ for his

. wetk., These restricZiolis must be estab:shed before workloa,

&can be distributed over the network..,_ e'pq$11-cy vector TOr-fhe
,.

determination of __a site's user categoryrestrietions!is:'

=

ti

44
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Or /

IPOLUA(ISITE,IUCAT,I)
, -

-where: ISITE = site number'
IUCAT = user category

I = 1 or 2
1 -*us'er category policy number----
2 - parameter associated with the

. 'user category, policy

. -.
. \

1)
1

.. Ar----
-

,

3 Depand Allocation After budget constraints h,ave fp ced

demand as required and the user category restrictions have b en

imposed, the demand must be allocated among the available es.r

For example,. one of1XYZ University's user category pellicies may
.

.

_, .' be. to limit all allocations to either itself or AB In this.

case, the demand allocation policies will be used to e aluate both

sites and decide how much' of the set-Ince typ'e demand to allocate

'6Feach site: The current method involves a rating algorithm by

which the sites are rairked and demands allocated,in proportion to

theiprating. A variety of rating algorithms could be hypothesized.
.

At present, the rating consists a linear combination of price,

turnaround, s4POrt,_andpast demand OaoimntuRf. The coefficients'

used'ift the rating equations far certain policies are sil6 specific,

e.g.,.a site can choose to look for good-price and turnaround for

one uses category, and support for another. A-site can assign a

different coefficient to,each rating component for each user

category. The relitive weights placed on the factors will detert

mine where fhe,demand for that user is allocated. The policy

vector .for thd determination of ,a site's, demand allocations is:

IPOLDA(ISITE,KTYPE,I)
ti

where: iSITE = site number
XTYPE = service type

I = 1 or2 0
.

_, .

1 demand anoca5.on,policy tet number
2 - parameter asso.clgted with the &maul,

allocation polkEy set
,

The available service spvific demand allocation pulicibs currently

includp:

1 4
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a. Ldbk-for,the site offering `the 'lowest prices'. . This
. *.

policy is used 1 a site with a "costsconscious"

profile, or in te s of overall flemandpracticesr

,"price accountability."
a

'.

b. Restrict network usage. Try to stay in-hoUse as"

much is possible. This policy is usedby a site

with a "growth intensive" profile or. with cZtraidnti

op outside ekpehditures. -

C. Look for the site offering ,the best combination of 7 ,

turnaround and price.' l'his.pblicyspigitt be used by

a site that is "user sensitive," but still has price

accountability.

Market Policies

. , .
.

After all sites have allocated their demands for all liter:

Category levels and all service types, each site muit check the

afeasibWty'of-runningall bf,the.,batch jobs, and supplying all

the requested connect,time."-Factors to be conse-A4;include

utilization of communications lines ,and other critical resources.

.1lie resource requirements for the total. demand are calculated and
.

.compaTed.ta-the available capacity. ccapacity. If the apacityJor any trit-
.

. ical resource is exceeded, -the demand cannot be satisfied. If 14-

it is determined that,a site cannot satisfy all demand requested-
.

foi.td week, the appropriate market (supply allotaiiou)
.

policy

must bi used to determine what deg.nd:wil;-be sdtisfied and what

'Unsatisfied:- Some market policies currently implemen4ea are:
A ,

_

) For each resource that Is over - utilized, the'Ser vice

types are cut in proportion to their usage of the over

utilized resource. Cut all sites equally independent of

their usage (down to zero)...

'

.

2)'"Cut back all work in proportidn tort he over-ytilization

I

. independent -of service type i.e.', the job queue cannot

a



0

determine in advance- which.jobs to cut. The policy'

vector fog' the determination of a site!s market prac-
.

tires is: ,

I

IPOLSA(ISITE,KT YPE,1).

. where: ,ISITt = site numb'er
XTYPE = service tyke''

I = 1 or 2
1 - market policy set number

- parameter ass'ociated-wttl.the%:
mabket7.pdlicy set 4 ft

41
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- G. Policy Conventions

. W:numbea.,Of cohventions'relative to ;he representations of

policies have been incorporated inti, the Network Simulation Model.

The trio most important, scri-d below, conc ern the numbering of

policies, and the time flags that p it the use of tempora7y or

"trial" policies.1

, Overall. Policy Conventions The followln

apply, ito policy numbers contained ihtthe overall po
A

'1.the model: .'

1

oli4 Number

1. Jesti than O.

0

greateirthan'0

Meaning
.

Site ch
unique
own sub

\

P.,

conventitns

icy 'vecior

_

oses t implement a
(i.e.v its

).

No change in- specific policy
(i.e.,sb.me policy as last
plod):

Sitechooes otre of .the
'stindaid policiet available

%, -. in' the-model. Substitute=
this policl-nuaber for what-

.
ever-was used previously.

2. Second Level.Policy Cohventions4- When dealing with second
5

.

level:Wicies,the Conventions are as.follOws:

0

4
.1
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40 - site spedafic algorithm to be used r
.

-0 - do- nothing; i.e., no action ' -:
. .

70. the number of the standard algorithm' to be used

Flags' - 'Each -policy has an associated i iine nag in

the dviitll policy array, IOPQLC. Time flags are used so that a

site may implement a policy.other than iis'ttandird:policy for any

speciAeditemporary periodof tile. 'After this time elaRsed;.

the site's Standard policy willibe.restored. The current ilagi in.
.

_ use 'array IOPOLC are .

/

Time Flag

1.:. -1

2. 0

3. positive iptleg-

4. 999

(n)

Meaning

New standard policy - sate
and set time flag to 999.

Specified time has elapsed
restore standard policy and
set' time flag to 999: .

Policy will be used for n
periods to follow, after
-which staneard policy sill
be restored. (n is decieased
by 1 each time period).

Policy is tO be used indef -'
. initely. (Any integer greater
than the, number of time periods'
in the simulation run). .

H. Representation of Budget and Cash Flow

Budgets are based on a yearly tin

.specifie4, week (=1). The. total bottom .1

the Year (except in the Mcogenous Chan

.

interval, Starting at a

es are' not changed during

s' module), but the dollar

4

amounts allocated to the` various, categories cap be reallocated using

budget .policies (practices) . - -;""

- .

It
Actual cast_h

1! /
flows are configurKin the same fort as the bUdget-

0 representation. Anthly or weekly:cash flows are projected- to_
.. , %

cover a yearly period in order to examine any discrepancies between
i, .

.

-14-188
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I

budgeted .and actual amounts. The manner, of 'projecti on (i. e.,

traiet lino this week; 1i52 ihnual; 'a. function of total ,

expenditures to date, weeks remaining, etc.) is a site-dependent

fupction of policy. T4e*vectors used fgr budget and cash flow
are: ,- rr

(
BUDGET(ISITE,ICAT) - the yea ly budget

CHgFLO(ISITEJCAT) : the act I dash flows (cumulative
to date)

)

(/.=

where: IS1TE = site'num
expense category .

.SAT = income

5-,

At.the present time, BUDGET F CHOW have 25'incom4/expe*i

categories each. These ale as follows:

'MCAT CATEGORY
_.:

1. , Total .income of computer center
2 Total expenses of cpmputer center / , '.

Internally generated income using gchool funds.
, 4 Externally-..generated income,,outsidp use 1

.
5 Other cdtputer,center income (grants, contribu-.=-'

tions, etc.).and/or deficit .

'''''.. 6 Hardwarg/Software committed expense'
.7 Funds available for improvement
8 .User support'
9. Total user expenditures kr

, .. la Communications fixed expense.
11 Communications variable expense

,

12 Supplies expenst, cards, paper tapes'
i 23 Operations staff

, .

.

Ilt
.:Programming staff , , ,

. .Administiatiom expense
16 , '. UbeY category 1 expense ,

17 it u
.. II expense,-

18 .. .. III-'expense .' *

19 ,I .r.

... IV expense
. ZO it II V expense 1I

_2/ . t, ,,-, VI= expense'
.

'22. ._...-- u .. VII expense
.

23 ..
" VIII 'expense

.

24 .se IX expense. _. ,

' 25 Ussr citegory.X expense
V. .

..
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